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REPORT
ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY WORK
#

IN THE

NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE
AND

BALUCHISTAN
FOB THE

PERIOD PROM JANUARY ZND, 1904, TO MARCH 81m, 1905.

PART I.
1. I n aocordanoe with a recommendation of the Government of India
approved by His Majesty's Secretary of State for India in Despatoh No. 81
Publio (Education), dated 10th July, 1903,I was appointed to the newly created
conibined posh of Inspeotor-General of Education and Arohmlogioal Surveyor
for the North-West Frontier Province and Baluchistan. I n combining the
two appointments oonsideration was paid to the speoial qualifications acquired
by me through my previous antiquarian reaearohes on and beyond the NorthWest Frontier, and aocordingly this oombination was to be oonsidered personal
to my case. I took charge of my duties in the combined posts on the 2nd of
January, 1904, on my return from special duty in England.
2. During my first period of offioe now under report, my archaeological
activity was inevitably limited by the heavy administrative duties entailed in
the organization and regular inspection of educational institutions throughout
the two Provinces. On the one hand the separation of the Education Department in the North-West Frontier Province from that of the Punjab, which
took place upon my assuming oharge of the newly created posts, was neoessarily
attended by a number of initial ohanges whioh involved additional labour; on
the other hand it also beame necessary during this period to take in hand the
organization of an Eduoational Department in Baluohistan, the sohools of
whioh had previously not been subject to regular departmental control. The
urgently needed appointment of subordinate offioers to &t me in eaoh of the
two Provinces could not be seoured until near the olose of the period under
report, and I was thus obliged practically to the close of a second inspection
season to carry on single-handed the multifarious and responsible eduoational
duties which in other Provinces are divided between the Director of Public
Instruction and the Inspectors of Schools.
3. It has appeared to me desirable to indicate these special diffioultiea
on the eduoational side of my first period of office as they explain the limitations
I was obliged, however reluctantly, to impose upon my archaeologioal activity.
The seasonlaid down for the annual inspection of sohools coincides with that
period of the year when exploratory work in the field, especially excavation
work, is alone pmticable in the arohseologioally important portion of the two
Provinces. Until the appointment of two Personal Asiistants towards the close
of the lsst official year gave some relief, i t would have been impossible for me
to undertake excavation labours, requiring for their satisfactory oonduot prolonged preaence at the site and constant supervision, without the risk of serious
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injury to the educational interests entrusted to my charge. Intense as were the
scholarly interegts which have drawn me for a long series of years past towards
the remains still awaiting discovery belom.the soil of ancient Qandhra and
Udyana, it would have been equally impossible either to overlook for their sake
practical administrative interests or to undertake antiquarian tasks which I
could not expect to carry through with all the care and thoroughness dema ed
by the standards of soholarly exploration.
There was a further important consideration precluding me during the
period under review from any attempt at excavations. Apart from the time
spent in directing and supervising them, exoavations would neoessarily have
claimed a good deal of time and labour for the proper study and description
of their results. But this I should not have been able to spare without very
seriously delaying the publication of my Detailed Report on the archaological
results of my explorations in Chinese Turkestan. The early completion of this
heavy task is, I believe, recognized by every competent fellow-scholar as the
most important service I can render a t present to the cause of Indian archaeological research, and I accordingly felt obliged to concentrate upon it, with tho
concurrence of the Hon'ble the Chief Commissioner, whatever leisure I could
spare during the summer montb, the only period when other official work would
permit of continued scholarly application.
4. The considcrations here indioated will, I trust, be sufficient to
explain mhy the archaeological labours I have been able to carry on during
the period under report mere, apart from the last mentioned task,mainly directed
towards surveys of such anoient sites, hitherto unexplored or only imperfectly
described, as could be reached and examined by me in the course of inspection
tours or during relatively short pcriods when it was possible for me to leave
behind office work and illspection duties. I must consider it a particularly
fortunate circumstance that, thanks to the special help afforded to me by the
c.s.I., I was able to
Hon'ble the Chief Commissioner, Colonel H. A. DEANE,
extend these surveys to a region of exceptional antiquarian and historical
interest, the Mahaban Range.
Owing to its position in tribal territory beyond the north-east border
of the Peshawar District this hill tract had hitherto been inaccessible to
Europeans, and had remained a terra incognita to tho arch~ologist
as well as the topographer. The successful trans-border tour, described in
Sections v.-ix. of Part I1 of this Report, has led to the discovery of several
important sites and to the elucidation of questions of great interest for the history and ancient geography of Gandhara. It has served besides geographical
interests, inasmuch as an area of over 200 square miles hitherto unsurveyed
was carefully mapped under my supervision by Surveyor Rai Ld Singh, whose
services Colonel P. B. LONGE,B. E., Surveyor-General of India, had been
kind enough to place a t my disposal.
I n connection with this tour I ~nustrecord my deep obligation to tho
Hon'ble Colonel H. A. DEANE,who himself keenly interested in the archzeology
of the Frontier, had from the first encouraged my long-cherished hope of exploring Mahaban, and who, when the opportune moment arrived for the execution
of the plan, readily accorded both offioial sanction and the means needed for
securing the ready co-operation of the tribes. I may also express here my
sinoere gratitude to Mr. P. J. G. PIPON,C. s., then Assistant Commissioner,
Mardan, for the very zealous way in which he laboured to bring about the
tribal settlement that had to precede the enterprise, and for the oare he took to
obviate any obstacles arising to tho full execution of my proammme.
6 . The ancient sites which I wss subsequently ablo to survey during
my tours in Baluchishn could not olaim similar historical and antiquarian
irnportanoe ;but they offered the special interest of belonging to ground which
had from an archaeological point of view never boen systematioally examined
before, and which had manifestly derived whatever it possessed of early civilizat'ion far more from the rmnian than the Indian side. My marches, extending
from the desert plains of Khamn in thc south-west to Loralai and Thal in tho
north-east, gavc ample opportunities also for intermtin: gcograpbical observations which harc a close bcaring on the historical aspccts of this border land.
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They will be . very helpful whenever the time comes to prepare the acoount
of the ancient geography of Northern India with which I have been entrusted
for the Encyclopaedia of Indo-Aryan Itesearoh." My archaeological enquiries in Baluchistan were greatly facilitated by the information concerning old
BULLER,Suparintendent of the
mounds, traditions, &o., whiah Mr. R. HUGHES
Baluchistan Gazetteer, had collected with much zeal. For the liberality with
which he plaued this information at my disposal, as well as for the guidanoe and
help accorded to me in other ways, I may be allowed to offer here my sincere
thanks.
6. !L'he special conditions under which my archzeological work was carried
on during this fimt period would not have justified the expense involved in the
employment of a permanent establishment. .Whatever sukveys of ancient
remains I was able to undertake were carried out by myself without special
assistance. The only exception to this rule was my Mahaban tour, when, i n
view of the rapidity of work indicated by political considerations, s temporary
assistant in the person of Subadar Jagat Singh, a pensioned Military Surveyor,
mas employed to assist me in making plans of ruined sites, &c. On the same
occasion I received very useful assistance in the =me direction also from Rai
La1 Singh, of the Survey of India Department, to whose excellent services
in the matter of topographical survey work I have already had occasion to
refer. Clerical work was effected by the offioe establishment attached to my
post of Inspector-General of Education.

For the preparation of finished drawings of the large series of site plans,
kc., illustrating the detailed Report on my explorations in Chinese Turkestan,
Colonel J. E. DICKIE, R. E., Commanding Royal Engineer, and Secretary to
the Chief Commissioner, North-West Frontier Provinoe, Public Works Department, was kind enough to place at my disposal the services of an efficient
draftsman of his office, M. Nuhammad Ismail. For this and other valuable
assistance received from Colonel J. E. Dickie I wish to record hero my grateful
acknowledgments.

7. A list of the photographs taken by myself for archmlogical purposks
will be found in Appendix I.
8. At the close of the official year I had the satisfaction of taking over
.
into safe custody, for future deposit in the Museum planned in connection
with the Victoria Memorial Hall, Peshawar, a large collection of relievoe and
sculptured fragments of Graeco-Buddhist or Gandhara art which had accumulated at. the residence of the Assistant Commissioner, Mardan. The total
number .of pieoes, varying from Buddha statues almost life-size to relievo
fragments in stucco or stone measuring only a few inches, amounts to 22'1.
The great majority had been reoeived by Mr. P. J. G. PIPON, C. S., while
Assistant Commissioner, Jdardan (1902-1904), from village headmen and other
natives of his sub-division, Who alleged to have found them in the course of
accidental exoavations. Other pieces had apparently been left behind at the
Assistant Comslissioner's bungalow aa remnants of earlier collections.
Considering how mnoh of the remains of Gandhara art has been lost to
research through the " irresponsible diggings " of an earlier period and through
careless amateur collecting, special thanks are due to Mr. Pipon for having
carefully kept the sculptures brought to him in thh manner, for having i n
most cases kept a record of the alleged find-plaoes, and for having finally on his
transfer from Mardttn arranged in consultation with myselE to hand over the
whole collection for deposit in the future Museum. Many of the pieces are fregments such as might have been thrown aside as useless by the natives who in
former days were engaged in digging out " idols" for supply to European
collectors ; in no instance is accurate information available as to the exact
conditions and spot in which partioular piecea were discovered, and even the
general statements received as to the find-plaoes may not always be reliable.
Still there are numerous pieces which arc well-preserved and of manifest
intercat for Graeco-Buddhist iconography, and when once a detailed examinati011 of the colleotion can bc madc, th rccordcd niLmes of find-placcs will
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prove useful for grouping pieoes of probably identical origin. The whole oolleotion, Wing four large carts, was carefully paoked at Mardan under my
supervision and transported to my office, where every piece of sculpture h a
sinoe been marked with the name of the collector and the alleged find-place
wherever recorded.
qhree smaller oolleotions of soulptures similarly acquired, oomprising 6,
16, and 5 pieces, respeotively, were subsequently received from the Hon'ble
c.I.R.,
Colonel H. A. DEANE,c.s.I., Chief Commissioner; Major C. BAWLINSON,
Deputy Commissioner, Peshawar; and Mr. J. WILSON-JOHNSTON,
C. s.,
Assistant Commissioner, Mardan.
9. Three collections of ooins were referred to me by the Revenue
Commissioner, North-West Frontier Province, for report under the Treasure
Trove Regulations. Two of these, coming from the Hnzam Distriot, comprised numerous gold and silver pieoes oE the Later Kuahan and Hindu
8hahi dynasties, respectively (see for details Beation iv. of Part II.), while
the third, found when digging a grave close to Utrnanzai village, Hashtnagar,
was composed of Arab gold coins of the twelfth century, A. D. I n arranging
for the distribution of the coins between various museums care was taken to
reserve representative specimens for the collection to be formed at Peshawar.

APPENDIX I.

LIST OF PHOTOGRAPHS.
LOCALITY.

No.
I

S u m
I

-

OP

PHOTOGWE.
I

... (

I
64 x 41 inches.
1 Adh-i-Samudh ... East wall of Fort
Ditto
... North wall of Fort, looking south-east
...
Ditto.
2
Ditto
. North corner bastion of Fort seen from south- Ditto.
3
east.
Ditto
.. North corner bastion of Fort seen from north- Ditto. .
4
west.
...
.. Eastern part of Mound
Ditto.
5 A h
...
Do.
... Southern part of Mound
Ditto.
6
...
.. Ancient well on Mound
Ditto.
7 Do.
...
Ditto.
Do.
... Minor mounds to south-east
S
.. General view from range to east
... Ditto.
9 Kafirkot
... Interior of fortress seen from south angle ... Ditto.
10 Ditto
11
Ditto
. Sonth-eaat rtion of interior of fortress ... Ditto.
... Ditto.
l a Ditto
... Interior of ortrees seen from north
13
Ditto
.. North-west face of circumvallation towards Ditto.
Indue.
14
Ditto
.. Bastions and curtains, north-west face, near
Ditto.
west comer.
.. Bastions and curtains, north-west face, with
Ditto.
. 15 Ditto
~ t e .
of north-west face with Shrine D
16
Ditto
.. Wall
Ditto.
... Main bastions of north-west face
Ditto.
17 Ditto
...
Ditto
... Citadel in west angle aeen from south-west face Ditto.
18
Ditto
. Comer bastion, west angle
19
...
Ditto.
90
Ditto
... Bastions and curtains of sooth-weet faee Ditto.
seen from west.
Ditto
.. Kanjari-Kothi temple, south face
Ditto.
21
..
22
Ditto
...
Ditto,
west face
.. .
Ditto.
23
Ditto
... Temple B, seen from south
...
Ditto.
24
Ditto
... Temple A, seen from south-west
... Ditto.
25
Ditto
... Ditto, seen from eouth-east
... Ditto.
26
Ditto
... Temple D, seen from s o u t h w t
...
Ditto.
27
Ditto
... Temple C, seen from north-west
...
Ditto.
28
Bitto
Ditto, seen from north-east
...
Ditto.

..

.
.
.
.
..

.
.
.
.

P"

...

..
.

'.. I

.
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I

Kafirkot
Ditto
Sale-Dheri
Mahaban .
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Dewai
Do.
Mount Banj
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

...

...

...

...
...
...

...

.-.

...
...
...

Ditto

...

Ditto
Ditto
Aspm
DItto
Bdar
Do.
Pishin
Loralei
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

...

( Ditto

Mari ruin, seen from north

... 61 x 4) inches.

...
... Ditto, seen from eouth-at
,.. Interior of ruined monastery, north-west comer
... Shahkot summit, seen from Miyapi-Kandao.. .
Ditto,
oon tinued to north-west .. .
...

...

...
...
...
...
.. .
...
...

...

Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto.
Northern spur, seen from Ballighat
... Ditto.
Silosar summit, seen from Shabkot
... 4 t x 3) inch-.
Ditto.
Ditto,
continued to south-west
...
View of Fort from north-west
... 64 x 4h inches.
Ditto.
Above view continued towards Indae
...
Site of northern group of ruins
... Ditto.
Central part of site
Ditto.
...
Site of southern group of ruins
... Ditto.
View from Banj Peak towards Indns
... Ditto.
View from Banj Peak, continued towards
Ditto.
north-east.
View from Banj Peak, continaed to north of
Ditto.
ruined site.
.. .
View from Banj Peak towards Shahkot
Ditto.
Ditto.
Ditto,
continued towarda Guru
...
Dith
Ruined Stupas, Asgram
Ditto.
Ditto
...
...
Ditto.
Stnpa, seen from south
Ditta.
Ditto
north
...
Riassa-Qhnndai Mound, Been from north-east 4) x 3f inches.
Ditto.
Ruined Fort A, Monastery Hill, from eset ...
Ditto.
South-east bastion of above
...
Ditto.
Wall of south-east b&tion, from inside
...
Ditta
North-meet fsce of mined Fort B, Monastery
Hill.
Ditto.
Sonth-west corner bastion of above, seen fxom
north-west.
...
Ditto.
Shorgslai Mound, seen from west
...
Ditto.
Eroded south-eatst face of above
Ditto.
...
Main mound, seen from south-weat
Ditto.
Ancient pottery from Chhslgarhi Mounds . . .
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PART 11.
SECTIONi.-ANCIENT

REMAIN8 I N THE

KOHATDISTBICT.

THE district of Kohat, through which I paased for the first time in *","14;!;2;22
January, 19M, offers among its rugged and arid hills far too little of cultivable
ground to have ever supported a large population or to have been the aeat of a
rich and flourishing community suoh as historioal records and anoient remains
alike attest for the great fertile valleys of Peshawar and Swat to the north of it.
No distinct reference to Kohat can be t
d in pre-Muhammadan remrds.
I was hence not altogether surprised that my enquiries during the tours I made
in the District brought only two looalities of archaeological interest to my notice.
Both are to be found in the vicinity of the town of Kohat, which appears to have
been from early times the administrative centre of the territory.
This is amply aocounted for by the natural advantages of its position
in an open and w i l y irrigated part of the main Kohat Valley and at the very
foot of the pass which forms the nearest and most convenient approach to
Peshawar. It may be considered as certain that just as the tribea of the Kohat
hills were during later Muhammadan and Sikh times more or less effectively
subject to the Governors established a t Peshawar, so also in earlier periods the
power holding ancient Qandhara exercised control over the hill tract on its
southern border.
The first place of antiquarian interest is oharacteristimlly enough the Aocimt r o d
Kohat Pass itself, where the remains of an ancient road can be traoed for a consi- K h i Pw.
derable distance, probably not lase than 1+ miles, along the bare spur which
flanks the left or eastern side of the n m w valley descending from the pass
southwards. The remarkable regularity of the alignment, whioh follows the
inner slope of the spur and winds along its projections and receding side nullahs
at a gradient that seems almost uniform throughout, makes this road very conspicuous to any one standing on the top of the pass or travelling dong the
newly constructed tonga road which skirts the spur opposite. The bridle path,
whioh wm in insole use until the new mad was constructed, desoends in steep
zigzags to the bottom of the gorge and keeps entirely clear of the ancient road.
That the latter is pre-Muhammadan, and probably of a very early date, may
be considered as certain in view of the close agreement which its ~ p t e mof
alignment and construction shows with that observed on the so-called
" Buddhist roads " on the Malakand and Shahkot Pagses leading into Udyana.'
I was able to examine only a small portion of the road nearest to the pass ; but
thL sufficed to show that, like the roads juet referred to, it is partly cut into the
rook and partly carried over supporting walls of rough, but solid, masonry.
Owing to the amount of detritus washed down from above and the damage
whioh the walled-up portions have suffered, it is manifestly impossible to determine accurately the original width of this road. But while its gradient and
curves would soarcely have admitted of cart trafiic, it is safe to assert that for
laden animals from the elephant downwards it must have offered s far more
'convenient route than any bridle path which these hills knew before they
were opened to modern engineering. Though the road and ibe antiquity are
well known to the people I did mt hear any local traditions sbout it. Nor did
I suoceed in t m i n g its continuation on the northern f a d of the pass, where,
however, the need for elaborate road construction L less 1oark0d.m proportion as
the paas itself approximates more closely to the levelof the d j a n b g valley.
old fite! as shown by the WO". S9r'D*
Though Kohat town probably oacupies a
deep layers of d6bris and the old graves which m l o n d d q ~ n g sfor foundations, &o., have disclosed, my local informanta-among them the late Shahmda
Sultan Jan, K.C.I.E., whoee knowledge of, find interst in, all local lore of
Kohat and the K u m m w~ asgreat-w~e unable to indicate any structures
Csmgur reprdiag there m i c n t r
1896,pp. 671 q.

d Cob-1 H A. Drr~s'a Not# on Udynw a d Gandhara, J . B. A. 8,

m
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older than the Durani rule. Yet a trace of antiquity survives a t least in
the name Bhona given to the fine springs which issue a t the east foot of the
Kohat Port and assure to the town and environs ita abundant water supply.
There oan be no doubt that the nRme is the direct phonetio derivative of the
Sanskrit term birctcana, ' residenoe,' ' saared abode,' which is oommon in the
names of anoient Buddhist shrines in Kashmir, and whioh is applied to this day
to that famous pilgrimage place, the springs of Martand.* The Bhom
~pringa are no longer a reoopized place of pilgrimage, but a l o 4 Hindu fair
is held here in the month of Vaisakha.
B u i ~of Adh-iThe ancient mountain fastness known as Adh-i-Samudh is the second
Semudh.
locality of archaeological interest in the vioinity of Kohat, and its ruins proved
far more extensive than could be expected from the accounta previously received. They occupy the last offshoot of a precipitous spur whioh descends from
the Istargho Range forming the watershed towards Tirah, and abuts into the
open lain of the Kohat Valley about 6 miles to the west-north-west of Kohat
town. On ascending the foot of this spur from the hamlet of Ghulam Saiyid,
I reached the first remains of stone wdls (here muoh decayed and of rough
construction) at a height of about 300 feet above the plain. These seem to
have belonged to a kind of outwork of the proper stronghold. The latter
is approached by a narrow path which first ascends a steep rocky ridge
towards the north-west, and then, at an elevation of circ. 600 feet, winds
eastwards round the top oE an amphitheatre of unscaleable rock walls. These
form the natural defencea to the south-east and south for a mountain faetness,
the ruins of which rise over steep slopes and intervening small termes to a
height of oiro. 700 feet above the plain. On the narrow ledge above the
middle of that part of the rock scarp which faoes to the south for a total distance
of some 600 yards, there issues a fairly copious perennial spring which gives life
to a large Banyan tree and some smaller trees and shrubs doubly conspiouous on
this barren mountain side. The oonstant supply of water assured by this spring
mas, no doubt, a main oonsideration for those who first oreated the stronghold.
But the position besidea offered other natural advantages scarcely less wnspicuous.
Circumv~~i.
The fortified portion of the spur has not only the natural rampart on
the south already referred to, but is protected on the other sides by deep and
preoipitous ravines which separate it effectively both from neighbouring side
spurs and the slope of the main ridge rising above. The line of bastioned stone
walls whioh closely follow the scarp of these ravines, commences some 200
yards to the east of the spring, where the rook wall ceases to be unscaleable.
The line first faces eastwards and ascends very steeply along the cliffs which
flank a deepcut torrent bed, running from north to south, to a point
oirc. 200 feet above its starting place. There the nullah turns sharply to the
west-north-west, and is followed along its edge (here less preaipitous) by
another line of bastions and conneoting curtains whioh forms the northern faoe
of the defences. The ground immedistely to the south of this face wneists of
a small level plateau or shoulder, oirc. 200 yards long with a width varying
from circ. 26 to 36 yards. A strongly projeoting bastion resembling a ravelin
marks the head of the ravine so far followed and also the north-western angle
of the whole circumvallation. The main ridge rising on the north shows a
small saddle just above this point, and from it descends another ravine which,
gradually deepening, flanks the fortified spur on the west. Along this weatern
side, too, a line of walls can be traced ;but their remains are far more decayed
than on the north a d mt.
Con~ttnctionof r r l l ~
The walls of the btter faces show several features deserving of speoial
notice. The east mall, %ugh badly injured in plaoes where the foundations
have given wcag owing to tht precipitous nature of the slope, still rises at other
points to 20-26 feet in heig~t. It shows throughout a mnstruction exactly
similar to that which ohrtraoterks all pre-Muhammadan structures in Yusufzai,
C o m w mg tramlati~nof the B a j a t a - , ~ ~ ; m iVol.
,
I.. notea i. 93. iv. 192 ; II., pp. P39, 369. I t m y
be noted here in P)Pllng that WOng the now whollpu-htp perking ~ p u l s t i o nof the Kohat hill8 another remnant
of ancient 1-1 t - m i ~ l o ~ ymrviv@ in the word
*r TO& which 1s applied M a generic appelhtiou to the Kohat
River an well an to ik w i n f e d e n ; it L Uudaubtdly, 11-e the name T o i i borne by aeveral monnhin-ms
which
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Swat and Buner. The masonry, entirely without mortar, consists of roughly
hewn slabs, of no great size but fairly uniform in height, whioh are set in regular
ooumes ;space is left between the slabs laterally for the insertion of closely
packed columns of small flat stones which fill the interstices. Narrow bands of
similar flat stones separate one course vertically from the next and adjust any
small inequalities of height between the slabs composing each couree. The
average thickness of the wall seemed 8 to 10 feet. Three bastions of semi-oircular
shape which project from this faoe have suffered muoh decay.
The wall, which defends the small plateau on the north, mas-owing to Nodh.wd brdion.
the reduoed depth of the ravine and the commanding height of the hill slope
opposite-evidently the most exposed portion of the circumvallation. We find it
accordingly strengthened by not less than five bastions. Four of these are small,
semi-circular in shape, and have now lost most of their outer masonry facing.
The fifth built a t the extreme north-west angle, on a narrow rock ledge jutting
out northward, f o r m a small semi-detached work completely cornmanding the
ground whioh separates the two ravines already referred to. I t measures over
40 feet from north to south, with a breadth of circ. 24 feet, and being one solid
mass of mammy has remained in relatively good pi-eservation. On its eastern
face (see fig. I) it still rises to a height of 42 feet.
The construotion of this bastion differs materially from that of the rest
of the walls by showing on the west and north sides closely fitting courses of
large dressed blocks, up to 3 feet in length and over 1foot in height, without
any "packing" of small stones in interstices as described above. I n the
masonry facing the east side of this bastion similar large blocks are seen, but ic
far less regular courses, and interspersed with rows of smaller stones serving as
wedges. But the regular columns of small flat stones filling interstices, so
characteristic for what for convenience's sake we may call the " Gandhara"
type of masonry, are absent here also. Judging from my examination on
the spot I am inclined to a t t r i k t e !the irregular appearance of the masonry
work on the east side to later repairs; but my observations did not furnish
any definite evidence for deciding the interesting main question as to whether
this bastion, with its general construction so strikingly different from that of
the rest of the walls, belongs to a later or an earlier epoch.
Though the extent of the total fortified area is perhaps not less than one- Character of fodifld
third of a square mile, most of it is ground so precipitous that it could never ~ i t e .
have served for the .location of houses. I was unable to trace any distinct
remains of buildings even on such small terraces of level ground as are found,
e. g., along the north faoe of the walls, and w i n near the spring; but it is
possible that the layers of loose stones which cover these terrsoes may represent
the debris of dwellings roughly built in stone and plaster. The scantiness of
potsherds seemed another indication that this hill fastness oould not haye held
a settled population for prolonged periods.
Descending by a very rugged path into the ravine eastwards, I was
shown a small cave with stalactites a short distance below the south-east angle
of the fortified. area. I n front of it is a platform of ancient masonry with a
walled-up path leading up to it. I t was only when descending further that I
noticed a inassive wall of solid masonry, apparently in very fair preservation,
built across the upper portion of the ravine which is formed between the semicircle of rock walls to the south and south-wesk of the spring. This mall has a
bastion at its north-east end, and appeared to rise still to a height of 30-38
feet; only towards the south-west end is it broken for some distance. I t is
possible that this isolated wall wm meant not only for defensive purposes, but
also to transform the head of the ravine into a reservoir whicth could easily be
filled with water either from the spring or from rainfall. Looking from above
nothing in the rock amphitheatre thus enclosed had attracted my attention;
and when I was descending after long hours spent in surveying the ruins above,
i t mas getting too late for any close examination of these particular remains.
Old coins are mid to be found occasionally among the ruins after raina; A, ,p ah.;.
but unfortunately my enquiries s t the hamlet of Ohulam Saiyid and at the "mufiruiwnearest villap, il$uhammadzai, did uot lead t~ any ~pecimens being produoed.

Their evidence would be all the more valuable in the abaenoe of any sculptured
remains whioh might be utilized for an approximate dating of the ruins. I n
view of what has been stated above as to the peouliar mmtruction obeervahle
in the greatest portion of the walls, it may be oonsidered as certain that the
fortification of the site goes back to pre-Muhammadan times; but no closer
determination of the period seems poesible at present. Judging from the
position and character of the ruins, it seems probable that ' Ad h-i-Samudh '
served as a mountain fastness of the rulers of Kohat capable of offering temporary refuge in times of need. Whether the name by whioh i t is now known,
is old I am unable to asoertain. I t is mpposed to be of Arabic origin, and is
aooordingly subjeoted to various forms of " popular etymology " among representatives of Muhamxxmh learning at Kohat.

SECTION
ii.-ANCIENT G ~ G R A P HAND
Y REMAINS OF THE KUBRAXVALLEY
W D BANNDDISTRICT.
Ancient geagnphy
of Klrrrrm region.

The westernmost part of the Kohat District (Upper Miranzai) belongs to
a distinot and geoggphically well defined territory oomprising the drainage
area of the Kurram River. The historical importanoe of this .border region
of ancient India, now divided between the districts of Bannu and Kohat, the
Frontier Agencies of the Kurnrm and Tochi, and the Afghan tract of Khost,
is reflected in the relatively early notices me o m trace of it. We may mention
these briefly, as they invest with additional interest what ancient remains
have as yet come to light here. The Kurram River enjoys the distinotion
of being named already as Krunau in a famous hymn of the Rig~edh(X. 76),
our arliest Indian text. The imposing snowy range, which towers above ita
upper oourse, and remains visible down to almost its junction with the Indus,
is in all probability, as I believe to have shown long ago, mentioned in an
Iranian text almost as venerable ;for the 8p'ti-gam gairi, ' the white-ooloured
mountains' whioh the Avesta names in the well-known hymn to Haoma
(Yasna ix.) in close conjunotion with what I take to be the ancient name at
Tirah (etabra), are manifestly the Safed-Koh.

The earliest notioe of the territories along tho Kurram, and fortunately
very olear one, is furnished by the Chinese pilgrim Fa-hien. Starting early
in 404 A. D. from the tract whioh corresponds to the present Nangrahar near
Jalalabad in the Kabul Valley, he with two fellow pilgrims proceeded southward, armed the range of the " Little Snowy Mountains," i.e. the &fed-Koh,
and arrived in the kingdom of Lo-i, where they found Buddhist establishments
"with nearly three thousand monks, studenta of both the Mahayana and
.Hinayana." Having passed here the summer retreat, " descending south and
journeying for ten days, they reached the Po-nas oountry, where there are also
some 3,000 priests or more, all belonging to the ' Little Vehicle.' From this
journeying eastwards for three days they again crossed the Sin-tu (Indua)
River" at a point where both sides of it were level.* As correctly recognized
by General Cunningham, the kingdom of Zoi represents here the Upper
Kurram Valley, while in Po-rza we have olearly a Chinese transoription of an
eaklier form of the name of Bannu. We have every reason to assume that
then as now the fertile open traot at the head of the Upper Kurram Valley
was the moet important and populous portion of the first named territory.
Starting from there, and taking into account the difficulties of the route in the
narrow gorge of the Kurram between Thal and Bannu, ten marches appear a
very reasonable estimate for the journey to the site of Akra, whioh our subsequent remarks will show to have been the probable location of the politioal
centre of Bannu in Fa-hien's days. I n the same way the distance and direction indicated for Fa-hien's further journey to the Indus agrees very correotly
kith the three marches whioh are reckoned at the present day from the vicinity
of Akra to Kunbl, the nearest point on the Indus at the southern end of the
level plain of the Isa Khel Tahsil.

-Fa-hma'r notics ef
Kurrm.
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The account whiob the later and more celebrated Chinese pilgrim, Hiuen
Tmng, has left m of this region is scarooly less definite in topographical respects, and supplies interesting details as regards the nature of the county and
the oharacter of its inhabitants. General Cunningham's identification of Hiuen
Tsang's Fa-la-na, with the territory of which Bannu mas ths natural and
political centre, must appear convincing to any student who is familiar mith
the actual geography of this part of the North-West Frontier.* The 'Jcife'
of the pilgrim tells us that he visited Fa-la-na after having arrived a t Lan-PO,
the p m n t Laghman, on hiq return joun~eyfrom India towards Kabul and
China (ciro. A.D. 644). As Fa-la-na, like most oE the territories from
Peshawar to the Hindukush, was then subject to the king of Kapisa, under
w h s e special protection Hiuen Tsang was notually travelling, the dCtour in the
pilgrim's route as implied by his visit to Pa-la-na becomes quite inte1ligible.t

nt'B.n3:~*aUti

We are told that ho reached this territory (i. e., its ohief place) by travelling fifteen drays due south from Laghman. A look at the map shows that thd
bearing and distanoe indiuated would take the pilgrim exactly to the oentre of the
Bannu oasis. The shortest and most convenient route from Laghman to Bannu
leads due south over the Safed-Koh to the Upper Kurram Valley, and thence
continues mith practimlly the same southern bearing down the Kurram River.
We have sesn already that the distance from the southern foot of tbe SafedKoh in Upper Kurrarn to Bannu was reokoned by Fa-hien at ten marches ; and
aa the direct mad distance between the centre of Upper Kurmm, as approximately marked by Parachinar, and the centre of the Laghman tract (allowing
for the mountainous ohamcter of much of the ground) map mfelp be estimated
at 70-80 miles, we arrive exaotly at tho five additional marches which Hiuen
Teang's itinerary indioates.
We are able to establish the identification of Fa-Ia-na with the Bannu
District also by another topographical test. Hiuen Tsang's ' Mernoir of the
Western Countries ' telis us that on leaving this territory and going towards
the north-west, for a b u t 2,000 li or twenty marches, after traversing great
mounttins and crossing wide valleys, he reached the territory of Tau-ku-ch'a,
which mas beyond the frontier of India.$ The capital of this territ,ory,
which the pilgrim calls Ho-si-,,a, bas been identified with certainty as the
present Ghnzni, and applying from this fixed point Both the hearing and
distanue just idicaied we are once more taken b o k to Bannu as the territory
meant by Fa-la-nn.

FR-la-oaawording to Hiuen Trang's trnnacriptimai systam ia intended D

to repwent a Sanskrit Vas~*naop Bnrna, and such a form may on pllilological

*

grounds be safely accepted either as the genuine original form or' as the most
likely Sanskritization of the local name which in the Prakrit d the seventh
centmy, and probably long before, is likely to have already sousded Banna
or Bannu.$ Tllo pilgrim describe the territory tts being about 4,000 l i
or 40 daily marches in circuit and the population as dense ; but as he distinctly
statee the greatest portion of the area to be ocoupied by mountains and forests,
i t is quite clear that hi8 remark as to the thickness of the population can only
refer to the fertile part of the territory. The justness d his ohmration mmt
be evident to any one who is acquainted mith striking oontmt which the.
exceptionally fertile and thickly populated oentral part of the Bannu District
offera not only to the barren hills a m n d it, but to all ether tracts b be feund
on the left bank of the Indus between the Peshanai- District artd Lover Sind.
sea Ancient Osogrnphy nf I d i n , pp. 6 4 rqq. Geuernt Cunningham hw, rs in otbor instances, m i x d n p the
welE recognized mnia frcta wit11 'cenjectum wlricb are net criticsllj toueble. Hence hia identification bss'not been
treated by latar writem with tho attention it deserver.
t Laghmrn ( L n n p o . Skr. Lzmpnk-t) wan the 1-t t e n *
in tb K . h d Vullay
betonging toIndia (lee Si-yw-ki, h n d . Heal, i. p. 68). It rru natnr.1 for tho pilgrim
?b-la-- another npigl~beoringregion which ir dmcrihed an being on the extreme border nf
R . r d i a g tawads India by the same Knbnl vdLy mte,*me f o a m yeam uh,he hd

whiah w u mkeaed u
to bnrn nil fran it b
Iadis. rud which whsn
left n n ~ l i b d .

3 See Biyr-ki, had. Ed, ii. p. m.
j We ehodd hare an early witnccu tor this fcnm of the name in P b k q if by R a a q ~ a ~mmtimd
u
by him
(WI. i. 47) mmg the burn d Indo-Scythu to the r m t of the Indnr. is meant R o w - w . q n m . i. r . Ranna Town.
m a u u m d by Qeualrl Cunningham. Unfatntubdy neither the teximr the nup of tbe G l k t gwgmphsr furnirh
d h c t oodirnutory eridmm
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That part of the Bannu District with its ample irrigation and remarkable
fertility presents, in fact, the character of a true oasis. The close resemblance
between it and the typical owes of Central Asia as known to me from Eastern.
and Western Turkestan in physical features, oonditions of cultivation;
distribution and cbai*acter of population, &c., has struck me greatly, and would
in my opinion well deserve special treatment from the point of view of the
geographical student.
Pmph of FI-la--.
From Hiuen Tsang's estimate of the circuit it must be concluded that
the territory administered in his days from Bannu aomprised the whole of the
area drained by the Kurram River, and in addition probably also a portion of
the Derajat, perhaps the whole oE the present Dera Ismail Khan District.
But we have reason to assume that. as in other instances, his description of
the territory and its people is mainly taken from the region around the
administrative centre, i. e., the Bannu oasis. H e mentions the regularity of
cultivation and the relative ooolness of the climate. The people were rough
in manners, of a violent disposition, and low in their sentiments,-a desoription
that goes far to prove that some of the most conspiauous defects with which the
oharaoter of the modern Bannochi is generally oredited, may be of far older origin
than the Pathan invasion. The languase spolcen by the people was " somewhat
like that of Mid-India" ; about literature or arts they did not care. A portion
of them followed Buddhism, but the convents, which numbered some dozens,
were mostly in ruins, and the monks numbered only about thri-.ehundred. The
capital, the position of which is not specified, measured about 20 li or circ. 4
miles in circumference ; not far to the south of it was an ancient convent
marking the spot where Buddha was believed to have preached, and by the side
of it traces were shown which the four past Buddhas had left of their etepe
while walking for exercise.
Ywntsin~urd p p l e
An interesting notice with whioh Hiuen Tsang closes his account of
ct K i k u .
Fa-la-na proves that the mountain regions to the west were in his days as until
quite recent times wholly independent oE the rule established in Bannu and the
rest of the Derajat. According to the report heard by him from the people,
there was on their western frontier the territory of Xi-kiang-na, the inhabitants
of which lived amid great mountains and valleys in separate clans without any
ohief ruler. They were said to breed nn immense quantity of sheep and horses,
and their horses being of large size and an excellent breed, rare in the countries
around, were highly valued. That this territory of Ki-kinng-na is the same as
the Iirilcan region, which early Awb historians vaguely mention to the north of
Smd, has been recognized long ago by European scholars;* but it does not
appear to have bee11 realized how accurately the Chinese pilgrim's account
represents the conditions prevailing down to our own days in Waziristsn and
the whole mountain region along the Sulaiman Range. We see also dearly
that the breeds of liorses QOW known as Wazir and Baluch were indigenous in
these mountains probably long before the advent of the tribes from which they
now take their names,
It is curious that we should find a reference to the famous horses of
Rikrmn also in what appears to be the earliest Muhammadan notice of Bannu.
B~ladhuritells us of an early raid whioh the Arabs under Al-Xuhallab's leadership made northward from Sind in 664-65 A. D., and on which they reached
" Banna and Al-Ahwar whioh lay between Multan and Kabul."
On the same
oocasion the Arabs are related to have defeated in Kikan a large force of Turkish
horsemen, the fastness of whose steeda is specially praised.+ That by the
' Banna' of the Arab historian the Bannu District is meant does not appear to
me doubtful, even though the identity of the other territory, 81-Ahwar, named
along with it, oannot be established ;for we know that the raids of the Arab
invaders of Sind during. .the latter part of the seventh century extended
along the Indus Valley even as far ae Gandhara.
.
Ancient mnsins in
Turning now to the known antiquarian remains of the region of which
Upper Kurram.
we have just briefly surveyed the earliest historical notioes, it must b e aoknowledged that they are scanty, indeed,-and praotiaally restrioted to two important
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sitas. I n the Upper Kurram Valley the local officers consulted by me mere
not aware of the existenoe of any anoient structures above ground, and the
very brief visit which I mas able to pay to the head-quarters of the Agency
a t Paraohinar, did not allow me to supplement these enquiries by a peruollul
searoh i n the less frequented side valleys. Subsequently, however, I hearu of
oertain caves in the Kirmrin Darrah, which the people consider to havc served
as habitations in ancient times, and in which Mr. W. Merk, c.s.I.,when
Politioal Agent of the Kurram, is said to have oarried out some exoavations.
Of the result of these no definite information seems to have been reoorded.
Tracea of ancient canals are known to the people a t various points to the west
of Parachinar (e. g., near Kharlaohi olose to the Afghan border), and rnay be
taken as an indication that this naturally fertile portion of the valley held
onoe a far larger population than a t present. Fa-hien'fi estimate of tlirce
thousand monks for the territory of Lo-i, d. e. the Upper Kurrnm, distinotlg
presupposes this. I wrts interested to obtain local confirmation of the fact
already heard in Kohat that the great peak of Sikaram, 15,620 feet above the
sea, whioh is the culminating point of the mhvle Safed-Koh Range, and is
visible over a vast extent of country, forms the objeot of a regular annual
pilgrimage for Hindus from the Indus to Kabul. A large spring, apparently
not far from the summit and to the west of it, is the specific Tirtha visited,
and an ancient pathwny, of whioh traces are said to exist on tqhaspurs descending
from the peak towards the south-east, is believed to have been constructed for the
purposes of the pilgrimage.
Whatever remains of antiquit,y the Upper Kurnrm Valley may still lmgfi+m:a,
retain below the ground or in tho little-known glens of the Safed-Koh, it appears
to me highly probable that the route which l a d s t#hrou?h i t must, owing to the
great natural facilities i t offers for communioation between Kabul and the
central part of the Indus Valley, have been one of considerable commeroial and
political~importancein ancient times. We have a direct proof of this in the
fact already referred to that Bannu and a great portion of the Derajat mas in
Hiuen 'Bang's time ruled by the kings of Kapisa, whose original seat of power
was far,away in the Koh-i-Daman a t the foot of the Hindukush and who may
safely be idehtified with the ' Turkish Shahiyas of Kabul ' of early Muhammadan
historians. The extension of the Frontier railways mny partly restore the
imporhnoe of the route i n future, though with a divergence from its natural
direotion ; for it is evident that the true continuation of the route leading from
Kabul over the Shutargardan and Peiwar Passes docs not lie through the barren
hill tracts oE Kohat, but down the Kurram into the Bannu oasis, and on to the
Indus at the point where the great river first becomes fully navigable.
Clay and sun-dried brioks have, no doubt, in ancient days, as a t present,
formed the only readily available building material within the Bannu oasis.
Struotures of this kind when once abandoned were bound to decay rapidly
under atmospheric influences, while such traces as they might have left below
the ground oould not fail to suffer equally by the moisture spread over the
whole cultivated area through constant and abundant irrigtrtion. At tho same
time the heavy silt deposit accompanying this irrigation has probably during
the course of centuries considerably raised the general ground level i n the oasis,
whioh, aa my archamlogical observations a t Rhotan and other oases of Chinese
Turkeatan have clearly proved under exactly similar conditions, would
necessarily lead to the effective burid of any old sites onoe brought under
cultivation.* I n qiew of these oonsiderations i t need not surprise us that there
ia a t present only one looality known within the Bannu o a ~ i swhere ancient
remains are found. This is the site of Akrs, some seven miles to the southmuth-west of the town and cantonment of Bannu.
The mounds of Akra form a compicuous object in the level flat of the klonnaa of A k a
alluvial lain of Bannu, and on that account as well as of the antiquities
unearthEX! from them they have from a n early date attraoted the attention of
European o 5 c e n stationed in the distriot. But I am not aware of the site ever
having been examined by a competent archaeologist. The main group of
mound8 is situated about a mile to the south of the large village of Bharst,
'
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which itself is rcaohed from Bannu by a much frequented road leading througb
richly cultivated country along an old irrigation canal known as Uch-Baran.
Tho largest of tile mounds, and t,he one which i n particular bears the name of
Akra, 11ises ilninediately to the south of t.he small hamlet of Khabdali and of the
adjoining Ziarat of Tenltoekht Oaa Sahib, " the forty yard^ Saint," supposed to
he buried there. This mound, though greatly reduced by the exoavationa which
have been carried on here for many years past by villagers in search of soil
useful for manuring, still shows imposing dimensions. Its greatest length is
in the direction from nortb-west to south-east, where it measures oiro. 320 yard8
along the crest. Its greatest width is near the centre, measuring circ. 140 yards
across on the top. The north-west end of the mound, which appears to have
~ufferedleast by recent excavations, still rises to a height of about 70 feet above
the level of the surrounding plain ; but the height of the remaining portion, the
scene of the actual diggings, nowhere reaches more than 40 or 60 feet.
Ancient etrrtr of
The esanlinntion of the banks of soil Inid bare by these digginp proved of
Akrr.
oonsiderable antiquarian interest. There ctrn be no doubt that the so11crcavated by the villagers for its manuring properties belongs to an ancient ' oulturestratum,' generally 2-3 feet in thicltness, containing ashes, plenty of bones and
other decomposed rubbish. This is designated by the villagers as khaura, and
is easily distinguished by its darker colour. Above this ' oulture-stratum" are
deposited large layers of a fine olayey earth, lighter in d o u r , varying from ciro.
8 to 20 feet in thicliness. Within these layers, which are oE little or no value
for manurinq, and are accordingly known to tho villagers as ' khnnrlaai,' a r e
found plentiful fragments of ancient pottery and hard bricks as well as rubble
usually forming irregular courses. The top and sides of the mound, where
apparently untouched during recent times, are thiokly strewn with similar
fragments of hard pottery and bricks, a result manifestly due to the action of
rail1 and winds mhich have washed d o ~ nthe topmost layers of light earth
while leaving the heavier debris to accumulate in situ. Among this debris
fragments o f o r n ~ m e n t apottery
l
are fairly frequent, while terracotta figurines
and small picoes of relievo sculpture can also be picked up occasionally, eqx?cially after rains, when tho boys of the neighbouring villages are i n the habit of
searching the slopes for coins.
Coin, found at Akn.
There can be little doubt that these upper strata of the mound am
mainly composed of the dCbris accumulated during cerl turies from structures
built i n clay or sun-dried bricks. I n some of the banks laid bare by tbe
excavations about the oentre of the mound 1 could, in faot, trace here and there
remains of rough malls built OF sun-dried brick and also of rubble set in piaster.
Wit liout prolonged and systematic exoavatiorls effected under expert supervision it is imporniblo to ascertain the approximate periods to which these sucowive layers belong. The coins shown to me on the spot by vilbgenr aa
obtained from Akra ranged from pieoes of Icing Aaes, who may be aseumed t o
hnve reigned about the middle of the first uentury B. c., to i~suea of tbe
dvnasty called by nu~nismatiststhe ' LittJo Kushans.' The latter, after bavmg
b&n temporarily di~poswssedby the White Huns about t h e end Q£ the fifth
corltury A. D., sewn to hnve recovered their power over Kabul rand a great
portion of the North-West Frontier, aud to have continued their d e as the
' 'I'urki Shahipq of Kabul ' well into the ninth century. The frequency of their
coins a t Akra fully agrees with what we hnve learned from Hiuen Tsang as to
the royal power established in Bannu in the seventh cent.ury, and, of course,
proves that Altm was still inhabited at the time of the pilgrim's visit. I may add
here that in the oo!lection which Mr. P. M. Rodgkins, of the Militnry Works
S~rvices,lonqutationed a t Bannu has made of wins brought from Akra, I found a h
numelnus pipues of the ' Hindu Shahiyas of Kabul,' whose rule cont,inued that of
tlle ' '1hl.ki Shnhiyns,' until it finally succumbed to Mahmud of Ghazni.* As
110 Muhammadan coins appear to bo ever obtained from Akm, it seems mfe to
conclude tlint the site did not continue long to be occupied after the time of
M~hmud'soonquest.
frequency of thew Hindu Yhahiyu eilvor mine at A h ia cllriaoely stteatad by th f.et th.t
The
tllc, hare llwo rnlected u patterns fnr nomemor forged pi-% alro lrrply r e p m a t e d iu the above colkctien.
~h~~~foverje., mnaifmtly mrrnt only for the local market. are of a very inferior type an$ in 30 r r c m n p s d b
19 the hf h dm h v r i n of h w d y i n d i w n u f b c t ~ . For u uceant of th. .Turkbh and H k d u
q
paper, I n d ~ a rA s t i p w q , 19061PP. 84 a!??.
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A similar chronolo@calindication is furnished by the few fragments of
small sculptures represent~ngHindu deities obtained a t the site, which, judging
from their style, seem to belong to the centuries preceding the h d Muslim
invasion. I t seems more difficult to fix the chronological limits of the ornamented pottery fragments and terracotta figurines ; but I was much struck by
the distinct resemblance which some of the latter show in subjects and style to
the terracotta figurines brought to light at Yotkan, the site of the ancient
capital of Khotan. Figures of monkeys seem to have been as favourite subjects
for this toy pottery at Akra as in that distant Indian colony beyond the
Karakorum, and, though less varied in posture and less mreful in execution,
show here the same style of treatment. A similar close affinity is noticeable
also in aome small terracottas representing grotesque human and animal heads,
and once probably decorating vases.

TyLt2-inr

My examination of the main mound showed at two points features A a i e n t w a .
deserving special notice. Reoent diggings of villagers near the south-east
end of the mound have exposed an old well which has been left standing like
a small tower while the earth around has been removed. The well had at the
time of my visit been laid bare to a depth of circ. 1 0 feet from the present top
level of that part of the mound; it is round, shows a diameter of ciro. 6 feet
(measured from the outside) and is lined with sun-dried bricks measuring 13
by 8 inches with a thiokness of 1+inches. The interior of tho well had not
been cleared, and directions were given to the village headmen to prevent any
further interference with it. The south-east end of the mound, which still
rises to a height of oirc. 60 feet, presents a more solid appearance than other
portions. A deep cutting a t about half this elevation was pointed out to me
as having been made a " long time ago " by some Sahib's order. The banks
of this cutting displayed what looked to me very much like walls of solid stamped clay, built up in the same manner as the massive clay ramparts which I had
ocoasion to survey at several ancient sitea east of Khotan.* But systematic
excavation would be needed to test the oorrectness of this assumption.
The main mound stretches across a bend of the Lora Nullah whichMinormonna8
passes the north-west foot of the mound and, after curving round on the west, of A k a Y ite.
continues its course to the south-east. This nullah which has steep banks and
a considerable breadth, is now entirely dry except for some springs rising in it
about two hundred yards to the north-west of the mound. Judging from the
direction .the Lora Nullah looks very much like an old natural channel for the
water now carried by the Uch-Baran Canal, the overflow of which it is said to
receive at times of flood. On the opposite bank of this nullah, and facing Akra
from the north-west, rises another but much smaller, mound known as the
'Dheri of Spana-top.' This as well as a third small mound cxtlled Shah
Zahmud Dheri, between the west face of Akra and the bank of the nullah,
.
rise now only 10-15 feet above the plain, but are said to have been far higher
within the memory of man, and to have been reduced by digging for manure.
The pits and trenohes which furrow them fully bear out this statement.
Among the fields immediately to the east of Akra is a fourth small
mound, slightly higher and known by the name of Grrcl-i-top, whidh is still
being worked in the same fashion. Half a mile to the north-east an extensive
area, bearing the general designation OF ' Dheri,' " the mound," is covered with
low banks of earth cut up in all directions by old diggings: There can be
no doubt, this expanse of banks and pits represents all that remains of
a mound or series of mounds whioh must have greatly surpassed in
size the extant mound of Akra. Want of time did not allow me to take
exact meaeurements, but 1,estimate that the area cannot be less than one-fourth
of a square mile. Its edges are now gradually being brought under cultivation,
and as this p r o c k has evidently been going for a long time, i t is probable that
a great deal of ground now occupied by the fields of Bharat once also formed
part of the site.
Bwina
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It appean to me impossible to doubt that the mounds of Akra mark
the site of an anoient town of importance, a great portion of whioh must have
been built on ground that had been steadily rising through the dbbris accumulation of oenturies. Considering the relatively 'restricted extent of the oasis
and the absenoe of similar sites within its limits, it seems justified to conclude
further that the remains of Akra are those of the ancient chief town of the
territory. I n comparing the dimensions of the extant mounds with the
circuit indicated by Hiuen Tsang Eor the Bannu capital of his days (20 li or
ciro. 4 miles), it must be remembered that only the oldest and most oloaely
tenanted quarters of the latter muld have oooupied ground sufficiently
elevated for their position to remain marked to the present day by oonspiououa
mounds. The tmoea of other parta of the town, where buildings were fewer,
and where the socumulation of debris had been less constant, must have
become effaced relatively soon after the site had been abandoned. Cultivation
would necessarily invade first those portions of the deserted town area which
lay lowest, and consequently oould be most easily brought under irrigation.
To what extent the silt deposit acoompanying the latter has helped to bury
relics of the old town and to equalize the general ground level of the site,
could only become known to us through extensive exoavations in the fields
surrounding the mounds, after the fashion of those which a fortunate lrooident
started at the site of the ancient Khotan oapital.
The correotness of my surmise as to a rise in the ground level through
silt deposit within the oasis and as to ancient remains having thus become
effectively buried, has been confirmed by the examination of a curious site
whioh I visited in February last during my second inspection tour in the
Bannu Distriot. Information kindly furnished to me by Mr. E. W. Tomkins,
Distriot Superintendent of Police, Bannu, induced me to ride to a locality
known as Zindai-Khwar, situated about 3 miles to the south-south-east of
Haved, and at a distanoe of circ. 15 miles from Bannu. Remains of an anoient
wall were reported to have reoently been dug out there by villagers. On
arrival I found that near the deeply-cut winding ravine of the small Zindai
stream a " culture~stratum" of 4 to 6 feet in thickness had been laid bare on
the south side of a small terrace partly under oultivation. The accidental
formation of a small drainage ohannel had led to its discovery. While digging
at this stratum for manuring soil the villagers had come upon a wall oonstructd
of ancient bricks. Judging from the trench left in the plaoe where the wall
stood, the latter must have been about 40 yards long. The bricks, being
valuable building material on account of their hardness, were removed so
effectively that I could only find broken pieces which had been thrown
away. The comparison of various specimens showed that the brioks were
2-9 inohea thiok and 8 inches wide, while their length must have been over
8 inohes. They had been set in a very hard mortar which still united
various fragments. The wall probably belonged to some foundations, and
seems to have been reached a t the bottom of the culture-stratum. Above
the latter rises a layer of what appears to be pure silt deposit from 10 to 12 feet
in thickness. On the north side of the terrace dbbris of coarse red pottery,
probably washed out from the same a culture-stratum,' was strewing the dopes
towards the ravine ; but these fragments, entirely devoid of ornamenttLtiion,
cannot furnish any indication as to the age of the settlement whioh evidently
onae existed here. What, however, oould be asoertained clearly is that a uonsiderable rise of the ground-level must have taken plaoe here over the whole
area; for the top of the terraoe referred to was prsotiaally level with the
fields on the opposite side of the ravine.

We have already had ocoasion above to refer to the important route
which from the Bannu oasis leads down through the sandy h c t of Marwat
to the banks of the Indus. The narrow defile (appropriately known as ' Darra
Tang ') in which the Kurram has cut its way through the rugged hills separating the basin of the Bannu District from the alluvial plain of the Indus, forms

~afirkot.
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the natural gate of the whole Kurram Valley towards the Punjsb plains. On
the south-east it is flanked by the Khasor Range, and where the latter with itnv
northernmost spur overlooks the junction of the Kurmm and Indus, we find it
crowned.by an ancient fortress known as Kafirkot. Its ruins form tbe largest
and most conspicuous anoient remains still above ground in the Indus Valley
below Attock. They had been visited, and some of their more conspicuous
remains, briefly desoribed by Qeneral Cunningham in Vol. xiv. of his Archeeological Survey Reports. But neither the remarkable position of the ancient
stronghold nor the character and extent of its fortifications have received there
adequate notice, while some of the less accessible, yet distinctly interesting,
ruins seem altogether to have remained unexamined.

-

The ruins of Kafirkot occupy a naturally isolated portion of o long- Natural
stretched shoulder or plateau whioh fringes the northern end of the Khasor
Range towards the east and the Indus. The plateau extends along the latter
with an average width of one-third of a mile, and forms a kind of step between
the river and the crest of the range, which behind rises in this part to over
2,000 feet above the sea. The part of this plateau occupied by Kafirkot is
marked out by nature for a fortrm. At its north-western and south-eastern
sides steep and rock-bound ravines desoend from the higher slopes behind, and
like huge trenches cut it off from the rest of the plateau. To the south-west
the position is mparated from the nearest slopes of the main range by a nullah
draining south-eastwards. Above this rises to a height of ciro. 150 feet a
well-defined rocky ridge (see in
111) marking the natural line of defenoe
on this side. A rim of rock similar, but not quite so continuous, helps to
strengthen the defences to the north-west (see fig. 11.) and south-east. Towards
the Indus the site falls off in a sucoession of terraces, the lowest of which
presents a very precipitous face, rising abruptly in clitfs most difficult to scale
for some 160-200 feet above the river. The westernmost branch of the latter
in a deep, though narrow, channel washes the foot of the rocky slopes, leaving
practically no room even for a footpath. (The road constructed since the
British oocupation and still shown on the maps, has long ago been washed
away.)

Owing to the extent and roughness of the ground, the few days' stay
I waa able to make at the site, with my oamp pitched on a small piece of level
qmund by the river below the south-eastern face of the circumvdlation, would
hot have allowed me singlehanded to make an accurate survey by plane table.
I accordingly restrioted myself to the preparation of a rough sketch plan, supplemented by numerous photographs, of the site for which the commanding
positions around offered special facilities. The few among them here reproduced will, I hope, suEoe to present a relatively correct idea of the natural features
of the site and of the fortifications by which it was defended.
These consisted of a high and massive oircurnvallation which, following Fortifj&ion#
the rocky rim already referred to, formed fairly straight faces to the north-weat, Kafirkotsouth-west and south-east ;on the east side towards the river it described a line
resembling an arc which, conneoting the short south-east faoe with the river end
of the north-west face, first skirted the slope above the southern side nullah
and then that above the Indus bed itself. I t isseen from this that the area
enclosed by the walls shows no regular shape, and this taken together with the
strong slopes presented by much of the ground makes an accurate estimate of
the surface area at present difficult. But a rough calculation leads me to believe
that it can scaroely be less than circ. 62 aores, being thus not much smaller
than, e. g., that of the Agra Fort.
The three faces first mentioned still present a continuous line of massive
walls varying in height and state of preservation, but formed throughout by a
series of semi-circular and oblong bastions with curtains of different lengths
between them. On the east side the line of walls can no longer be traced continuously above the vast masses of debris oovering the slope. Owing to the great
natural strength of the ground the fortifications on this side were probably from
the first less solidly constructed, and the difficulty of m u r i n g for them a firm
foundation on the precipitow slopes, no doubt, accelerated their decay. For the
9
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same reason the walls of the short south-eaet face h v e suffered much, particularly at the eastern end, while also the north-weat wall shows less conspicuoue
ruins where it descends to the river.
The imposing line of bastions still rising to a considerable height begins
at the point where the south-east and south-west faces meet, and extends in
unbroken line for a length of circ. 600 yards along the latter. Fig. I11
shows it as seen from the height of the western angle of the circumvallation. This angle is occupied by a kind of oitadel oblong in shape and resting
with its longer side, circ. 140 yards long, along the south-west face. Massive retaining malls separate this citadel from the rest of the interior of the fortress, and
as it rises on an elevated portion of the rocky rim enclosing the site, the ground
of its sovoml terraces and courts liea from 50 to 80 feet higher than the space
forming the centre of the fortified area, as seen in fig. 11. The special strengthening of this angle of the ciroumvallation is fully aooounted for by the fact
that it is in some respects the most exposed point of the whole. A neck of high
rocky ground, which separates at their head the two nullahs running outside the
north-western and south-western faces, runs up close to the western angle. Thus
the latter lacks the protection of a natural trench and the important advantage
of commanding the immediate foreground just at a point where attack is facilitated by the existence of a " dead angle." I n evident recognition of this point
of weakness we find the actual corner defended by a donjon-like round bastion of
exoeptional size and solidity, which in its lower portion is constructed of almost
oyclopean blocks, and still risu to a height of over 30 feet.

It may be mentioned here that the corresponding angle to the south
(between the south-west and eouth-east faces) was also strengthened by a similrrrly well constructed and far projecting bastion, here, however, oE oblong shape.
There, ton, the angle held an interior work, capable of independent defence,
which is seen in the centre of the photograph, fig. 111.
Gate and brstionr
From the western angle above described a strong line of bastions and
of north-west fw.
curtains continues in a northieastorly direction, crowning the rooky rim of the
plateau or basin where it faces north-west. This rim about half way to the
soarp above the river shows a gap or deprwion which is clearly visible to the
left in the photograph, fig. 11. Near the lowest point of this gap liea what
evidently was the main gateway of the stronghold. I t is badly ruined, but
the direction of the approach shows that it was cleverly masked behind a,
carefully built oblong bastion. Between this gateway and the western corner
bastion the wall mas strengthened by no less than nine bastions, and still
presents a remarkably massive and imposing appearance. All these bastions are
semi-circular, with the exception of the one adjoining the gate, and two others
towards the westelm angle. One of the last named, conspiouous on the right
of the photograph roproduoed in fig. IV, still rises to a height of ciro. 44 feet,
and in its slanting walls and oarefully laid courses of roughly squared slabs
shows the features which characterise tho greatest part of the circumvdlation. The high foundation supporting the front wall, with the broad berm
running along the foot of the latter, is also of interest. The view of the
breached semi-circular bastion to the left well illustrates a curious detail of
construction observed elsewhere in these fortifications, oiz., the presence of a
separately built internal core of rougher masonry behind the outer casing of
well set blocks.
Biver face of
East of the gateway the lioe of walls ascends again steeply a higher
Kdrkot.
portion of the ridge, reaching it8 most elevated point in the bastion orowned
by the small shrine which is prominent in view, fig. 11 (marke d B in General
Cunningham's account). Prom there the wall descends steeply along the
edge of the northern side nullah until its traoe is lost on the precipitous cliff3
falling down towards the river. This part of the north-west face was well
protected by the deep rocky gorge in front of i t ; hence the remains of
bastions are here few.
The rocky ruin previously referred to gently descends from the shrine
D to the south-east uutil it merges (nmr the ruined shrine C just visible on
the left edge of photograph, fig. 11) in the level ground of the plateau.

-
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It is cbvered thickly with the shapeless dbbris of anoient habitations. Beyond
it towards the river the ground falls off at first with an easy slope, broken
by terraoea which look as if they had once been cultivated, possibly as gardens.
Further down the slope changes into precipitous cliffs which scaroely needed
elaborate fortification for their defence.
As already stated above, the defences of the east face towards the river River f.oe of circurrand above the lower part of the southern side nullah are now completely rdhtion.
ruined. But the masses of big blooks and other stone dkbris, which have to
be olimbed over when ascending the rugged path froin the mouth of this nullah
towards the plateau, show sufficiently that they, too, were once considerable.
This deep-out nullah at its mouth forms a small triangular piece of open
ground by the river bank, thiokly covered with dake palms and known as
Mian-da-kot. Some 200 yards higher up a solid wall of ancient masonry with
a small stone platform in front of it projects to the river's edge. Above it
traoes of other walls apparently rieing in terraces are visible on the very steep
slope. The people of the nearest hamlets think that these terraces served
for the series of Persian wheels (ja2arJ by whioh the inhabitants of the stronghold are supposed to have obtained their water-supply from the river, and
such a belief does not on the first look appear dtogether unreasonable. We
know from the Rajotarangini (iv. 191) that King Lalitaditya of Kashxnir
(eighth century A. D.) VIM credited with having raised water by a similar
oontrivance from the Vitasta, or Jhelum to the height of the Karema or alluvial
plateau of ChakradEara (Tsakadar). However this mag be, it is clear that the
fortress required safe access to the river to awura its water-supply, and the
walls and torraces still traceable might equally well represent the remains of
a covered way intended for that purpose.

I

t

.

The walls of Krtfirkot, of which we have now completed the circuit, Cmatmction of
show very striking differences in their omstructi@n. A number of bastions w&, K~firkot.
and curtains, both on the south-west and north-west faces, display an outer
oasing of carefully dressed sandstone slabs, of moderate size, set in uniform
oourses, and giving an impression of great solidity. Elsewhere we find
huge roughly dressed pieces of rock, some t i m ~over 6-6 feet in length
or height, set in eourses or otherwise closely fitted, in the lower portions
of bastions, with equally rough, but smaller, stones built up on the top to
form a sort of parapet. The best built walls are seen near the gate in
the north-west face, where neatly out white sandstone slabs up to 3 feet
in length and 2 feet in height are byed in regular courses. A mode of
oonstruotion, recaIling the type of masonry, common in the ancient building
of b n d h a r a and Udyana, but rare here, is seen in the second bastion from the
south in the south-west face where the wall shows large blocks of rock, evidently
quarried near the spot, and often of almost c y c l o p ~ ndimensiom ; roughly dressed
on the outer face, but left quite unequal in shape and height, they are piled up
and held together by means of c01mns a d layers d smallerstoms mhioh fll the
interstices.
I have already above referred to an instance where the fall' of the solid
outer casing of a, semi-ciroular bastion has disclased an internal core built of
smaller and unhewn stones (see fig. IV.). I t is curious to observe that a similar
round w e of masonry is displayed also by several nwuh-decayed &long bastions
of the south-west and north-west faces. This may possibly have been a regular
aystem oE building intended to inorease the stability of these structures ; else
we ahosxld have to recogniae in it a dear evidence of subsequent repaire and
improvements. The varying d e s of oonstruotion already mentioned are by
themelves an indication of different periods of building or elsa of extensive
and repeated repairs. The latter were bound to be frequent owing to the
universal absence of mortar and to the steepness of the slopes on wbich most
of the walls were erected, of ten apparel1tly wi thoub adequate outtin6 in ths rook
for foundatiws or buttressing. The walls everywhere shew a &mg slant inwards, and conaquently must exercise great pressure on the often relatively
weak rampah which support them on the i~side. Our present knowledge about
the various modes of construotion sumessively practised in this region is too
slight to permit of any attempt at fixing e.ven the relative periods to which the

different portions of the Kafirkot fortifications may be asigned; A prolonged
and minute etudy of all the ancient structures found along the Indue rand in the
Salt Range would be a n indispensable preliminary for this purpose.
Templa of Xdrkot.
I

Decmtion of
templa.

'~ui'miu.

a r i n r or Kanjrrigothi.

The greatest part of the area enclosed by the fortifioatiom of Kafirkot,
aa awn in photograph, fig. XI., is covered with heaps of loose stonts unhewn or
but roughly dressed, whioh must have belonged to w ~ l l sof ordinary dwellings.
Among these remains of amorphous dCbru, to whioh I shall have occasion
to refer again, there rise tho ruins of four mall shrines (visible in the same
photograph), of which two ( A , D) are still in relatively gooti preservation, while
of the other two (By C) there remains quite enough to permit us to see that they
closely resembled the others in plan and style. I n the ~ i e w fig.
, II., D is seen
occl~pyingthe highest bastion of the north-west face previously mentioned ; B
just below it on level ground ; nest A IL little to tlic right, and C on the extreme
right. These little temples possess distinct srokiteetural interest as representing
a type which meets as also in the temples.of several ancient sites of the Salt
Rauge (Amh, Nandna, Kathmni), but there with additions characteristic of
Kashmirinn style which are couspicuously absent a t Kafirkot. The desoriptions
and plans which General Cunningham has given of these shrines are generally
acourate, and render it unnecessary to furnish a detailed account of emh,
esp:cially as the photoglmaph of shrine A (see fig. VI.) brings out clearly the
typical features common to them all.
Each shrine conslsts of a square eella, varying in it5 interior dimensions
from 4 fezt 11inches squari: in B to oirc. 12 feet square in C, the largest, but
also most injured, of the temples. I n A and C tho lower portion of the walk
is decorated with pilasters silowing two rows of small shields in their capitals, as
well as with a small central niche on each fac3. The sloping sides of these niches,
found also in B, are not unknown to Gandhara architecture. The shrine D
shows completely plain n~nlls. The most striking feature of the templea
is their high and richly carved roofs. These are covered in a succession
of course8 with an elaborate diaper pattern common also to the Salt Range
temples, and resembling a horseshoe or beehive. The sm:ill niches formed by
this diaper are filled with varying floral designs, while each row of diapers
usually rests on a dentilled conlice. I n A a row of stro~iglymoulded arnakka
fruits brings variety i n b this ornamentation. The oella inside shows plain
walls surmounted by a hemispherical dome whioh is formed by overlapping
horizontal courses with a carvad flower ornament in the centre. The whole
of the shrines is built in a light porous limestone resembling ' Kankar,' which
on the whole has weathered remarkably well coneidering that it has lost long ago
its original plaster coating. OF the latter traces survive in the relievo decoration of the roof of shrine D. A very strong lime binds the regularly carved
slabs forming the masonry. Of the objects of worshi p whioh these cells 'once
oontained no indiontion remains ; but there can b~ little doubt that they served
the purposes of orthodox Hindu cult.
Besides these four shrines the interior of the stronghold retains soanty
ruins of s double-storeyed residence built in the same material and style and
looally designated as Mari. I t ocoupies a position close to the eastern edge of
the plateau and to the north of Cella C. Of the wall facing south a portion
chc. 30 feet long still rises to a height over 26 feet, and is adjoined by a much
shorter length of the east wall. The wall9 on the outer face are decorated
with oorner pilasters reaohing to the height of the lower storey, circ. 15 feet,
while a broad oornice with dentile ornament runs along the top where the roof
onoe rested. The extant portions of the walls show four high windows in the
ltpper storey, which look as if they had once been arohed, while a window or door
opens in the lower storey through the extant portion of the east wall. It is
impossible to form m y opinion as to the original extent of the ruined structure,
but its massive constructior points to a building of some pretensions and intend*
ed for public use.
A t the point where the narrow boulder-filled ravine which skirts the
north-west face of the fiite debouches into the bed of the Indus, there stands a
small ~ h r i n eclosely allied in oharaoter and style to the shrines in the interiOr of
the stronghold, but more ornate than any of them, It is well h m b the
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people by the name of Ratajari-Rothi, and easily seen from the river ; yet it
seems to have r~mpletelp'escaped General Cunningbam'~notice. The name,
" the dancing-girl's dwelling," is connected with a popular legend whioh attributes the mpture and destruction of the " Kafim' fortrm " to the treaohery of
a fair damsel who dwelt here, and who showed the besiegers a way into the
stronghold. The little temple has ram~inedin a fair state of preservation
notwithstanding the luxuria~it jungle mhioh fills the confined space of this
well-sheltered spot. Some trees mhich were endangering the walls, had to be cut
before I oould take my photographs. An ancient wall of massive construction
protects the temple and the walled-up platform by its sido from the torrent which must rush down the ravine after heavy rainfall.
The shrine, which stands only a few yards from the river bank, forms a
cella measuring 6 feet 0 inches square inside and 1 2 feet 9 inches square ontside. The front*,with the doorway facing towards the river, has suffered more
than the other three faces, which show a n identical arrangement. As seen in
the photograph, fig. V., of the west face, thera is a oentral projection on each
face, 6 feet 3 inches long, flanked like the corners of the main wall by small
pilaatera 4 feet high. 'I'he middle of the projection holds a niche 2 feet wide
which is surmounted by a relievo decoration showing a beehive or horseshoe
diaper above what loolcs like a rudimentary trefoil arch. Within. the central
niche is another smaller recess about 1foot high and 10 inohes wide, which has
the peculiar sloping sides already noticed above. On each side of the central
niche the non-projecting portion of the mall is decorated with a slightly sul~b:
' blind ' niche, 1 loot 3 inches high and 1 foot broad, whioh also has sloping
slides. An arrangement of sunk and projecting cubes gives to these sido niches
the appearance of barred windows. The relievo decoration surmounting them
i~ an exact reproduction of that above the central niche, except that a smaller
beehive or holmshoe diaper fills the opening of the trefoil arch.
The main portion of the cella walls rests on a base about 3 feet O inohes
high, arranged in a series of bold mouldings.. The lowest course is formed by
sandstone slabs, while the rest of the whole structure is in limestone. A recedin5 frieze about the middle of the base is decorated with fine lozenge-shaped
reltevo ornaments, while its top is formed by a dentilled cornice. On the
pilasters of the main mall rests a kind of entablature, mhich seems to reproduce
in an inverse order the decorative disposition OF the base, shoring first a dentilled oornice, and above it a frieze ornamented with lozenges, both on a reduced
scale. The total height of the cella walls, including base and entablature, ie
oirc. 9 feet 6 inches. Above rises the roof, mhich originally must have been
far higher than it is a t present. Its arrangement olosely agrees with that of
ahrine A, and shows fiist a double row of beehive diapers, then a row of boldly
rnouldea Amcalakas, followed again by a row of ' beehives,' each row being
separated from the next by a dentilled oornice.
The walls of the cella inside are quite plain here too, and rise to a height
of 5 feet 3 inches above the raised floor. Projecting pendentives, 2 feet
6 inches high, reduoe the square of the walls to an octagon. On thie rests a
hemispherical dome 3 feet 6 inohes high, constructed of horizontal courses, with
a lotus ornament in the oentre.
On the whole I am inclined to believe that the highly ornate shrine Deaorstiv? ~ J I Oof
. of the Kanjari-Kothi presents to us a somewhat later development of the K."lU'*"O'h"
style seen in the teinples of Kafirkot itself. The appearance of a rudimentary
trefoil arch evolved out of the ' beehive ' ornament may bc an indication oE
Kashmirian influence which in the Salt Range tracts on the opposite side of the
Indus seems to have obtailled a hold since the seventh century A. D. It may be
noted here also that remains of the original stucco ooating are more frequent in
the reoesses of the walls of the Kasjari-Kothi than of the other temples ; but
this may well be due to the ampler protection afforded by the sheltered position
of the former, and not neoessarily a sign of later construction.
The remarkable extent to which the interior of K ~ f i r k o tis filled Debris of awient
with the d6brie of ancient dwellings as marked by heaps of loose building stones, d"*i"g8nnhewn or roughly dressed, is well shown by the photograph, fig. 11., and
deserves our attentio~. Together with the great qusntity of potsherds soattered
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over the whole area, it provea olearly that the stronghold must at times at lesst
have held a considerable population. The direction of main walls can often
be traced in the lines of stone-heaps, but only in relatively few phoes are
remains of the walls themselves still traoeable. These rise nowhere more than
4-5 feet above the present ground level, and show no trace of the use of lime
or any hard plaster. Nor did I anywhere among these debris heaps oome upon
carved pieoes of stone remgnizable as arohiteotural fragments.
Seeing the construction of the fortifications still standing, the wmplete
ruin of all dwelling places is easily rtcoounted for. Walls built of stones of no
great size, which are but roughly hewn and set without any binding material
except mud, must decay into heaps of shapeless debris when no longer
tenanted and oared for. The sight whioh the interior of Kafirkot presents,
etruck me as a very apt illustration of the process by whioh the remains of that
large and onoe famous site of ancieut Rajagriha (now Rajgir) h v e reached
their present conditioa* There, too, the building materials used were
unhemn or but roughly cut stone. Were the rainfall as large on the middle
Indus as between the hills of Bihar, and vogetation on the Khasor Range as
plentiful as it is scanty, the debris heaps of Kafirkot, instead of rising bare and
clearly recognizable above the natural ground, would long ago have been overgrown by jungle and gradually levelled like those of the ancient capital of
Magadha behind its ramparts of rook and wall. On the other hand in the Salt
Range, where the physical conditions closely resemble those across the Indus,
I found the sites of auoient towns and fortified place!, e. g., at Amb, Ketas and
Nandna (near Baghanwals, famous in the accounts of Mahmud of Ghaani's
campaigns), marked by debris heaps of very much the same type, though nowhere so plentiful.
Porpeaa of K & ~ L O ~
I failed to traoe either such remains or any appreciable qurmntity of
fortreal.
ancient potsherds outaide the walls oE Kafirkot, and I see in this negative fact a
distinct indication that the latter was indeed occupied primarily as a place of
safety. Yet st the same tims it would be erroneous to regard Kafirkot ss a
stronghold built merely for temporary refuge; of some ruler, seeing how closely
packed ih area was with ancient habitations, and having regard a h to the
~nanifestoare bestowed upon the construction oE its places of worship. I t seems
to me that some useful hint as t:, the true oharaoter of Kafirkot may be derived
from its t,opographicalposition. We have seen already that an important route,
once followed by Pa-hien, lay along the lowest course of the Kurram down
to its junction with the Indus, and that its approach from the latter
formed as it were the natural gnte which any intending invader of Bannu
from the Punjab or the Indus Valley would .have to pass. A glance at
the map shows that a well-garrisoned stronghold in the p i t i m ocoupied
by Ktrfirkot,, almost overlooking t.he debouohure of the Kurram, would have
pmteoted that gate by effectively flanking it. No invasion of Bannu from
the east oould have been safely attempted without first reducing Kadirkot.
~ m p o r t01
. ~poaiNor oan we ignore the ralue of the pogition with regard to the importion.
taut line of communication myhioh thc Indus itself represented from early days
both for oommerce and military enterpriss. We may safely assume that the
trade of Bannu and the Upper Kurram with the Indus Valley and the rest of
India always followed the shortest route down to the great river, and thus
passed olase below Kafirkot. I n the same way the latter would have probably played an important part also in the event of military operations from
the south ; for we know tbat even the fnr-reaching raids of the eady Arab
conquerors of Sind generally followed the line OF the Tndus and took advantage of the facilities for transport whioh the latter offered.$ Finally, it may be
pointed out that Kafirkot might well have served also rts an administrative centre
for the fertile riverine tract oolnprised in the present Tahsil of Isa Khel, which,
though a t present separated from Bannu and the North-West Frontier
Provinoe, mas yet by its geographical position marked out for politioal dependence on the former. Fa-hien's narrative shows, in faot, clearly that in
his days, and probably long after, the territories ruled from Bannu (Po-nu) and
Bhera ( P i - t u ) mere divided by the natural boundary of the Indus.
t

For a brief description nmpsre STEIN,Notes on atr nrchmolog~eallour i n Bchr, 1901, pp. 3
Compue XARQ~ABT,
Erno-~hallr,p. 271 ;R E I N A V ~Namoire
,
rur I'Inde, pp. 196 rq.
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That the site of Eafirkot must have been abandoned before or about P"fi,Pnrof iwirk.t
the time of the final Muhammadan conquest of these regions under Mahmud
of Qhazni is sufficiently indicated by the total absence of any Muhammadan
remains by the side of the ruined Hindu temples. But no more precise dating
seems possible a t present. Of the period to which the temples belong, it is
probably safe to assert on architectural grounds that it cannot well be earlier
than the eighth nor later than the tenth century of our era. But the date of
the temples, even if it could be more accurately determined, would not furnish
any oertain guide as to the age of the various portions of the fortifications. I
did not hear of any inscribed stones having ever been discovered among the
ruins, nor are finds of coins reported by the villagers. The difficult nature
of the ground and the distance of the site from any large settlement have,
together with the dryness of the climate, helped to protect the ruins, which
&em to have undergone little, if any, change in condition since General
Cunningham's visit.

SECTION
~V.-ANCIENTREMAINS

IN ~ Z A B A .

<i;:;zh$h

.
Before proceeding to an account of my archmlogical tour in the
Mahaban region I may briefly record here some antiquarian observations which
1 had occasion to make on my passage through the Hazara District in May
and Ootober 1904 On paying a visit to Asoka's famous rook insoription in
Kharoshthi near Mansehra my attention mas attracted by the curious
position which had been selected for engraving the ediots of the ancient
Emperor. The large blocks of stone bearing the inscription are situated on
a small rocky spur strewn with boulders about one mile to the west of Mansehra.
The immediate surroundings could never have been occupied by habitations,
nor does any important route lie by it as in the case of Asoka's other well
known rock inscription near Shahbazgarhi. Nevertheless I noticed that the
narrow track on the left of the Butikatha Nullah, by which the spot is
reached from Mansehra, passes over traces of what looks like an ancient road.
They consist of narrow walled-up terraces constructed of massive roughlyhewn stones a t points where the rocky face of the spur is too steep or
slippery for a convenient passage. The rocks bearing the main portion of
the inscription lie some 50 yards above this old path. On enquiry I ascertained that the direction followed by the latter coincides with the most direct
route leading from the town of Nansehra to the Tirtha of Breri. The
lsltter is situated on the top ridge of a very prominent spur, the highest
point of which is marked with the name ' Briari' as a triangulation station,
4,587 feet above the sea, in the Atlas of India, Sheet No. 28. It lies circ.
6 miles in a straight line to the north-west of Mansehra.
C
d M.
I n the name Breri I at once suspected a congener of the Kashmiri brar T ~ Tirtha
(stem brari), ' goddess,' the direot derivative of Sanskrit bhattarika, which is very
common in the names of Kashmirian Tirthas sacred to various manifestations
of Devi or Durga.* I was hence by no means surprised when subsequent
enquiries among the Brahmans of Pakhli showed that it is, indeed, ' Devi,' &.e.
Durga, whose ' svayambhu ' or " self-crested " form is worshipped there in a large
rook prominently rising above the sky line of the highest ridge of the. hi1l.t
According to the information supplied to me by Pandit Ramkishan of Baffa,
the Tirths is frequented on the Durgashtami days of Chaitra and Asvayuja by
many Hindus from Pakhli, Urash (the ancient Urasa) and other tracts of
Hazsra. The ' Durgahoma' is performed for the pilgrims by regular Pujaris of
the Tirtha living at Mansehra.
There can be no reasonable doubt that the worship of this site as of all
such Tirthas in the mountains in and around Kashmir is of very ancient
date (the local name itself, quite unintelligible now to the people, is
evidence of this), and thus the curious place selected for engraving the
Emperor's edicts can easily be amounted for. Given the popularity of the
I hare fully dkuued the I(uhmiri word brar and it. application in my Bajataramgiri bandation.
Val. 11, p. 276, n. 7.
t , R c ~ r d i n gthin ancient wor8bip of natural objccts, especially cnriooal J formd rocb, u nunifat8tioxu of
Eindu diviniber, sea my notes Bnjalarawgini, i. 118; i i 136; XI, pp. 301,344, etc.
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Tirtha and the fact that the pilgrims from the most thickly populated parts of
the Hazara District would, as the map shows, necessarily have to approach it v i a
Mansehra, i t is easy to see that the looal administrators were doing full justice
to the Emperor's intentions when committing his moral precepts to the stone a t
a spot which so many of his subjects would have occasion to pas. I t is scaroely
necessary to point out that the position selected for Asoka's rock-edicts a t
Junagadh on the road to the sacred shrines of Mount Girnar supplies an exact
parallel.
Coins which I saw a t Baffa and information subsequently received as to
their find-place, lead me to oonclude that a site of considerable antiquity,
though not neoessarily a large one, must exist near the small village of Bedadi,
on the Siran River, some 1 2 miles by road to the north-north-west of Mansehra,
and oirc. 3 miles south of the large village of Shankiari. Among the coins
seen by me there mere, besides numerous specimens of the coinages of Azes
(first century B. c.) and the Hindu Shahis of Kabul, a fine silver coin of Augustus
and several pieces of the ' nameleas king ' who calls himself Soter Megas in his
legends. A h coins of the early. Kushan or Indo-Scythian kings seem to be
piokod up frequently after rain in small'mvines which interseot the terraced fields
of Bedadi. No structural remains of any kind are said to be visible above ground.
I have w, far not been able to spare time for an examination of the looality,but do
not doubt that the site whioh is well known throughout Pakhli for its coin-finds,
though not to my knowledge previously notioed, goes back to the period preceding
Indo-Soythian rule.
At the suggestion of Major Thompson, Deputy Commissioner, Hazara,
I paid a visit to the hamlet of Maim, situated in the valley immediately below
the hill-station of Thandiani, in order to look for ancient remains supposed to
exist at the spot where a find of over 60 well-preserved gold coins of the Later
Kushan type had been made in May, 1904. My examination showed that a t
the aotual find-plaoe, in a field adjoining the part of the hamlet known as
Ynsuf Khan's Banda, there were no ruins of any kind, the stones and rocks
turned up during subsequent diggings of the villagers and local officials being
purely natural. On the other hand I traced remains of old walled-up terraces
about half a mile to the south-east of the hamlet on s narrow and steep ridge
known as Kob. As the constmotion of these terraoes is of the coarsest kind,
rough stones having been used without any attempt at courses.or regular layers,
it is impossible to form any opinion as to their relative antiquity. They have
certainly been construoted for the purpose of gaining level ground for cultivation,
and probably also dwellings ; at present the ridge is entirely unoocupied by fielde
or huts. I t is quite poasible that the old terraoes go baok to the period when
the gold coins were buried, whioh, in view of the excellent preservation of the
D
latter, may be approximately estimated from the fifth to the seventh oentury A. :
I n any oase it is .interesting to have evidence that a locality so elevated-the
hamlet can wrcely be less than 7,000 feet above the sea-was already ocoupied
about that period. Of the total hoard eight gold coins were secured for
Government and assigned for distribution among Museums in India.
During my stay in Eaghan, the alpine portion of the Kunhar Valley,
I did not sucoeed in tracing any remains or even traditions of certain
antiquity. I t is probable that a mnsiderable portion of the valley, like the
alpine tracts on the Kishanganga adjoining it eastwards, was at one time .
or the other dependent on the old Hindu rulers of Kashmir ; but its relative
poverty and its secluded position made it evidently too unimportant to be
ever mentioned in the Sanskrit Chronicles of Kashmir. Even the ancient
name of the Kunhar (Sanskrit K u m r i ) is known to us only from Alberuni."
Some remains .of bard pottery pipes which were shown to me near the
mountain hamlet of Rawallcot above Eaghan village, and evidently served for
conducting the water of a neighbouring spring, may, however, be old ; no
arrangements of that kind are known apy longer in the valley.
Local names, in the absenoe of any historial records reaohing baokv
further than the last century, cannot claim much value from the antiquarian point of view. Yet it deserves attention that while the whole of Kaghas
f
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b now occupied or grazed over by Gujars, tenants oE the Pnthnn Saigid families,
who are said to have conquered the valley in the eighteenth century, there are
numerous local names in the northernmost part of the valley (Burawai, Kotawai,
Gitidas, &o.,) which are of unrnishkably Dard origin. The Dards still hold,
;as probably since very early times, all the ground north and west beyond
the watershed towards the Indus. As they are to be found also to this day on
the Upper Kishanganga down almost to Shardi, which can be reached easily by
summer-passes from several of the side nullahs of the Upper Kaghan Valley, it
is quite possible that once the latter, too, belonged to Dard territory. It must,
however, be pointed out that Shardi itself, the site of an ancient Kashmirian
shrine and of a hill stronghold which was the soene of a memorable siege in the
twelfth oentury, appears to have been in pre-Muhammadgn times a northern outpost of Kashmir, wedged in, as it were, between the Dards of Chilas and those
of the Upper Kishanganga about Gurez.*

It may be noted here in passing that the most direct, and probably the The K q h m V I U ~ Y
easiest, route from Kashmir to Gilgit, Yasin and Chitral leads wid Shardi and the route.
head waters of the Kunhar River into Chilaa. Since the opening u p of
Chilaa in 1892 the importance of the K u n h r Valley as a convenient
military route to Gilgit and the other territories south of the Hindukush has
been fully recognized by the construction of a proper road. I s it possible that
the route leading vib Shardi into Upper Kaghan and hence over the Babusar
Pass into Chilas, served already for the transport of those supplies from Kashmir,
whioh alone, as we now know from the Annals of the T'ang dynasty, enabled the
Chinese to maintain their garrison in Yasin and Gilgit after Kao Sien-tohe's
memorable conquest of these territories in 747 A. ~ . ? It have discussed this interesting episode in the history of the Hindukush region in the Detailed Report
of my Turkestan explorations of 1900-01, and may refer to this forthcoming publication for all topographical and antiquarian details.

The tour whioh in the early autumn of last year enabled me to explore ~ W U S for
'Ow.
the anoient remains of the Mahaban Range, together with its actual topography,
realized a plan I had eagerly cherished for long years. I n that mountain tract
beyond the north-eastern border of the Peshawar region, hitherto unsurveyed
and inaccessible to Europeans, two archzeological t a b s of exceptional interest
for the ancient geography of a fascinating region invited solution. One
wm closely bound up with the elucidation of a celebrated event in the story of
Alexander's invasion, while the other ooncerned a site equally famous in
that Buddhist topgraphia sacra of Gandhara to which Hiuen Tsang and
the Chinese pilgrims preceding him had devoted so much pious attention.
For more than half a century a theory, first advanced by the late W sits
General Abbott, had sought on Mount Mahaban that oelebratcd rock fastness of
Aorrros, the capture of whioh figures so prominently in all olassioal acoounts of
Alexander's campaign on the Indian frontier. The identification was based on
the agreement which the general features of the mountain as far as they
oould be realized from a distance, suoh as its position relative to the Indus,
its great height and extent, seemed to present with the statements of
Alexander's historians. The claims of Mahaban naturally gained in favour
when one after another the rival theories which tried to locate Aornos a t ' Raja
Hodi's Castle ' opposite Attock, at the ruined stronghold of Ranigat or
on Karamar Hill, had proved critically untenable on closer examination
of these sites. Yet as long as the heights of Mahaban oontinued to remain aa
inacoessible to Europeans as in the days when General (then Major) Abbott had
gazed at them from the distant Hazars hills, it was manifestly impossible
to verify the proposed identification " by that detailed topographical evidenoe
without which," as I had pointed out years ago, it seemed hopeless to expect a
definite settlement of this much vexed question."$ On this account I had been
Compare regarding S M i and itr ancient shrine of S'arsds, my notes Hnjatar. 11, pp. 28% rqq.. 340 rqq.
Yurin, Qilgit and Chitml If. CEAYANR~'
masterly
publicrtion Docwnertr r*+ ler T u r c r occidentcruz (St. Peterrburg, 1903). pp. 151 rqq.. 214 rq.
f Set my Detailed Blpord o j o r orchaolog~ali o r wit3 tho B a w Field Rwce (Lahore, 1898) pp. 48.

t Compare for the records of the Chinese occupation of
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very eager to asoend Mahaban already in 1898, whcn the march of the Buner
'ield Force had brought me relatively near to the northern foot of the range.
But military oonsiderations then frustrated my hope as elsewhere related.*
Baddhiet topogmphii rscm.

I t was on the same occasion that the importance of the Mahaban region
dso for Buddhist sacred topography first suggested iBelf to me. I n the
territory of Buner, which t6at short campaign had temporarily opened for rt
rapid arohaeological survey, it had been relatively easy for me to trace and
recognize the remains of a number of sacred sites mentioned by the Chinese
pilgrims to the south of Udyana or Swat. All the more I regretted that the
faot of the slopes of Mahaban having remained outside the scope of General
Blood's operations had prevented me from looking there for the ruins of
another and more famous sanctuary, that of 'Buddha's body-offering,'
which the account of at least one of the pilgrims, Song Yun, unmistakably
placed in that direction. It will be seen below how this surmise was revived
and greatly strengthened by a recent publication of M. CHAVANNES,
in which
that distinguished Sinologist has for the h t time critically eluoidated Song
Yun's narrative with his unrivalled knowledge of Chinese itineraries and
historical texts.

Tribal arrangements
for Mahaban tour.

My desire to visit Mahaban had from the first received kind enoouragement on the part of Colonel DEANE,under whose instructions Mr. PIPON,C. s.,
in political charge of the Yusufzai Border, commenoed early in the year the
needful tribal enquiries. The plan of the tour could be contemplated only with
the voluntaiy concurrence and under the protection of the Gadun tribe, which
holds the greatest part of southern slopes of the range, and arrangements
were considerably complioated in the first place by a serious and longcontinued feud which divided the two main sections of the tribe, the Mansur
and Salar Gaduns. The conclusion oE tribal peace, :or at least a temporary
d for
compromise between the two fighting sections, was a conditio sine q ~ non
the realization of the plan. When this had been secured towards the close of
the hot weather through the active co-operation of the Political Officer, it still
remained to convince the headmen of both sections of the wholly non-political
character of my visit, and to arrange through them for that tribal protection
which was doubly essential in view of the fact that no escort of any kind was
to be taken.
On the crest line of Mahaban the territory of the Gaduns meets with
that of the Khudu Khel tribe on the west and faces the border of the Amazai
clan, which holds the northern and north-eastern slopes of the main range.
The grazing claims of the several tribes had more than onoe given rise to
armed conflicts. I n order to obviate misapprehcnsions which miqht possibly
bavc led to tribal encounters on the very ground it was my objeot to reach
and survey, it became neoessary to open negotiations with the Jirgas of these
two tribes also. Finally the circle of tribal diplomacy had to be extended
still further to the Utmanzai clan holding some of the ground between the
right bank of the Indus and the main south-eastern spur of Mahaban since I
was anxious to effect my descent along the latter. Apart from regard for the
completeness of the intended topographical survey, some lucky antiquarian
instinct guided me in cliosing this route; for it will be seen thereafter that
without my insistence on the latter the most interesting of the old sites about
Mahaban might have remained unnoticed still longer.

I have thought it necessary here to refer to these details in order to
make it quite clear to readers unacquainted with political oonditions on this
part of the frontier what amount oE patient care and tact was needed on thc
part of Mr. Pipon to assure the successful completion of all "tribal arrangements." Nor would it be right to pass over in silence the most effective assistance given in regard to all these arrangements by Akbar Khan, Khan of Topi,
and Abdul Qadir Khan, Khan of Jhanda. Being the hereditary representatives within the British border of the Salar Gadun and Mansur Gadun tribes,

* Compare STEIN,Report of

an atchmol~gicaltour : c ~ t htibe Bwnar Eield Force, pp. 47 rg.

mpectively, the two Khans, whom I am able to call old personal friends,
united their best efforts in order to remove any tribal suspioions and other
obstacles to the proposed tour, and to seoure faithful adherence to the undertakings once given. Tbeir company throughout the tour proved in erery way
an effective safegurard and help, ancl I am glad to k n m that their zealous and
faithful serrioea have already been duly noted by the Loml Government.
On October 10th I received at Mansehra from Mr. Pipon the welcome P F a
news of the completion of the tribal arrangements, and fixed the 28th of the Utlmu.
same month for the start across the Mansur Gadun b~rder. Before this,
however, m l d actually be effected, opposition arising from an unforeseen
quarter threatened for a time to wreck the whole plan. Rumours spread on
the Hazara border towards the Blrtok Mountain, soon confirmed by official
report8 from the same quarter, credited the Hindmtani fanatios, now settled at
Kabalgram, some 30 miles north of Mahaban, with endeavours to rouse tribal
feeling against the proposed visit and with the intention of opposing it in arms.
Reliable information showed that efforts had undoubtedly been made by, o r
through, that once troublesome oolony of religious fanatics to stir up opposition
to my tour, the non-political object OF which pdably found little oredenoe
even among the tribes favourably disposed to it.

But whether the efforts were due to gemins excitement a m n g the
Hindustanis, who previous to the Ambela campaign, had their stronghold at Malka,
on the northern scarp of Mahaban, or to intrigue from another side which need
not be specified at praent, it is certain that they signally failed in their object.
Neither were the tribes sharing control of Mahaban induced to- go back upon
their promise of friendly protection, nor mrts the abandonment of my tour
brought about by the periodical recurrence o€ the threatening m i o m . The
latter sucoeeded, however, in imparting to the preparations for R harmless
archzeological enterprise that air of uncertainty which can never be absent from
any undertaking across the Afghan tribal border. Consequently there remained'
until the very ere of the start the harrowing doubt as to whether the plan
would not in fine havo to be abandoned from ' political ' considerations ; for 6
fully realized that, whatever antiquarian at trao tions Mahaban could offer to me,
tribal complications were not to be risked for their sake;
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At Peshawar I wwas joined by Surreyor La1 Singh, whom CdoneI F.B . ~ ~ o t w p ) i b r l .
Longe, B. E., Surveyor-General of India, h ~ dupon my request been kind "bRey.
enough to depute with me s t very short notice in order that the opportunit'y of
my tour might also be utilized for mapping the tmot to the south and east oE
Blahaban which figured as " uusurveyed" even in the latest edition of the
" NorthernTrans-Frontier " lnapsof these parts.* Mr. Pipon, who had kindly
offered to accompany me on my tour, awaited me at Swabi on Ootol~er26th.
%gether with Surveyor La1 Singh 1used the short march o£the following day to.
Jhanda for familiarizing ourselves with the most prominent points, m e of them
already fixed by triangulation, of the Xahaban Range which from the oommanding height of the Prrnjpir hill lay clearly before us at a distance of oiro. 20 miles.
Even from this distance I m l d see through my field glasses that the highest
part OF the range marked on the maps with the triamgulated height of 7,380.
feet ahows a double summit, and that a long-stretched spur with relatively easy
slope descends from it due south. Another great spur nmning down to the
eouth-eclat towards the lndus showed a f-ar more broken appearnnoe. I n it at
rugged peak rising precipitously not far from the Indus, also triangulated
(4,450 feet), and subsequently identified as lbiount Bmj, particularly t t b c t e &
attentirim by its towerlike rocky eummits.
On October 2Sth, the day fixed for the assembling of the Hansur Gadun
Jirga at Jhanda, I made a cfetailed survey of rime ancient remains in the.
immediate vicinity of this our starting point vithin the border. Apart from
the inter~stof the ruins, the task was very meEu1 as a practi~aldemonstration1
to the tribesmen of the work intended by me across the border ancl of the need
for surveying instruments in canncction with it. Their use might otherwise
have raised doubts as to the real ohject of the tomo.
See h'orthm T ~ M - F m t i e She&
r
KO.S6 (2 milen to 1 inch) ; dbo h'ortliem '2hnr-~rbtierShe&

L W, (4 milen to 1 inch).
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Auient well, Dikwar.

Bnim of Saledbek

The first ruin visited waa that of an ancient well sitaated among terra&
fielb at a spot known as Dilawar, ciro. :1 miles to the east-south-east of Jhanda
village. The well whioh is still in a very fair state of preservation, is round, with
a diameter of 11 feet, and shows at present a depth of 62 feet. The maaonry
lining is of the fahion peculiar to the pre-Muhammadan buildings of Gandhara
and Udyana, but remarkably regular, and by far the most finished of its kind I
have seen anywhere. It shows a succession of double courses. !be upper one
consists of roughly squared blocks, oirc. 7 inohes high and varying in length
from 8 to 11 inches, with neatly packed columns, formed of small flat stonea
and oiro. 4 inches broad, separating each block from its neighbour in the
same oourse. The lower course appears aa a regular band, ciro. 4 inches high,
formed of slabs of varying length. Near the mouth of the well these are from
B to 11 inohes long; hut lower down slabs of the same kind up to 2 feet in
length are visible. Great care seems to have been taken to avoid the joints of
alternate lower courses and the columns in the interstices of alternate upper
eourses ever falling one above the other. Formerly a little water collected at the
bottom of the well, and the cultivators endeavoured to clear it ; but as large
blocks of stone turned up at the bottom the work was abandoned. This staten e n t was made to me in support of the popular belief heard also elsewhere that
the ' Kafirs ' had purposely closed the old wells to prevent their use by the
victorious Muslims. The sinking of the level of subsoil water eince preMuhammadan days is a far more likely explanation. This is the largest well of
ancient oonstruction with which I am acquainted within the limits of Gtsndhara
and Udyana, the nearest to it in width being the one near Suni,pm, in Buner,
with a diameter of 8 feet. Anoient wells of smaller size are generally square.
About 1 mile to the south-south-east of Jhanda, on the top of a nsnow
rocky ridge which forms the last ofEshoot of the Ajmir hill, there rises a t an

elevation of oirc. 200 feet above the fields of Jhanda a ruined structure, in which
we may in all probability have to recognize the rem~insof a small Buddhist
oonvent. I had seen it h t on a rapid tour made in Januav, 1900, along this
part of the border. The ruin is known by the name of Sale-dheri, and consists
of a rectangular structure (see plan i.) built of roughly hewn slabs in the usual
style of ancient Qndhara masonry. The building is appivximately orientated,
and occupies the whole available space on the top of the ridge. It shows an
enclosing wall 89 feet long on the north and south faces, with s length of 86
feet on the east and west. This enclosing wall is 5 feet thiok, except op the
north face, where its thickness is 6 feet 6 inches. From an interior court, whioh
was approached by a single gate, 9 feet wide, near the middle of the north face,
small oells opened on all four sides.
from the four corner cells measuring
m h 17 feet by 8 feet 3 inches, there are four oells each on the east and south sides,
and three cells each on the north and west sides. The interior of the cella
ranged along the north and south walls measures 8 feet 3 inches square, while
those on the other sides form squares of 7 feet 9 inches. The entranoe to each
cell is 6 feet wide ; the walls dividing the oells are 4 feet thiok. The west side,
in addition to its three small oells, shows next to the eouth-west aorner oell a
small room, also 7 feet 9 inches square, whioh has no entrance from the level of
the court and may be supposed to have served as a store-room for grain. Its floor,
disclosed by recent diggings of the Khan of Jhanda, lies 6 feet below the preaent
level of the court. The walls rise nowhere more than 6-7 feet above the latter,
and are in many plaoea far lower. Hence it is only in four cells, facing west
and south, that the windows which probably lighted each cell from the outside,
can still be t d . These windows opened through the enclosing wall opposite
to the entranoes. They stood ciro. 5 feet above the present level of the b r ,
were 3 feet broad on the inside of the wall, and show signs of having been
strongly bevelled inwards both below and on the sides as in the osse of the
ruined monastery of Panjkotai, Bunen*

ar art

No pieces of oarved stone work or plaater can be traced among the ruined
walls, and according to the muranoe of the Khan of Jhanda his diggings have
brought to light neither soulptures nor any other finds. Of a ohapel or S t u p
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mch ae might be expeoted near a monastic dwelling no clear indication survives.

But it is possible that a small rocky knoll rising in front of the ruin, at a distance
of about 20 y a r b to the north-east of the gate, to a height of circ. 16 feet, had
onoe eerved as the b w for a small stupa. I n the absence of other evidence the
suggestion of the ruin representing a small convent rests solely on the characteristic arrangement of the interior and on the position which the building occupies.
This necessarily recalls the position of many a convent found on insolated spun
in the Peshawar and Swat valleys. It may be added that like most of these
structures the Sale-dheri ruin is adjoined by a large terraoe built up along the
west face with a breadth of 32 feet.
On the morning of Ootober 28th we set out from Jhanda accompanied b o k from J h d .
by a Jirga of Manmr Gadun Maliks and their armed followers. I n order ra to Lehran.
reduce impedimenta as much as possible, our own camp, apart from Surveyor
La1 Singh and my temporary Assistant Subadar J a p t Singh, was limited to
two servants. The route followed beyond Panjman, the last British village, lay
in the winding nullah of the Kundal Khwar, which drains some of the southwestern spura descending from Mahaban. A little beyond the deserted village
site of Kundal, about 13 miles no.ch of Panjman, I was shown a much-decayed
well almost buried in the ground which, judging from its masonry, must be
ancient. I t was round with a diameter oE ciro. 6 feet. On a low ridge to the
east remains of a few old houses were said to exist, but as it was important to
push the same day as far as possible towards Mahaban, I did not wish to delay
our march by an examination of these scanty ruins. -The gorge oE the Kundal
Khwar, which as we ascended became plentifully clothed with brushwood,
passed close along the border of Khudu Khel territory. There picturesque Jirgaa
from the Osman Khel section of the tribe holding the nearest tracts came to
join our escort. When ascending the Sanjah spur whioh divides the Lehran
branch oE the Kundal Khwar stream from a more westerly f l u e n t , a very clear
view opened on a big spur westwarde whioh descends from the Mahaban Range
near the Ashraf Pass. I t bears near its northern end the Khudu Khel stronghold of Mangal Thana, which figured in 1886 as the goal of a separate small
'frontier expedition. Some five miles lower down an isolated shoulder of the
spur rising prominently on the sky line was pointed out to me as Charkot, a site
covered with ruins of ' old houses.' As to the character of these ruins, which
lay too far off the route to be visited, no clear indication could be obtained from
the tribesmen.
When after a march of some 1 2 miles we reached Lehran, a picturesque ~ n c i c n td m near
village of about fifty houses, ensconced among fruit trees and situated circ. 2,700
feet above the sea, a halt became necessary. Laden animals could not be taken
further, and the democratic organization of our hosts, the Mansur &dun Maliks,
seemed for a time wholly paralyzed by the taak of providing the relatively small
number of men needed for cal~yingindispensable l d , and of finding food for
the swelling crowd of their own armed followers. I utilized the delay for the
examination of some ancient remains which had been reported to me in the ,
vicinity. I found them to be situated in a small rocky nullah known as
Poloserai Darrah opening to the west of the main valley about 14 miles below
Lehran. Ascending at the bottom of the defile I traced among the fairly thick
b~uehwoodsucoeasive terraces of undoubtedly ancient oonstruction connected by
paths paved with large blocks. Judging from the d6bris heaps of uncut stones
found here and there, t h m terraoes seem to have been built for the purpose of
affording room for dwellings which, themselves but roughly oonstructed, had
decayed long ago.
Where the nullah oomes to an end below steep hill slopes the remains
of a more solidly built anoient struoture could still be made out. They
consist of walls built in the usual Qandhara fashion, which seem to have formed
a cella measuring circ. 10 feet square ineide. The walls now rise only a few
I
I

feet above the d6bris-strewn gmund, and the north-west faoe, which may have
contained the entranoe, has almost completely disappeared. A find of gold
coins is said to have been made some years ago by digging on this side. Below
the cella are traces of other ancient walls which seem to have formed a base or
terrace. Skirting on my return the rocky s l o p along the nullah, and then

those from its mouth along the west side of the main valley towards Lehran, I
pnssed numerous other terraces built up with supporting walls of rough, but
manifestly anoient, construction. I t was quite evident that they must have
been built when 8 denser population inhabited the valley and dwellin? would
readily be relegated to steep slopes, however inconvenient for building, an order
to spare all available level ground for oultivation.
~ a s nfrom
t
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By the time of my return to Lehran the lklaliks had not yet settled their
diffioulties ; but our insistence secured a t last a start, and after a stiff olimb
over termced fields and by very rough tracks we arrived by nightfall at the
little hamlet of Mazghund, situated near the head of the Lehran Valley and
circ. 3,700 feet above the sea, where there wae just enough level space to pitoh
our small tents. The path followed next morning led first steeply up the
narrow valley, and then ascended over slopes clothed with oedars nor th-eastwarda
t.o Miyagai-Kandau, a saddle of the spur which separates from the main
Mahabnn Range a t a point ahout halfway between the two summits shown
with the triangulated heiglits of 6,780 and 7,350 feet, resp?ctively, in the available maps, and thence desoendv to the south. Prom Miyilgai-lCandau, whioh
we reached within an hour's climb from Mazghund, and which lies at an
elevation of oirc. 6,100 feet, the Gadun Maliks sent ahead most of their tribal
followi~.
The crest of the main range mas now rising in full view before m, and
previous to ascending it our hosts were reasonably anxious to assure themselvee
that no opposition mns being prepnred from its northern slopes belonging to
Amazai territory. OF the Jirgn of the Amazais, whose presence on the crest mas
to be expected as a sign of friendly acquiescence in our yisit, there was m
yet neither sign nor message.
The interval needed for " crowning the heights " allowed me to ~ i ~ i t
a detached rocky knoll rising on the continuation of the spur southwards ahout
a couple of hundred fe?t above the RIiyagai saddle. As its name KandaroSar shows, it hears some ruins of builclings; but the remains of m:rlls still
traceable on the co!~fined rocky summit, though undoubtedly old, were far
too decayed and rough i n construction to present much interest. They showed
n thickness of 4-5 feet, and were built, as far as I could see, entirely of unout
slabs evidently dug up on the spot. Yet the Imga siz3 of the slabs and the
dimensions of the fern apsrtm3nts still distinguishable, up to 410 by 25 feet,
exclude the idea of their being oE recent date.
But more interesting than these scanty remJ n s vas the excellent view which the knoll offered both over the lower slop2s of Mahahan southmar& and
of the main range above us. The long-stretched crest of the latter running i m
its general direction approxinntely from north-west tosouth-east was visible,
at R distanoe of less than two miles, from the lrighest summit of Mahaban
(7,380 feet above the s?a) to the point where the Lnr spur bearing MiyagaiKandnu and Kandaro-Sar bmnchea off. The eastern portion of this view ia
'reproctnoed in photogmph, fig. VIIT. This shows, a little to the left of
the middle, Shahkot, the culminating p i n t of the range ; and to the right of
i t and nearer Silosar, the l o ~ e of
r the twin summits of Mal~abanas seen from<
the Yusufzai plains. This was found to risa a short distanoe to tho muth of
Shnhkot to an ~pproximntcelevation of 7,200 feet. 8ilosrzr (shown again by
pbotogmph. fig. VII,as Sean from the top of Shahkot) forms the point where
a i before joining on to the main range at .
tlie spurs of Ullai and G ~ b a s ~ nunite
Gllnhkot. The U ~ l a ispur, oalled after the nearest village situated on it, is.
fieen on tha right OF photograph, fig. VIII. I t demencts due south as already
noted before, with a remarkably uniform slop:! and relatively broad crest, and
thus forins what is aczknomledged to be the esiest approach to the main range.
Tho Gabtus,snn.rispur, which desoencls from Silosar in a solnewhat more southevsterly direction, and m i l be referred to again, is almost as easy.
But even the route d the Lrtr spur, by which we now cmtin.uedto~asccnd
northward from Miyagai-Krznclau,could not in any sense be called difficult. Tbe
path first for a mile led steeply upwards over shoulders t e r m e d for cultivation,
and then turned north-east into the hesd ol the SheriDrrrrah, wbichseparates.:
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the Lar spur from the main mnge. Another mile along well-wooded slopes and
with a very easy gradient brought us up to Lar Chini, a fine spring which
seems to offer the nearest perminent supply of water for the orest of Mahaban,
a t least on the southern side. Finally, after a quarter of a mile's w e n t over a
steeper, yet by no means trying, slope, I emerged on the crest line of the range
near a tall and ouriously shaped arag known as ' Bdlighat ' (" the tigress's
mark "). From Miyagai onwards the path might with very little trouble be
made practicable for laden poniee or mules, and it is probable that the same
would hold good of the route lower down if the brow of the Lar spur were
followed instead of the oonfined valley by its side.
,~@~~~
The view whioh on the mest suddenly opened over the gnat m l l e y ~ c ~ " Mh.
of Chamla, Buner and over the distant ranges of the Swat Kohistan, waa
magnificent notwithstanding the gathering rain olouds. But I confess the
extent of this view did not appear to me at the time an adequate compensation
for the disappointment which another observation almost equally rapid caused
me. Of the plateau on the top of Mahaban, which the aesumed identity of the
mountain with Alexander's Aornos had made me (like others) look out
for, in amordance with the plain indications of the cltassial historians, there was
no traoe to be seen anywhere. Yet from a point of the o m t marked by
the Ziarat of & a h Baba, not far from the point where our path had first
struck it, I was soon able to overlook the whole narrow ridge towards Shahkot,
together with the slopes both north and south. Already the topographioal
appeamnoe of the crest and of ita southern slopes as it revealed itself from
the Lar spur, had caused me misgivings in this mpeot. But there still
remained the chance of the steep scarp of this southern faoe proving to
be a kind of rim hiding some ground on the north side that might without e q gemtion be called a plateau or basin. The view on the orest finally disposed of such hopea.
The ridge by which we proceeded, joined now by a Jirga of Amazai

Malike, tow&.& Shahlcot, proved along ita whole length, oiro. 13 miles,

remarkably narrow. I n most places that what might be called level ground on
the top was not more than 20 or 30 yards across, and along considerable
stretches it was even less. Small terraces formed by bastion like rock projeotions on either side were distinotly few, and they, too, only showed a width
of some 60-40 yards at the utmost. The ground on the north side doped down
from the ridge almost as steeply as on the south; owing, however, to the
inoreaeed growth of vegetation-a common feature of the northern slopea
throughout the Weetern Himalaya and Hindukush systems-the surface appeared here leas rooky and broken. Nevertheless on this side, too, i t would greatly
tax the resouroes of modern engineering to seoure anything like adequate level
ground for buildings or roads suoh as, e. g., a hill-station would need.

.

.

The elevation of the ridge we followed continued fairly uniform to near The shrbkot mmthe foot of the Shahkot summit, where a amall nullah draining into the.
Sheri-Damh and a corresponding ravine on the opposite north face cause
a slight dip (seen on the extreme left of fig. VIII). The ascent thence to the
summit, oirc. 800 feet above the neBrest part of the ridge, was steep,
but owing to the windings of the path in no way difficult; most of the ascent
b y through mlatively thick growth of ilex, while dong the ridge firs and oedars
prevailed, though nowhere close enough to form a forest. My eagerness
to reach Shahkot was great ;for on it were to be found the ruins of an anoient
fort, which, judging from the fairly detailbd wcount mcured by Colonel Deane
from native information, promised to be imposing and of distinct interest.
The gathering of tribeamen whioh greeted us on m h i n g the top, was indeed
imposing ; for, in order to guard against a possible attaok from the side of
the ' Hindustanis ' and any f a n a t i d sympathizers, a ' Laehkar ' oE the Umarzai
section of Mansur Qaduns, probably close on four hundred men, had oooupied
this commanding height already early in the morning. But this very crowd
of armed men helped only, as it were, to render still more conspicuous before my
eyes the remarkably oodned nature of the summit and the insignificance of its
extant ruine.
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The position and peculiar shape of the ruined fort ia fully illustrated by
the site plan (ii.) which I prepared with the rtssistanoe of Surveyor La1 Singh,
and is accounted for by the configuration of the summit itself. This is formed
by the convergence upon the main ridge, representing the axis of the range and
having a general direction of north-west to south-east, of two narrow rocky
ridges,-one coming from the north-north-east, and the otber ascending from the
south. The northern of these two ridges connects the summit of Shahkot with
a peak almost equally high (7,320 feet by triangulation), distant circ. 4
milea to the north-east, while the southern one fiFst leads to the Sil-r
summit, from which lower down the spurs of Utlai and Gabasanai bifurcate. At
the intereeotion of these rooky ridges a series of narrow terraces is formed which
faoe to the south-ea-st, and have a longitudinal direction from south-west
to north-east. It is along the sides oE the small irregular area oompriaing these
terraces that the scanty re-ins
of old wtalls oan be traced.
Ruiwd fort of
Shhkot.

The area thus enolosed shows the form of an irregular pentagon with
one of the angles receding owing to an indenture on the north-west faoe of the
series of small terraces. The greatest length of the area is ciro. 420 feet from
south-west to north-east, while its width varies from circ. 200 feet along the
south-west face of the pentagon to barely 80 feet near the oentre. The highest
of the terraoes lim along the north-west faoe, and near the indenture just
referred to rises a small mound, which may be partly artificial, to a height of
ciro. 20 feet above it. This is probably the point triangulated as the highest of
the whole Mahaban Range. Near the south-western end of the same terrace is
a heap of rough stones with a similar enclosure worshipped as a Ziamt. The
four projecting angles of the little fort form butions mcupying the points
where the four ridges previously mentioned diverge from the summit. With
the exception of the ridge to the north-west by which we ascended, the
rest oE these ridges do not show a steep gradient, and, though rocky and narrow,
can be ascended without much difficulty. The slopes between these ridges and
below the enclosed area are distinctly steeper ; but even they are in no place
unscaleable or as difficult as the scarps of Adh-i8arnud.h towards the east or the
face of Kafirliot towards the Indus.

W ~ I OL
# swkot.

The best preserved portion of the walls is the little towerlike bastion at
the north angle which with a width of circ. 16 feet Fises from 6 to 8 feet above
the rocky top of the ridge it guards. The masonry is of the roughest, showing
neither Gandhara construction nor uniform ooumes in its uncut or roughly
hewn slabs. From this bastion the wall running along the north-west faoe up
to the receding angle previously mentioned can be traced in an unbroken line
of circ. 293 feet. For the greatest part of this distance it is just traceable
above the ground ; nowhere does the exposed outer facing rise to more than
two feet. The masonry consists of relatively small and .roughly hewn slabs,
arranged apparently in courses, but without much regularity. The slabs
generally measure about one foot in length and 6-8 inches in height. Of the
use of lime I saw no indioation. The wall is oertainly not the work of Pathan
tribesmen as we know them now ;but, apart from this point, nothing oan be safely
asserted as to its age. My personal impression was against the extant remains
belonging to a pre-Muhammadan period. The steepness of the slopes and the
climatic oonditions of Xahaban, with its relatively heavy fall of rain and snow,
make it appear unlikely that walls of such poor oonstruotion could survive many
m t u r i s . Beyond that receding angle of the north-west face the line of the
circumvallation oan be made out only with difficulty and for short stretches.
Without the indications furnished by the natural contour and the loose debris on
the slope below the soanty traces of wall foundations oould soarcely have been
followed through the brushwood. The only clearly recognizable portion of the
eircumvallation met again is st the south angle, where a small bastion of the
same type as at the west angle rises, but in a more decayed state.
The rocky slopes outaide the fortified line showed nowhere any d6bris
that might point to the existence of earlier and more massive defences. Nor
did I come upon any traces of mom solid structures inside the wall. Among .
the little heaps of stone debris which covered the narrow tarraoes here and there,-
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no carved fnagment nor even a properly cut slab could be distinguished. Walls
of the roughest construction erected within the northern end of the fort serve to
dam up a pool of water, which, however, waa unfit for drinking. It is used for
the oattle of the Gujars grazing on the mountain during the summer months.
The confined nature of the ground within Shahkot was forcibly brought Cmp
home to me by the oonditions of our stay there. The hope of finding more extensive remains and the necessity of securing adequate time for survey work had
made me insist beforehand upon arrangements whioh would allow me to spend a t
l w t one full day and night on the summit of Mahaban, though the Khans and
Maliks did not like the prospect oE camping on suoh exposed ground. Shahkot
offered certainly the most convenient site for the purpose; yet the portion of the
Umarzai Gadun h h k a r which waa to remain with us and the gathering of
Maliks with their personal followers, amounting altogether to between three and
four hundred men, sufficed to orowd unoomfortably every bit of tolerably level
ground on the summit. The supply of water to this gathering clamorous for the
day's meal proved no small difficulty. Though two springs were also mentioned
as existing some distance below on the northern and south-eastern slopes, I
p t i y doubt whether any of them are nearer than the Lar Chini spring, from
whioh water was a t last brought for us a t nightfall. Thus the abundance of
springs, whioh in oherished accord with the descriptions of Aornos was supposed
to exist on or quite close to the summit, was likewise not borne out by reality.

SuOt.

The impressions of that night's camp on Shahkot (October 29-30th)
are not likely to be soon forgotten by any of those who shared it. The
rain, which had visited us in showers during the afternoon, desoended heavily
after midnight, and turned before daybreak into a steady fall of snow. This
was, indeed, so early in the autumn, an unexpected experienoe, and necessarily
a serious trial for the tribesmen, who in their airy cotiton clothes as worn in
the lower hilb and without shelter had already been soaked by the night's
rain. I woke up before daybreak to find my little Kabul tent densely
packed with Gaduns, who had been wise enough to seek its shelter, and soon
afterwards learned that the Lashkar had availed itself of the first glimmer
of light for retreating from our inhospitable height. As the snow continued to
fall until it covered the ground half a foot deep one after the other of the
Maliks hurried to depart after explaining their inability to prevent their followers' flight. We were strongly urged to follow their example ; but i t was
impossible for me to fall in with this advice, since the rain and the crowd of the
preceding afternoon had effectively prevented my survey work from being completed. Fortunately it was easy to meet the arguments about the risk of
being left practically unprotected by pointing out that such inolement weather as
had sufficed to soatter our tribal host was likely to keep also Hindustani fanatios
and the like from the snow-covered summit. Our friends the Khans of Topi
and Jhanda, however, held by us together with such personal followers as
they had brought with them, and so did two pensioned Native officers among the
Maasur Gadun headmen.
I n the course of the morning the snow stopped falling, and when before Vim from 8 U o t .
midday the sun broke through I was rewarded by a view quite dazzling in its
extent and clearness. The panorama extended from the Safed-Koh to the high
snowy ranges along the Kunar Valley and those whioh sepaxate Chitral from the
Swat Kohistan. Up the valley of the Indus a series of mighty peaks were seen
towering towards Yasin and Gilgit, including, I thought, even Rakipoahi, while
eastwards many of the Kmhmir ranges with the long snowy line of the Pir
Pantsal lay clearly visible. Nearer I could distinguish through my glasses
most of the old sites I had surveyed in Buner during the short campaign of
1898. Thus Mrthaban, however much its antiquarian glory seemed likely to
fade now, proudly vindicated its olaim to command one of the grandest views
on the north-west frontier.
After completing the survey of the Shahkot remains as well as a round s i w r mmmlt.
of phototheodolite views I prooeeded with Surveyor La1 Singh to a prominent knoll on the main ridge beyond Ballighat, whioh was needed as an
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additional ' hill-station' for completing the plane table survey of the southern
slopes of the rango. When I returned to Shahkot after 'this rapid excur-.
sion over steep scrub-covered ground the afternoon was too far advanced to
permit of the intended visit to the Silosar summit. Mr. Pipon, however, had
found time to visit it earlier in the day, and to him I owe the assurance that,
apart from the little flat shoulder on the west holding8 small tank which is visible in photograph, fig. VII., this summit, too, offers no level ground. On the
top of Silosar, whioh is nothing but a narrow rocky ridge, Mr. Pipon noted the
remains of walls just rising above the ground and forming apparently a s uara
of some 20 feet. Below thia there were traces of a walled-up terrace of aim&
modest dimensions.
Dereent to BirpLi.

My route of descent led over the continuation of the main range to the
south-cat, and brought me by nightfall into the open and well oultivated valley
of Birgalai. This marks a distinct gap in the range, and over the pass at its head,
circ. 6,000 feet above sea level, leads the e k e s t route between Gadun territory
and the valleys held by the Nawab of h b . * The first portion of the dement
to Hirgalai village passed along,well wooded and reIatively easy slopes to an
elevation circ. 1,000 feet below Shahkot; then followed a succession of more
or less natural terrace. partly oooupied by fields, and finally towards Birgalai
village steeper slopes clothed partly with splendid cedaw. The route is oertainly less easy than the one of U t h i or Qabasanai, but it wogd require a strong
imagination to describe Mahaban as partioularly di5cult of aooeas from this
side either.
SECTION~i.-THE

ALLEGED SITE O F

AORNOB.

My observations about the topography of the Mahaban Range,. and in
particular its orest and chief summit, had to be recorded in some detail in view
of the antiquarian and historical interest attaching to the question of its
identity with Alexander's Aornos. This identifiation from the time when it
was first proposed, more than half a century ago, has rested solely on the agreement whioh General Abbott believed he oould traoe between the classicat
descriptions of the site of Aornos and such topographical features of Mahaban
a he was able to observe from a distanoe or to gather from native information.
The details given above will make it easy for any oritical student to compare
for himself the picture of Mahaban as it presented itself to General Abbott
with the faots observed on the spot. Before, however, drawing attention to
the differences which such a comparison reveals, it is necesssry to note at least
the main pointa ae to the position and natural features of Aornos as the extant
classical acoounta present them.
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The task of indicating these pointa within the limits permissible for
this report is greatly faoilitated by the recent publioatioh of Mr. VINCENT
8 x 1 ~ ~highly
's
valuable ' Early Hketwy of India, ' which furnishes a lucid
review and analysis of the data available in the works of Arrian, Diodom and
Curtius .concerning Alexander's operations against Aornos. This may be
reoommended for oonvenient reference as to all details of the reoorded 8tory.t
The authors agree in representing " the Rook of Aornos" as an exceptionally
strong mountain fatness whioh Alexander was tempted to attaok owing to
" a le end that the demigod, Heraoles, whom he claimed a an ancestor, had
been d e d by the defenoes." The topographical data given as to Alexander's
previoua operations in the mountains north of the Kabul River Valley are so
vague that of M
-,
Om, Bazira-towns whioh Alexander captured before
prooeeding to the attaok of Aornos-it is impossible safely to assert more than
that they were situated somewhere between the Panjkora and the Indus.
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In the latat publimbed edition8 of the "Northern *a-Fmntier"
lbeetm showing Mahaban, Rig.1.i
rillage and the important p u to which the latar giver its name am marked, no doubt from native information, IKI
being to the sooth of the perk triangulated with a height of 6,960 feet. In reality both village bnd pur lie jurt to
the r w h - w a r t of thu fine peak known la Purchmgm.
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As to the geo,pphical position of Aornos itself, the only definite indication
to be gathered from all our texts is that it lay to the west of the Indus. Diodorus
and Curtius speali of the foot of the mountain as being washed by the Indus,
and their statement is supported by a passage of Strabo. Arrian, whose account
is otherwise the fullest, does not mention this, but makes Alexander proceed
against Aornos after reducing certain towns situated near the Indus, probably
within the Peshamar District. Arrian also tells us that Alexander made
" Embolima, a oity close adjoining Aornos," his btwe oE operations, but he in
no way indiontes its position. General Abbott proposed to recognize Ernbolima
i n the present Amb on the Indus, mainly on the ground of the apparent
y coupled
similarity between the name Embolima and the modern name Amb z
with that of a neiqhbouring spur which is said to be Balimah.* But it must
be owned that t h ~ sassumed double-barrelled name is certainly unknown to
preaent use, and even the application of the second part doubtful. The risk
i n connecting modern local names with ancient ones o£ uncertain position.
where no historical links are available, does not require to be specially
explained to oritioal students.
Aornoe itself is uniformly described as n mighty rock fastness, rugged Deaeription
and inacoessible by nature on all sides. Our authorities agree in representing Aornoe.
w e n t to its summit as possible only by ra single path, which, if we trust Arrisn,
was " out by the hand of man, yet diffioult." The ssme author mentions that
the rock was " said to have had a circuit of about 200 stadia (23 miles), and a t
ita lowest elevation a height of eleven stadia (or circ. 6,700 feet)," while the
estimate of Diodorus is 100 and 16 stadia, respectively. The latter distinctly
etatas that the Rook on its summit " had a level surface forming a complete
oircle." That Arrian and his authorities also assumed the summit of the
'Rook' tO have formed a plateau is clear from his description. On the summit
of the Rock there was, it is also said, " plenty of pure water which gushed out
from a copious spring. There mas timber besides, and as much good arable land
as bequired for its cultivation the labour of a thousand men."
Some topographical indications as to the immediate surroundings of the siege of AOrock are supplied by the accounts 01 the operations by mhich Alexander
succeeded in capturing it. These accounts agree in the main lines, Arrian's
narmtive being the most detailed and explicit. We learn from the latter that
Alexander first marched for two days from Embolima towards the Rock. He
then sent an advanced force under Ptolemy to occupy a hill top facing the most
assailable part of the Rock.
This mas gained under local guides "by a route which proved rough and
otherwise difficult to traverse ;" we are nowhere told in which direction it lay
from the Rock. After two days' fightin,: wit'h the opposing Indians Alexander
succeeded with the main force in joinlog Ptolemy by the same route. The
position occupied was divided fi-om the Rock by a great ravine. I n order to
overcome this obstacle Alexander directed a great mound to be formed of piledu p staltes, " whence, he thought, i t mould be possible for arrows and for missiles
shot from engines to reach the defenders." By the first day's work the mound
was extended for the length of a stadium. "The work of piling i t up thus
went on for three days, without intermission, when on the fourth dny a fern
Macedoninns forced their way to a small hi11 which was on a level with the
Rook, and occupied its crest." Whcn this position had been connected with
the mound the defenders lost h a r t , and finally fled from the fastness during the
night, losing heavily on their descent both from the Macedonians who had
" scaled the Rock a t the point nbnndoncd by the enemy " and from falling over
precipices. %he accounts OF Diodorus and Curtius agree in all essential points
with Arrian's description, except that both ~ n n k ethe stronphold fall seven
days from t l ~ ecommencement of the mound. The operations undertnken
Smmediately after the capture of Aornos are narrated in too vague and varying
a fashion to throw any light on the position OF the stronghold; the only certain
fact seems that they ultimately brought Alexazder to the right bank of the Indns.

-

See Or.tdur ad Aornon, 3. A. 8. B., 185% pp. 338. 8 a General Abbot tnrlulnter Bulimah *
u the
i l n d y " Hi8 attitude in mattem of etymology an1 ancient local nomenclature is 8u cieutly chsrncteri@ by the
opinion that ' Aonj ' (a loas1 nrmo in reality known only as Banj. oeo below) in s m ~ n oconvertible into Aornw"
i b . p 888; that the river &rindn in Bnner may derive its name from Greek h e n o (' to murmur '), ib., p. 861 b
tbe equation gf a Ewnfrya* (Purafnt) with Alaaqlds Aqluioi, p. 839, .nde hod of r i m i
haid &
mitical ftocmdatiea.
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Aornor not found

It will be &en from the above analysis that the classical aocounta of
Aornos, though they fail to supply us with any definite information as to the
position of the stronghold, yet furnish certain plain and relatively precise indications as to the natural features oE the Rock and its immediate surroundings.
Nowhere did my survey of the main range of Mihaban and oE the spurs leading
up to it reveal to me ground to which the description in our available texts could
be held applioable by an observer trained in critical methods. This statement
applies with particular force to the main summit of Mahaban and the ridges
oulminating on it where General Abbott's theory had located Aornos.
It does not appear to me necessary in this placo to examine in detail the
topogrrrphical assumptions on which that theory was based by its author. The
discrepancies between these assumptions and the facts revealed by the actual
survey are too great to escape any reader who will take the trouble to compare
General Abbott's desoription of Mahaban in his ' Gradus ad Aornon' with the
observations recorded above. It will suffice to point out that to him Mahaban
presented itself as a mountain table forming a plain about 6 miles long at the
summit ; that he believed this summit to be ground fit for the action of oavdry,
and that he deolared it "difficult to offer a more faithful description of the
Mahabunn " than Arrian's account of Aornos. It ie only fair to add that the
inaocuracy of the picture thus presented is largely accounted for and exoused by
the total want a t the time when General Abbott first formed his views about
Aornoa (1848) of even an approximate survey of Mahaban and the surrounding
regions.* The value of his personal observations was necassarily impnired by
the faot that they were made from s considerable distance, and then only from
the side of Hazara. Nor can it surprise us that the information he gathered
from native sources has proved in many respects wholly misleading.
asnard ~bbatt*a
Only in respect of two pointe does special notice of General Abbott'e
conjectured rite of
suggestions
still seem needful. He appears to have completely failed to realize
Aornw.
the topographical bearing of the reference which all texts clearly make to the
great ravine that separated Ptolemy's position from the Rock. By an interpretation which is not warranted either by Arrian's text or the accounts of
the other historians, he turns Alexander's great mound built for crossing this
ravine into "a, trench of approach with a, parapet." In consequence of t h i ~
misapprehension the faot of the summit rigdes of Mahabsn showing nowhere
such a ravine has completely escaped his attention. Yet it was on the
northern of these ridges, the most conspicuous from the Hazara side, that he
was inclined to look for the particular site of the Rock.+ The point of this
oonjectural location, as far as I can make it out from the profile sketchattached
to the paper, appears to have been a small knoll on the narrow ridge conneoting Shahkot with the triangulated peak (7,320 feet) northward. Owing to its
distance from Shahkot (circ. 24 miles) and its situation beyond Gadun
territory I was unable to proceed to it. But the views obtained from our
survey stations both near Ballighat and on Parachangan showed quite clearly
that this insignificant knoll on a depressed part of the ridge mould be a
most unlikely site for any fortification. I t is completely commanded by a
crest rising to the southward: and its available level space is so restricted that
compared with it the little fort of Shahkot would apppar quite a large place
Of the castle which was vaguely reported to General Abbott as occupying this
epot, I could hear nothing.
I hope the above remarks will suffice to explaid tho considerations which
render it impossible to me to share any longer the belief in the probability of
the conjecture which located Aornos on Mahaban. I am not prepared a t
present to suggest in its place any other identification, and I am inclined to doubt
whether the time has come as yet for attempting a final solution. Considering
how vague the geographical data are which our available sources furnish,
and how little we know as yet about the detailed topography of the mountain
traots which lie along the lndus towards Buner and Swat, there still remains a
bility of our having to look for Aornos higher up the great river. I t is possiE h a b even after those regions have been surveyed and opened to the anti-rian student, the question as to the site of Aornoa will remain as o b ~ ~ u r e
mhb.

See in illuatmtion of this the cuhour
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it is now. I n that case doubts which even now suggest themselves as to the
truly historioal chai~cterof this and, perhaps, other episodes in the story of
Alexander's Indian campaign, would acquire fresh strength. Possibly this result
would not be pure loss to historical research. We know well the wonderful
growth which the ' Alexander legend' has attained in the later classical
period. Would it not be of interest to possess definite quasi-topographical evidenoe that its roots reached back to the early epoch when the sources used by
Arrian were still in course of formation ?
I oannot leave the subject of the Mahaban Range without putting on*^^;^.^
reoord two negative observations which may be of interest to future enquirers.
There are rat present among the tribes settled on the slopes of Mahaban no historical traditions of any kind attaching to the crest of the range or to the ruins
of Shahkot. This total absence .of local traditions made it somewhat di5cult
to explain to our Gadun hosts the particular importance which a, thorough
examination of the main ridges and summits had for me. I t was, perhaps, on
this account that Mr. P i p n who throughout the tour kindly charged himself
with the task of keeping Khans and Jir,oas in good humour by genial talk
while I was busy with surveying and other absorbing work, thought i t expedient to tell them while on Shahkot of the great exploit which 'Sikandar
Padshah' was believed to have effected there. I do not know whether hia
interlocutors were much impressed by the intelligence that the legendary hero
had troubled himself about the capture of the barren rock y ridge w ~ t hits insignificant fort. But I should not feel surprised if the s t o r y thus told by a ' Sahib '
of authority, and on such a memorable occasion, would take root and after a
time assume all the semblance of genuine tradition. Since plentiful experience
has shown me the ease with which quasi-learned legends of this sort can be
inoculated on Indian soil, I have thought it necessary to record here a maruing
ss to the artificial origin of this possible future addition to local lore.*
The other observation to be noted is that, notwithstanding repeated h r c h
enquiries and the undoubted empressement with which all tribal communities
endeavoured to facilitate my search for ancient remains, I did not trace, or
even hear of, a single inscribed stone i n &tu among any of the ruins visited on
the Mahaban Range and its spurs southwards. Yet a considerable number of
the inscriptions, almost all " in unknown characters," which had been brought
to Colonel Dpane between the years 1894-1897, and had subsequently been
published by M. Senart and myself, was declared to have been found a t localities situated on the southern slopes of Nahaban or on the range itself.+ My
experience had been exactly the same on the occasion of my tour in .Buner,
whence another large class of such finds was said to have come ; but considering
the far more favourable conditions which my latcr tour offered for such en uirim, their negative result here acquired, I think, additional significance. h e
only " inscription " I saw or heard of during my Nahaban tour was a rough
alatey stone covered with "unknown characters" which by the freshness of
their execution and still more by their queer look recalling transmogrified
English onpitals, proved an unmistakable and clumsy forgey. I t was in the
hands of a trader at Gandap, who declared to have received it some years ago
from a Mullah, but could or would tell nothing more of its origin. A similar
'antique' had been shown to me a short time earlier by a well known ooindealer of Rawalpindi who had received it from the Peshawar District.
SECTIONV~~.-DEWILI
AND

THE RUINS OF

for inwim

MOUNTBANJ.

On reaching Birgglai village, on the evening of October 31st, after the Pod of Denai
desoent from Shahkot, the welcome intelligeuce awaited me that the Namab of
Amb had unexpectedly invited us to pay a visit to his newly built fort of
Dewai before entering the tract of the Salar Gaduns. I was very glad for this
I may mention here u an amusing instance the now widely s p d "trsdition " which tnrns the Stopa
Manikyala into a monument erected by Alexander over tho grave of his charger 13akephalos. Started originally, no
doubt, by some ' Sahib' posseuwd of antiquarian tmte and imagination, and propngated by the halt-educated, it
nor firmly taken mot among the people in the neighboaring tracts of the Punjob.

t Compare r e g d i n g epigraphic fin& of this kind, u l d into a * Mahaban gmnp,' SEKABT,Note*
f Epigraphis indisnns, v., pp. 8 rqq., 16 sgp.; dso my Notsr or new i a r e r q l i o u ducocsrsd by lUcrjor D w n s ,
J. A. S. B., 1898, pp. 6 rqp., 10.
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d6tour, as i t mould enable us to get good views of portions of Amb territory e a t
of Mahaban, which had never been visited by Europeans. Accordingly early
next morning I ascended Pasachangan, a prominent peak to the south-east of
Birgalai (triangulilted height 6,950 feet), which prored a n excellent survey station.
Tlien a march of circ. 3 miles to thesouth-east, along the well-wooded crest of a
spur which may bs considered as the trua continuation OF the main Mahaban
.Range towards tha Indus, brought LE face to face with the Nawab's fort. It
proved to occupy a remarkably strong position on a large table-like hill top,
which is separated by great dips from the adjoining portions of the spur, and
shows still greater declivities towards adjoining ravines on the north and south.
In photograph, fig. x, it is seen from the north-west.
at
After passing the small Killa of Chirbattai, which guards the pass at ths
north-west foot of the hill, and while ascending the steep slope of the latter,
I soon came upon plentiful marks of early occupation. A ezriea of small
terraoes along the path, built of ancient masonry of the Gandham type, seem
to have served as bases for towers or small dwelling house. The remains of
their superstructures may have partly been utilized in building the large new
fort on the top for which such solid materials olose a t hand were n a t u d l y
very convenient. Several more ' Dheris ' of this kind still covered with
shapeless d6bris heaps could be seen along a spur which juts out westwad
from the hill face we ascended. Among the terraced fields whioh oover the
easier slopes near the top of the hills traces of ancient structures seem to be
frequently met with. There were reasons against' any detailed survey i n the
immediate vicinity of the fort to which we had been hospitably invited ;nor
would the available time have sufficed for a careful examination. Plenty of
ancient slabs of large size were found immured in the foundationa of the
stronghold. The latter had been rapidly built some three years ago, when a
Lashkar of the Pr'awab ocoupying this coinmanding height faced for a long
time the Gadun levies assembled a t Gabai, a village westwards.
During the construction of the fort workmen collecting stones found a
small statue on the boulder-strewn slope about a hundred feet below the
north-east corner. I had previously heard of this ' idol ' but did not succeed
in elioiting anything as to its character or what had become OF it. Nor were
the levies forming the relatively strong garrison able or willing to vouchsafe
information as to the remains of a n older stronghold which popular report
asserted had been pulled down when erecting tlie new fort. An old copper
coin which was quasi-secretly presented to me after leaving, and ~yhichhtui
been picked up in a fidd near the fort, belongs to an issue of the Later Kushans.
.The name Dewni (from Skr. Deoi) seems also a trncs of ancient occupation,
and the site deserves to be kept in view by future enquirers. The commanding
position of the hill must at all times have assured its importance. Splendid
views opened up tho Indt~sValley, beyond the great bend of which the towering
snowy range above Ti~ngirant1 Dayel could be clearly recognized as well aa
further east the high peaks of Kaglian. There is at present no spring or other
natural water supply on the top of tlie hill, tlie garrison haring to rely on water
stored in largo iron tanks which strangely contrasted with the otherwise truly
mediaval surroundings.
From DC'PFR~,
for which the clinometer recorded an elevation of 6,025 feet,
we had E, long and EaiiTlytiring march to Mangalclltii, a large village of the Salar
Gaduns, wh?rc our camp had hecn n l ~ r a n g ~for
d the night. A very steep doscent
of over 3,000 feet souti~nrarclsbrought us to the bottom of the Gabai Khwar,
a narrow ~ a l l c ywh;cll clescends from the summit of Ahhaban b e t ~ e e nthe spun
of Birgalni nnd Gabasu~~ai
and opens upo'n the Indus near Sihna. Thence our
route ascendccl due sout,h orer the pass known as Sesai Kandau to a seriea of
small, but relatively open and fertile, plateaus nestling nillong the ridges into
which the Gnhnennai spur divides here. These p1:~teausare well irrigated by
springs, which forin the head waters of the Brag Khmnr draining south-enstwards
into the Indus ; they are occupied by the fields of Cbnnai, a consirle~.nblesettlement OF iilihun Kliel~,and of 31angalchni, one of tho largest villages of the Salar
Gaduns. I t was long after nightfall that the salutes fired by the e?corts which
sub-sections of the latter had posted along the route, greeted us on our approach
to Mangalchai.
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This village has been choaen for our aamp as the nearest pclint offering Mmnt b l .
ehelter and supplies on the route to Mount Banj. I had from the first been
anxious to reach the latter as reports extremely vague as to details, but widely
spread and already noted in Colonel DEANE'B
very valuable paper " Qandhara
and Udyana," credited this conspicuous peak with being the site of ancient ruins.
The still more widely held belief as to its inaccessibility had made the worthy
Khans concerned in the arrangements loo!c with ill-disguised dismay a t thls
extension of my programme. But the objectious raised on this score all the more
failed in impeasing me, since the ' Mirza' of one of them privately confided to
me that be had baen engaged some years previously in removing from Banj
' Buts,' d. e. Buddhist sculptures, for presentation to ' Sahibs.' Apart from the
instance oE Dewai already mentioned, no finds of this kind had been heard of on
the southern and eastern slopes of Mahaban anywhere else but at Banj ; the latter
was also known to me as the alleged find-pli\oa of a short Kharoshthi inscription brought to Colonel DEANEand published by M.SENABT,about the genuinenase of which there could be no possible doubt.*
The mute followed from Mangalchai on the morning of November 1st'

flrst ascended the spur which divides the Brag Khwar drainage from the far
more open valley of the Palau stream westwards, and then continued winding
along its rooky and bare crest to the south for a total distance of ciro. 4 miles.
Barren and steep t ~ q the slopes are which descend on either side, cultivated
terrmea were met with here and there from the point where a large side spur
separates to the eaqt running down to the Indus. This side spur a t its root haa
an elevation of probably over 4,000 feet, and maintains its height for a oonsiderable distance eastwards. About two miles to the south of this point the main
spur culminates in a craggy height, marked by several rook-pinnacles and
shown on the map as dlount Banj, with a triankulated height of 4,460 feet.
Prom it there descends to the east-south-east a second side q u r which strikea
the Indus just above the large Utmanzai village of Khnbal. I t presenta an
almost wall-like face to the south as seen from the Indus Valley, and its crest,
which within a distance of little over two miles on the map sl~omsa fall of not
less than 3,200 feet, has all the appearance of exceptionally difficult ground

Tz[h~

.

Between this side-spur and the previously mentioned one, which runs
almost parallel to it on the north, there lies enclosed a valley about two miles
broad from crest to crest and drained by the stream of Khrabal. In its lower
portion this valley is nothing but a deep-cut narrow rnrine between preoipitous rocky $opes rising up from tho boulder-filled bed of the stream. But a t
its head the enolosing slops are somewhat easier and form a kind of mountain
smphitheati-e. The pnnoramio view reproduced in fig. IX. shows n great
portion of this amphitheatre as seen from s point to the south (marked
N. on the site plan) some 700 feet below the top of Banj Peak. On
the shoulders of the ridgcs which descend into this amphitheatre from Banj
Peak,lie the huts of Btliij hamlet its well as the ruins of t,he ancient site I was
in search of. The huts, aome twelve or fifteen in number, are oooupied by
Qujars holding their land from Utmanzai Maliks a t Khabal.
Most of the huts lie in the little .ravine whioh is seen in fig. IX., and *m"nt
into which I descended by an easy path from a dip in the main spur above.
At the bottom of this ravine, a t the point marked by an arrow in fig. lX.,
I came upon the first mark OF early oooupation in the form of an anoient
well, 3 feet square, built of large rougbly cut slabs with column8 of small
flat pieces in the interstices. It still is the main source of water supply
for the hamlet. One of the slabs placed around the mouth measured 6 feet
by I* feet with a thicltness of 8 inches. The total depth of the well proved
21 fezt with the water standing a t the time oE my visit to within 10 feet
from the mouth.

wen, B-i.

Ascending the ridge to the north-east of thin well for s d i s t a n o s ~ o r t ~ r n i n r , ~ ~
oi about 250 yards I found on a fairly level shoulder the muoh-decayed
remains of some ancient building (rna~oked B in plan iii.) which had beem
-
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utilized for the construction of a series of cattle-sheds. The addition of modern
rubble built walls made it difficult within the short available time to determine
the dimensions and shape oE the original structure. The low dbbris mound
formed by it measured circ. 27 feet square on the top, and on its south face the
ancient masonry of a basa or lower floor could be traced for upwards of 40 feet.
Passing through a cattle-shed, which was built with old stone materials against
the south-east corner of the mound, I was shown a small vaulted chamber 9 feet
9 inohes deep and 6 feet 9 inches broad, with a height of 5 feet 6 inches from
the present ground level to the top OF the vaulting (see detailed plan and
elevation in iv.). The semi-circular vault springs from a small projecting
cornice, 4 inches high, of the longer side malls, and is constructed of narrow
overlapping courses, with flat closing stones, ciro. 1%feet broad, on the top.
The walls of the little chamber show well finished masonry of the Gandhara
type.
About 50 yards to the east of ruin B and on the same small plateau
rises a rectangular mound to a height of ciro. 10k feet above tlie level OF the
surrounding iield (shown as A in sitc plan). I t appears to be formed at its
bass by two receding masonry-faced terraces, of whioh the upper one measured
r~bout28 feet on the north and south faces and circ. 21 on the east and west.
Recent digging rtt the north-west corner showed the height of the extant
masonry to be about 2&feet. This masonry showed regular courses of roughly
dressed slabs from 6 to 8 inches in height, altelnat>ingwith equally regular, but
narrower, courses 2 inches high. The dimensions of the lower terrace, of which
only the outlines could be traced in rows of fallen slabs jutting out aboro
the level of the field, were approximtttely 60 by 62 feet. The wllole structure
strongly suggested the base of a small stupa, of whioh the dkbris of uncut stones
oovering the top and slopes oE the mound may well represent the remains.

Ruined boilding C.

About 30 yards to the north-east of this mound the remains of massive
walls belonging to a large building, C, can be traoed closa up to the eastern
edge of the plateau. Owing to the huts of a little farm which have been
built into and over these ruins, and partly with their materials, the original
dimensiol~soould not be clearly ascertained by the Assistant whom from want
of time I was obliged to entrust with the det.ailed survey of this northern group
of ruins. The relatively large size of this building is, however, cleal.ly indicated
by a well-preserved flight of foundation walls extending for a length of over
70 feet, and still rising oiro. 3 feet above tlie ground. These wnlh are 4 feet
thiok, and show partly dressed slabs from 2 to 3 feet long and 8 to 10 inchea
high, with the usual packing of small flat stones in the lateral interstices.
Much material from this ruin seems to have been utilized for buttressing the
terraces which have been ~onst~ructed
for purposes of cultivation on the eastern
and southern slopes of the shoulder. Judging from its size and position, which
recalls that of Inany a Buddhist convent within the limits of Gandhara and
Udyana, it appeared to me highly probable that we must recognize in _this
ruined building the remains of a Sangharama or monastery.

Ancient p ~ t h m y .

I was unable to give time to a careful examination of other ruined
terraces and foundation walls near 0 since the report of a larger group of
ruins oalled me southaards. Crossing the ravine containing the well and
ascending the slops opposite to the ruins just desoribed, I soon reached a path
which in its partial paving of large slabs bore a c l e a ~indication of antiquity.
At a difitance of circ. ;t. mile this path passes below a massive terrace of
rtnoient m'asonry memuring circ. 50 by 24 feet, built agzzinst the hill slope (D).
About 140 yards further up it leads in a ravine to a fine spring which is
said to be permanent and whioh by itself would account for the early
mupation of a m pot otherwise so little attractive. Just above the sprine them
are the remains of ancient walls, 4 feet thick, fiupporting a terrace circ. 20
feet square. The path then turns to tha south-east and ascending with a n
easy gradient another small ridge for about four hundred yards, reaches
R small pltrteau nestling by-' the side of a steep rocky ridge which runs
down from Bnnj Peak in a north-casterly direotion. The emup, of ruined
struotures whioh crowd this little shoulder (see panoramio new, IX.,in the
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foreground) sufficed to dispel all doubt as to the religious imporhnca of the
site. The relative position and distribution OF these structures mill be best
realized by referring to the Sketch Plan of the southern group oE ruins (Pl. iv).
Though the remains of this group had not like former h e n utilized for
sheltering modern dwellings it was clertr a t t l ~ efirst look that they had undergone almost equally great destruction. The digging for suulptures which had
gone on hers ior long years, and to which reference will bs made below, ws, no
doubt, responsible for most of the d a m ~ g e . But fortunately it had not succeeded in effacing altogether the outlines of the architectural ground-plan. In the
relatively best preserved structure, F, a t the north-west edge of the shouldel*,
it was =y to recogllize the rcin:~insof a circular chapel or V ~ ~ ~ A
exaotly
PR
similar to thos: seen by me near t,he ruined monastxieq of Quniyar tind
Charkot,lai in Swat and near the Gumbatai Stupa in Buner.*

Its malls, circ. 2 feet in thicknem and soliclly built of large slabs, still Ruined ckpel.
rose to a height of 4-6 feet above the ground foi*a great post ol the circumference. The interior largely filled with the debris from the don12 wllich
once had surmounted it, sliowed a diameter of close on 16 feet. The entrance
bad apparently faced enstwnrrls, but could not bz accurately placeci owing to the
wholly broken condition of tile wall on this sidc. The chapel occupied the
centre of a base 27 feet squar?, the mzsonry facing of whicll indicated a n
approximate height of 8 feet. This bas3 again ros3 on a tsrrnce showing
supporting malls circ. 45 feet long on tlie north and west sides where it was
built out beyond the natural slope. About 15 feet to the west of this t ~ r r a c e
I oould trace the remains of what seems to have been s small Stupa (F. b ) ,
cirb. I 2 feet in diameter. This presented itself as a low mound of debris rising
only 2-3 feet above tlie ground. I t bore manifest traces of liavitlg been dug
into a great den1 for the sake of sculptured pieces. On the surface of the debris
I picked up two small fragments of reliero decor-ation in reddish stucco,
showing remains of flora1 p.itter~sfamiliar to the Qr~co-Buddhiststyle OF
Gandhm-a. About 20 feet to the south of the base of the chapel stands a small
squara cella with its malls, 7 feet long, bu'lt of mell-dress:d slabs and still
tolerably preserved on three sides.
About a hundred feet to the east OF the circulnr chap21, but slightly further Ruined rtmctlrm E.
towards the northern edge of the little pkzteau, rise the much-dccnyed ruins of
a structure (E), tlie churilcter of which a t the tim-3 fieemed to me distinctly
puzzling. The remains appeared to be those of an oblong building measuring.
c i ~ c .46 feet from north to south with a bre'xlth of about 20 feet. They were
reduced to the condition of rt h a p of dBbris in which the slabs once forming
masonry walls could still be distinguished but no courses of masonry nor lines of
walls made out on the surface. This heap of stone materials which looked as if
shaken down by the collapse of massive walls rose aboue 10 feat above the present
ground level a t its northern and southern ends, but curiously enough showed a
depres$on near the centre. Jutting out a t right angles eastvards from
the south-east and north-east corners of the ruined structur:, there mere
lateral continuation walls of considerable thickness, much decayed and traoeable only for a length of circ. 15 feet.
I

Almost due soutll of B, a t a distance of circ. 90 yards by the plane table, Rnilu ot Stop..
but across a deep-cnt little ravine coming from a fold in the hill slope behind,
there lies a large circular mound, G, w h ~ c his certainly the rcmains.of a Stupa.
It measures circ. 60 feet in diameter and risss to a height of about 23 feet
above the level of the walled-up terracc oa which it rests. The latter shows i n
front a massively -built supporting wall over 150 feet in length, constructed of
large but irr?gulnc b!ocks. A shallow cxcavntion on the flat top of the mound,
which measures circ. I? feat in dinmeter, shows that the interior of the mound
ka.q co0nstructed of rough stones s:t in rubblc and earth.
Of the original facing
of the Stupa 1 could t r ~ c 3no remains. A much decayed slab of blueish-grey
Por illr~rtrationsand a dotailed ncrount, of the Brat-nnmd ntructurc and for s luminous discussion of

the aml~iteetulrlfeatures of such cl~npeln.11. A. Youcnr~'erecently publishrd mamterlp work L',trt grrcc-louddhiqus
d* Gondhnra, pp. 121 aqq., a i t h Bgs. 38, 89, mar now be conuultcd. For the Gurnbatai mior, set IDJ Urner
Report, p 25, 1'1 1V.
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stone, about 1 foot square, whioh was lying loose on the surboa of the top,
seemed to have borne the reli3vo representation of a seated figure, but this was
effaced almost beyond recognition. 1 t is verj probable that this detached pieoa
of sculpture was carried up to the top of the mound by sonlebody who might
have found it oonvenient for a seat or otherwise a t this oommanding eminence.
-About 30 feet from the southern foot of the mound are the muohdeoayed
remains of a small square struoture (Q. b.) raised on a separate terraoe of whbh
the northern supporting mall oould be traced for ciro. 15 feet.
Ruim 04 bmce IT.

Bcnlpfursr ham

kl.

A large terrace (EJ, wbioh faced the Stup3 on the west a t a direct distanos
of airo. 80 yards and on the opposite side of the little ravine already mentioned,
warns to have been riohest in sculptured rernains but its superstruotures had in
oonsqquance also suffered most by diggings. Its facing wall measured oirc.
180 feet from north to south with a breadth of over 100 feet. Over the whole
of this t.errace there were scattered heaps of debris manifestly composed of the
stone materials of walls, &c., which had been pulled down while digging for
'idols.' Among these debris henps I thought I could distinguish the scanty
remains of two if not three little Stupas, represented by low, approximately
oircular mounds, of which the one in the oentre measured about 12 feet in
diameter. Among the debris of the surface of this I picked a number of
small and thin fragments of white stuooo bearing relievo representations of
flower ornaments. Numerous pieces of a stone resembling kankar i n structure,
wmo of them showing traces of oarving, were also lying about among tha
debris. But of sculptured &tonesand relievos only minute fragments oould be
traoed on the surface of the rubbish heaps.
All pieoes of sculp!ure had been oal~iociaway long ago. Utmanzais
from Khabsl had been engaged for long years in exploiting these ruins, and
some of them who were present. bitterly regretted that this mine of
'Buts,' by the sale of wliick to 'Snhibs' money could be mads, had
apparently been exhausted. About three years before Akbar Khan of I'opi
had still secured from here two good soulptures for a native friend of his in the
Peshawar Distriot who wanted them for presentation. Other and largo
soulptures appear to have found their may in recent years into the Hazara
District. A European Polio3 Officer of that district was particularly
remsmbered as a n eager purchnser, and it is hence probabla that among the
fine Grmco-Buddhist sculptures sold by Mr. J. P. &\wlins, late District Superintendent of Police, I l a z ~ r a ,to the Pitzwilliam Museum a t Cambridge, thers
are pieces coming from Banj.*
The diggings both among the ruins of E and around the little mound

P.b., previously referred to, had been carried a t various points into the natural

ground, nnd a t both plitces I was much struck a t the time by the bright brickred colour of the rook fragments and detritug which had been turned up from
the soil. But I did not realize the significanca of this observation until later.
Bninr on

rW

cutw

The steep rocky slopes immediately behind and to the east of this group
of ruins leave no room suitable for buildings. But to the east of it, a t a direct
distanoe of about 320 yards, the narrow rocky ridge, which as already notioed
runs down in a north-easterly direction from the highest point of Banj Peak,
shows for a short fipaco a less abrupt gradient. The narrow shoulder thus
formed, nowhere more than about one hundred feet across, is occupied by a
series of small mounds, ,7-N,rising on s succession of little terracas over a total
distanoe OF circ. 150 yards. They aro all approximately ciroulnr in shape, and
thus suggest much-decayed Stupas. The diameters of four vaiy from oirc. 12
to 26 feet. I n the case of one (HJ an oblong base of masonry, circ. 48 by 66
feet, could still be made out. The lowest OF these mounds (LJ is the largest,
measuring circ. 40 feet in dismetcr. The latter still showed s height of
approximately 15 feet. But owing to the steepness with wl~iohthe ground of
the ridge falls off on either side, and on account of the thick jungle sorub which
grows around the mounds, correct ~neasurementswere difficult to take in the
Of a rtotne of s atmuding Buddha, ahowiog excellent workmnnrhi but nnfortnnately tembly mntilnted
(rrma and Legs have been hewn o r , no doubt, to facilitate transport !). it ia acfnonledged thnt mg it wa8 found am
m e ancient remains on the weat bank of the Indus, jart o u b i b the Hsrrr. DLtrht ";rec Qouaalpm
Burnosea, B d d A u t Art i n India, p. 188, with fig. 110,
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veiy limited time available. This ridge in its isolated position oommands a
good view over the ruins and the valley, and from it the photographs partly
reproduced in the panorama, IX., were taken.
Though the work of examining and plotting all these ruins had been V.IIIMRIO~I.
pushed on without a moment's intermission since my arrival at the site, and
though Surveyor La1 Singh rendered much useful assistance the afternoon was
well advanced before I could start up to the peak which m e precipitously some
700 feet above us. Climbing along the rocky ridge just referred to I came, a t
an elevation oE circ. 200 feet above the group of ruins last described, upon a small
terrace covered with the debria of some building no longer recognizable in
character. Below the level of the debris heaps, and partly overlain by them is a
vaultedroom or passage, I, the existence of whioh had already before been
reported to me. It measures 21 feet in length from its south end, which is now
completely exposed, and where the original entrance lay. The north end seems
to have been closed by a wall which is now partly broken down. The width
of the mom is 7 feet 8 inches and its height 6 feet 9 inches from the present
ground level. As the latter has, no doubt, been raised by the accumulation of
rubbish, the original height was probably greater. The side walls, which show
regular murses of well-dressed slabs, apparently sandstone, with horizontal rows
'
of small flat stones between them, rise to a height of 2 feet above the present
floor. On then) rests a semi-circular vault formed by narrow overlapping courses and closed on the top by flat slabs circ. la feet broad, the centre of which is
grooved to a width of 10 inohes. Eaoh side wall shows three niches, 2+ feet
high from the floor and partly cut into the vaulting, having a width of 2 feet
anda depth of l+ feet. There was no indication as to the purpose which these
niches served.
The remaining ascent to the peak gave me an opportunity to note the sammit OE h n j
relatively rich growth of firs and shrubs which clothes its northern face notwith- Pmk*
standing the rocky soil and the steepness of the slope. A short distance before
reaching the omgs which form the highest point of the steeple-like peak, I
noticed on a confined shoulder the remains of some small structure (OJ, apparently
round, forming a low mound circ. 12 feet in diameter. The view from the top
was vast and impressive, comprising, besides the Yusufzai plains and the lower
hills of Hazara, the whole of tho southern and eastern slopes of Mahaban
with a vista far up the Indus. The photographs taken from this height help me
greatly in recalling topographical features of the region which I traversed on this
tour. I only regret now that want of time prevented me from obtaining a
telephoto view of a distant portion of the spur facing us on the north-east,
where in the course of my enquiries some Gujars of Banj had pointed out to
me the place of what they declared to be the ruins of two large ' Gumbaz.'
The position indicated seemed to be a fairly large shoulder below the broad
rounded peak which rises above the crest of that spur probably to a height
greater than Banj, and which is visible also on the extreme right of view 1X.
Two of my photographs show, in fact, i n that locality an unmistakable
prominence ; but whether it be an artificial mound, a natural hillook or a grove
of tall trees, I am quite unable to make out. The hope of visiting the spot I
had to abandon from the first, as it would have cost from three to four hours to
reach it over the hill crest.
\

When descending from the peak towards the southern group of theDe~entfr~mB.nj.
ruins by a different, though equally steep, track, I notioed the ruins of two more
struotures, apparently square, with a piece of artificially levelled flat ground in
front of them, about 160 feet above P and to the south-west of it. But
there was no time to tarry any longer. I n accordance with the arrangemenh
made by the Utmanzai Maliks, who had deolared a stay at Banj quite impraoticable owing to the great difficulty of providing supplies there, our camp had
been sent on to Khabal, and I knew when finally leaving the ruins close on
5 P.M. that the longer and more di5cult part of the day's march still
lay before me. Nevertheless I did not expect so trying an experience aa the
desaent from Mount Banj proved. Thc path, after leaving the ridge near
mound N,became extremely ruggea and precipitous, and continued so while
dropping along the north slope of the main spur some 1,600 feet in elevation.

Owing to the steepness of the 013s which the track skirts, in some p l a m with
a width of only a foot or two, the route is certainly impraotioable even for led
animals. Yet it is deolared to be the only approach to Banj from Khabal. A
narrow, but easier, ridge then led down to the Gujar hamlet of Kadura Khwar,
from where a further drop of some 400 feet brought us to the bottom of the
deeply eroded main nullah known as Indare K h m r or Khabal Darra just ae it
was getting quite dark. There the Utmanzai Jirga awaited us with ponies, and
riding in the very stony and conbed bed of the ravine, which at times of
heavy rain must be quite impassable, we arrived at Khabal on the Indus about
9 P.M. This descent left me no longer in doubt as to the grounds upon which
Mount Banj enjoys its fame for rugged inaccessibility.
SECTIONv i i i . - T ~ ~SITE O F BUDDHA'S
' BODY-OFFERING.'
Having now recorded the obsemtione which this day of arduotu, but.
fascinating, work enabled me to make about Mount Banj and its ruins, it
remains for me to explain the opinion to whioh I have been led as regards the
oharacter and identity of this remarkable site. The nature of tbe ruins
desoribed and of the remains they have furnished, makes it olear beyond a,ll
doubt that they mark the position of a Buddhist sanotuary possessed of shrines
and monastio establishments. The importanoe of this sanotuary is indimted not
only by the number of extant Stupas and other remains crowding all available
spaoe, but far more even by the situation in mhioh it is found and the
oharacter of the surrounding oountry. I t is clear enough that such numerous
and relatively large shrines could not have owed their oonstruotion to the
religious zeal of the people of a small mountain hamlet, and equally clear also
that the remurcea of this barren little valley, so diffioult of access, could not
possibly have suffioed for the maintenance of the establishments which these
ruins presuppose.
But these considerations apply with almost equal force to the whole
surrounding hill tract. It is enough to oompare the very limited a r e a rareiy
capable of irrigation which the closely packed spurs of Mahaban leave
available for oultivation, with the great fertile valleys of Peshawar and Swat
watered by large snow-fed rivers, in order to realize how little scope there was
in these hills for that multiplication of monasteries and shrines which is so
eloquently attested by the abundance of Buddhist ruins within the pn@r
limits of old Gandhara and Udyana. We have hence no reason whatever to
feel surprise at the scantiness of Buddhist remains within tho Mahaban region.
This dearth of Stupas and oonvents is attested not only by the experienoe
gathered on my tour when, owing to the willing co-opemtion of all tribal
headmen, it would have been essy to learn of any ruins that might oome
under that oategory, but, perhaps, even more conspiouously by the relative
rarity of any sculptured remains that have ever been brought from that
region. Considering how thoroughly-to the irreparable loss of researchd l the tribal territories adjoining the Peshawar border have been exploited
until reoent years for Qrseco-Buddhist relievos and statues, the comparative
blank which the Mahaban slopes have presented for the native 'But-weker ',
acquires speoial significance. With the exception of Banj, and perhaps
Asgram, there is no locality within the territories of the Gaduns, Utmanzais
and the Nawab of Amb which is known to have supplied sculptures to those
professional diggers. If, then, we find extensive Buddhist ruins of suoh richnesa
in sculpture as the remains of Banj once evidently showed, in one of tho
least accessible and eoonomioally least favoured localities of this hill region,
we may, I believe, conclude with considerable probability that the sacred site
whioh those ruins mark, ww one possessed of a religious importance far
ezoeeding looal limits.
Site of Bnddh&'#
I have thought it necessary to call speoial attention to this point, as
* B O ~ -offering'
Y
in
C ~ itinerrrim.
W
by limiting the range of possible oombinations it materially facilitates oomparison between our archaeological facts and the data me possess of the Buddhist
topographia sacpa of this region. These .data are furnished to us by the
Chinese pilgrims who visited G;rsdhara and Udyana. A oweful scrutiny of
SigniBcsnce of p i Of
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their itineraries, I believe, enables us to recognize in Banj the site of a
famous Buddhist sanctuary long vainly sought for, the site where Buddha mas
believed to have in a former birth offered his body to feed a starving tigress.
I

The merit of having first rightly indicated the direction in whioh this A pilgrims.
c c ~ n tof~ Chinimportant site was to be looked for, belongs to M. ED. CHAVANNE~,
the distinguished Sinologist, to whose labours archsologioal resertrch in India and
Central Bsia is already so largely indebted. I n the masterly commentary
which accompanies his new translation of ' Song Yun's Travels in Udyana
and Gandhara', he has plainly demonstrated that General Cunningham's longaccepted location of 'Buddha's body-offering ' a t Xrtnikyala near Rawalpindi
was based eolely on misinterpretations of the texts of Song Yun and Hiuen
Tsang, while in reality the topographical indications furnished by these
travellers were pointing to the Mahaban region.* The justness of M.
Chavannes' critical observations is easily recognized by a reference to the two
itineraries.

From that of Song Pun, the earlier pilgrim (A. D. 620), we learn that
he and his companion Huei-sheng after leaving the capital of Udyana, which
certainly stood in the vicinity of the present Manglaur in Upper Swat,
proceeded in a south-easterly direction, and, after marching in the mountains
for eight days, reached the phce where the Tathagata (Buddha), while practising asceticism, offered up his body to feed a tigress. There high mountains
rise with steep slopes and dizzy peaks reach up to the clouds." The na,rrative
then refers to the charming woods and springs of the locality, to the motley
profusion of its flowers, and recorh the erection by the pilgrims of a Stupa on
the summit of the mountain to which they devoted a portion of their travelling
funds. "There on a stele they engraved in square characters an inscription in
praise of the merits of the Wei dynasty." We are told in addition thnt there
stood on the mountain the ' temple of the collected bones ' whioh counted three
hundred priests.
indiutedb~
Taking first topo,pphical details, i t is clear that the direction and dis- Potition
Song Yun.
tame indicated actually take us to the hills south of the main Mahaben Range.
A look a t the map will show this as regards the direction of the journey. I n
respeot of the distance implied by the eight days' march the corresponding
record for Song Yun's journey from the capital of Udyana to ' Mount Shan-chc '
or ' T'an-to ' affords a very convenient and safe standard of comparison.t The .
identity of this other famous site with the Mekha-sanda Hill in the close
vicinity of Shahbazgarhi near Mhrdan has been established beyond all doubt by
M. Pouc~sa'sbrilliant researches on the ancient geography of Gandhara. Song
Yun's narrative indioates for this journey the direct~onto the south-west and
the distance of 660 li or five daily marches, whioh are both in full accord with
the bearing and distance from Manglaur to Shahbazgarhi. If assuming for the
present what has as yet to be proved, we locate the site of the ' Body-off ering '
at Banj and compare the distance by the most direct route from Manglnur to
the latter place with that between Manglaur and Shahbazgarhi, we shall find
that the proportion between these distances corresponds closely to that indioated
by Song Yun's journeys of eight and five days, respectively.

It is, of course, impossible to indicate with any certainty the routes
actually followed by the pilgrim. But it is alear from the map thnt in the case
of Banj the nearest mute would have led through the central valley of Buner into
Chamla, and thence over some point of the 11ahaban Range south-eastwards. For
the journey from Manglaur tc Shahbnzgarhi the route down the Swat Valley,
and thence across the Mora or Cherat Passes, would probably have been the
most convenient. Measured on the map, without any of the necessary
allowances for minor windings of the road and gradients, the distances represented by these routes are 641 and 48 miles respectively. If account is
taken of the far greater extent of difficult ground which the route to Banj
traverses, it will be realized that the proportion of 8 to 6 quite correctly
9

See Yo age d s Song Y m n dam l'lrdyana stls (fandhuro in the Bulletin de 1'Ecols Frsncsiw h'htrrme
pp. 85 rpp.

Orient, Hanoi. I&.
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Compue Voyage dr Song

Ymn, p. 35.
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expresses the relation between the aotual road distances.* Finally it may
be remarked tbat Song Yun's description of the mountain of the ' Body-offering, '
though far less detailed than we could wish, agrees remarkably well with the
assumption that Banj ia the site intended. There are still the precipitous
summits, the springs, and a relatively ample growth of trees and shrubs, a t
least on their northern slopes. If we oompare the change in the condition of
the Mekba-sand8 Hill, now bare and barren, yet enthusiastically praised by
Song Yun for its trees and flowers, it osn be safely asserted that Mount Banj
has sucoeeded far better in preserving those natural features which oharmed
the pilgrim some fourteen hundred years ago.
Topopphicnl indications of Hium

TW~.

Hiuen Tsang's actcount of the sacred struotures and legends of the
site of the ' Body-offering ' is far more detailed than that of Song Pun ; but,
on the other hand, his topographioal guidance proves, a t least on the first look,
less explioit than we are aooustomed to in the records of the greatest of
Chinese pilgrims. Both his ' Memoirs of the Western Countries' and his
' Life' agree in tellin us that after visiting the terribry of Simhapura (in
the eastern part of t e Salt Range) Hiuen Tsang returned to the northern
border of the territory of Takshasila or Taxila (now Shah-ke-Dheri) and
crossed to the west bank of the 1ndus.t The p i n s where he omssed is not
indicated, but it is olear that it must have been somewhere between
Und and Torbela; for above the latter point the eastern bank of the
Indus would naturally fall within the limits oE the kingdom of Umw, whioh
corresponds to the present Abbottabad and Mansehra Tahsils, and whioh Hiuen
Tsang subsequently mentions as a distinct territory. On his return journey
towards China the pilgrim also passed through Simhapura to Taxila, and thenoe
going north-westwards crossed a t Udakabhanda, which oorresponds to the
present Und.$ Wherever he may have crossed the Indus on the previous
ocoaaion, we are told that he thenoe travelled for 200 li or two days to the
south-east, and raohed the spot of the 'Body-offering' after passing under a
great stone gate.

%

It does not appear to have been noted hitherto that the south-eastern,
hearing of the route here indioated is irreconcilable with geographioal facts.
The Indus between the point where it leaves the hills below Torbela down to
Attook flows in a south-westerly direotion, and oan never in historical times
have followed any other course owing to the configuration of the Attock
hills. Hiuen Tsang after once orossing the Indus could not possibly have
travelled to the south-east without at onoe re-croeaing the Indw,-a fact of
whicth thero is no mention, and whioh would be an impossible supposition in
any case. The direction to the east given in a variant of the text quoted by
M. Chavannes from the She kicx fang che, a Buddhist encyclopmdia, meets
with the same unsurmountable geographical objeotion.
It is thus olear that the directtion indioated, whether south-east or east,
rest on an error of some kind. Before attempting any oonjecture as to
the direction really meant it will be safer to turn for guidance to the route
followed by the pilgrim from the site of the ' Body-offering ' onwards. The
narrative here presents nothing topo,pphically obsoure. Hiuen Tmcg, l a v i n g
the above site, first proceeded 60 li or half a day's march eastwards to an
" isolated mountain," where there wns a high Stupa with a oonvent marking
the spot of a wicked Yaksha's conversion by Buddha. Thenoe he travelled in a
south-easterly direction for 500 li or five days through hilly oountry, and arrived
in the kingdom of Ura8cs. That the latter is identioal with the central part of
the Hazara District is proved beyond all doubt by Hiuen Tang's desoription of
it and by the evidence collected by me from the Sanskrit Chronicle of

Hioen Tsang's ronte
from ' Body-offermust
ing ' site.

It mast be remembered that on the direet route from Manglsnr ka Bsnj two main watersheds s t
On the
sltitnde~of not lm than 6,000 feot must be crossed, besides one of tho passes between Buner and Cha&
route to Shahbazgmhi only one pass, circ. 8,600 feet high, hss to be cmeed.

+ For

translations of Hiuen Tsang's notice see JULIEX,Memoirer da Hiwsr-Thrang, i., pp. 164 rqp.; Tiis
critical abetrsct and comments, WATT~BS,
On Ywan

de Hiouer.Thnng.p. 89; BBAL, Si-ycr-ki, i., pp. 145 sqq. ;for a
Chwang'8 Trarelr tn Iudio, i., pp. 263 rpp.
f Soe JUUBN, Vie de H i m n . T b a r g , pp. 262 rql.
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Kashmir.* Its oapital lay a short distance to the north-eaat of Abbottabad, in the
fertile plateau between Blirpur and Ku'awsshahr, which to thie day bears the
name of Urash or Rash.
Now, a look a t the map shows that the natural and easiest route to reach
this from any point to the west of the Indus which itself oould be reached within
two days and a half after crossing the river between Und and Torbela, lay up
the valley of the Dor Rivor. This descends from Mirpur and Dhamtaur,
i. e., the oentre of Urasrt, and joins the Indus a t Torbela. The main route of
oommuniostion from Hazara to the west of the Indus leads to this day along
this valley, and we know well how mrefully Hiuon Tsang olung to the high
roads wherever he possibly o0uld.t Assuming that he did so here, too, and that
after re-orossing the Indus a t Torbela, a favourite crossing plaoe ta thisday, he
followed the route of the Dor Valley, both the distanoe and bearing he indicates
areeasilyaocountedfor.
From Torbela to Mirpur four marches are still reokoned at the present
day, and the first and greater half of the route leads to the south-east. The
fifth march still needed to oomplete Hiuen Tsang's route estimate would hare
to be looked for between Torbela and the site of the Yakshs's oonversion. If
my proposed identification of the Banj site with the plaoe of Buddha's ' Bodyoffering' is right, theq the remains of the Stupa and convent oommemoratil~g
the Yaksha's oonversion will have to be looked for on the high mountain shoulder to the east-north-east of Banj on which, as previously mentioned, t h e existenoe of two ruined ' Gumbas ' was reported to me. From that point to Torbeb
the distanoe would be just one march and the bearing exaotly south-east.
It is seen thus that Hiuan Tsang's acooun t of the route he followed H E ; f y e 1 m r a t e
after hie visit to the site of the 'Body-offering,' is quite consistent with the
location of the latter at Banj. Returning now with this assurance to the
point whera we left the pilgrim on his way onward after having orossed the
Indus, it mill be easier for us, I think, to understand the indications given as to
the remaining portion of his journey. Whether he crossed the river a t Und, as
he had done bzfore when prooeding from Qandhara to Taxila, and was to do
again on his final departure from Taxila, or a t some point higher up, as a t
Qhazi or Pihur, where much-used Ferries exist to this day, it is oertain that a
two days' journey from the point of crossing would have sufficed to bring him
to his goal i f that be located at Banj. Only the direotion of his journey instead of lying to the south-east or east-a geographical impossibility as already
shown-would
have been to the north-eccst. I do not know whether the
rectification of bearing here suggested oan be supported by a variant i n any
of the several editions of Hiuen Taang's ' Memoirs ' and ' Life.' But it appears
to me that the need for such a modifioation, in view of the proved impossibility
of the actually recorded direotion, whether east or south-east, can in itself be
no argument against the proposed location when the latter is so strongly
supported, as we shall presently see, by Hiuen Tang's own description of
the saored site.
From this dcscription as reoorded in the 'Memoirs ' we learn that the H i m Trang's d*
wription of Bodypilgrim rafter having travelled for the distanoe stated " passed under a great stone aariw ,it,,.
gate.$ This was the place where Prince Mahmttva (i.
e. Buddha before his
enlightenment or bodhi) gave u p his body to feed a hungry tigress.§ About
140 or 150 paoes to the south was a stone Stupa (at the spot) where Mahasattva
came, feeling pity for the beast whioh had lost its strength through hunger.
At this spot he pieroed his body with a piece of dry bamboo and nouri&ed the
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See my notes on Bojatammgini, v. a7 i d m i b , 11.. p. 484 a d my Memoir on Ihr arcicmt gcogrophy
838.
t Sea A. Foncnmx, Nofes m la geographis a+cieriae d r G a d b a ~pp.
, 47, M, 49 a d
Hinen T a n g amred Urua in order to proceed to Koahmir by the ronte of the Jhelum Valley. ~t ,i hence
rpeci.l inter& to n d e that a8 I have crxphiued in my Memoir om the ancient geography ofKaabmir, pp. 29 8q., ~2

4/ Karhmir, p.

the old itinerary from the Pasbawar Valley to Kashmir which Albernni, writing 1- than four m t u r i w ahr
Tung, lua handed down to no, also pasled through Torbela a d the Dor V d e y towar& Mirpur. ~ l b ~ routr
~ ~ i r ~

meme to have slightly rhortened the distance by leaving the Dor Valley below Hsripur for the side v.Usy of flabtabu.
Rut thin ' rhort cot,' whon I traced it in 1900,proved by no meure en easy route for my hgg.ge mim&, .ndw*inly

dected w great saving in time.
f I follow Julien'a bmn~latioaMenoirer, i., p p 164. rq, anlm dherwire idicatad.
vmion &, not
~ t e r ' i . l l ydiffer from it except in one point noked.
5 The translation tigross," instead of Jnlien'r " tiger," is given by Wattsn, a d ir f a y jpdified by hng
Tun'r and Fa-hicn'a text and the Bnddhut hgenda referrod to blow.

animal with his blood, whereupon it ate him.* At this spot the soil as well t
u
the herbs and shrubs show a light reddish oolour as i f blood-dyed. When
people dig the earth they feel as if prioked by thorns. All, whether sceptics or
believers, are moved to feelings of sorrow and pain."t
To the north of the place of the ' Bod -offering ' there was a stone Stupa
about 200 feet high which had been built y King Asoka. It was adorned
with sculptures and of artistic construction. At all times it shed a divine light.
Hundreds of little Stupas and stone niches were seen around this funeral
monument.$ Of the siok who made ci~oumambulation most recovered
health. To the east of this stone Stupa there waa a monastery with about
a hundred monks, all students of the Mahayana.
Identitlution of
The essential indications which this desoription supplies for an eventual
* Body-offering '
identification of the site, may thus be summarized : a large stone gate passed on
stups.
approaching the actual spot oE the ' Body-offering ;' to the south of this, a t a
distance of 140-160 paces, a Stupa marking this s p t ; red-ooloured soil and
plants ahout this spot ;a stone Stupn to the north, at a distance not specified,
richly built in stone and surrounded by many small Stupas and by niches or
shrines in stone ;and, finally, a monastery holding a hundred monks to the
east of the liorthern Stupa. I believe that the observations above recorded
about Banj and its extant ruins enable us to traoe a t that site every one oE
Hiuen Tsang's indications. Starting from the south as the pilgrim's description does, we can first recognize the Stupa which was supposed to mark the
actual spot of the ' Body-offering ', in the large central Stupa mound shown as Gr.
According to Hiuen Tsang's account we ought to find to the north of it, and
at a distance of circ. 140-150 paoes, say 120 yards, the 'great stone gate ' through
which the pilgrim passed. A look at Plan iv. shows that exactly in that direction, and at a distanoe closely corresponding to the ilgrim's measurement (90
yards by plane-table, but probably quite 120 ya
actual walking distanoe
owing to the intervening little ravine), there rises the large ruined structure E.
This oblong mass of ruined masonry, 46 feet from north to south with. a
breadth of oiro. 20 feet, With its short fianking walls eastwards, had puzzled
me greatly at the time of my visit ; for in no way could I acoount then for its
structural appearance. The relatively steep rocky slope immediately to the east
seemed to preclude the idea of the ruin represznting only part of a larger
building, while in its extant shape it certainly differed completely from any
stru~t~ures
with which tbe many Buddhist sites I b d seen in these regions had
familiarized me,
Hiuen T a n g 'r great
Had Hiuen Tsang's Memoirs been in my hands at the time the
rtone gate.'
resemblanoe of this ruin to a massive gateway with a large porch or partially
closed terrace eastwards would, of oourse, have struok me at once. But the
bulky volumes of the Si-yu-ki, otherwise my usual travel oompanions, had
been left behind this time, as baggage on this tour had to be reduced to absolute
necessaries, and it was only after my return to British territory that I could
refresh my rnelnory rn to any details recorded by the pilgrim of the ' Bodyoffering' site. It seems to ma now almost an advantage that these details were
then p~esentneither to my eyes nor my mind ; for I oan tbus feel quite
sure that the observations I recorded on the spot were in no way uncowoiously
influenced by Hiuen Tmng's data.
As to the origin and purpose of this ruined struoture in whioh I
reoognize in agreement with Hiuen Tsang a "great stone gate," it would
be useless to offer conjectures. But i t is necessary to point out t,hat
Mr. Wattem' reoently published posthumous translation (apparently an abstract
in parts) gives a different meaning to the passage. I t runs thus : " Our pilgrim
crossed the Indus, and travelled south-east going over a great rooky pnss.
Here long ago the Prince Mahasattva gave up hie body to feed a hungry
tigress. About 140 paoes from this was a stone Stupa, &o." The omission in
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Than Wntterr. Jolien in hia note r e c o d thp 1itet.l trsnrlation tlalorm l'nnimal mangea but luanifeatly
miam the point by interpreting this in the text u *' alon cet auimal recouvrs sa vigaenr premiere."
t Watten translates: " Trarellem naUering from the wild thorns of the place, whether they am believen or
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this rendering of the distance of 200 li and of the bearing of the Stupa
are manifestly due only to intentional condensation or else to an oversight.
But the substitution of "over a great rocky paas" for Julien's " sous une grande
porte de pierre " and Beal's equivalent rendering is undoubtedly the result of a
different interpretation of the Chinese text. I n the detailed notes attaohed to the
passage no explanation is given as to the different meaning indicated. I n the
absenoe of any justificatory reasons the authority of Mr. Watters' rendering
seems to me fiufficiently counterbalanced by the fact that M. Charannes in his
abstract of the passage expresses himself in entire conformity with Julien's
interpretation.* I n addition i t appeam to me that if Hiuen Tsang had
really meant to refer to " a great rooky pass," this attempt to fix the position
of the Stupa in relation to it would be very strange. As far as my experience
of the pilgrim as a topographer goes, it would be quite against his exact habits
to indulge in the delusory aocuracy of pace measurement, where the starting
point for this would necessarily be quite undefined as in the case of a great
rooky pass."
The b i g h t red d o u r of the soil at the southern group of the Banj ~d #oil of m m d
ruins as disclosed by the diggings about F and H, and as already noted above, qot.
forcibly attracted my attention when surveying the ground. I had not noticed
the same anywhere else, neither on the surface of the ground nor where the
denuding action of recent rains in ravines or else ploughiag in fields had
laid bare the subsoil. We know from Hiuen Tsang's description that the
pious eyes of the pilgrims saw in the red colourod soil around the spot of
the l Body-offering ' a miraculous mark oE the saored blood there ~acrifioed,and
a natural feature of this kind oannot well disappear in the relatively
short space of thirteen centurie-s, I look upon the faot observed by me as
distinct evidenoe confirming the identification. To recagnize specifically red
tints in herbs and shrubs would require probably under all circums€ances
a oertain amount of pious imagination, or in any oase attention directed to this
point. I oonfeas that I was too busy to take muoh notice of the plentiful
shrubs and herbs growing about the site, and oannot make any wcertion 8s
to their prevailing colouring. Nor would i t be b priori reasonable to look
out for a survival of the particular kind of vegetation to which Hiuen Tsang's
pious attention might have been oalled by his local guides, considering the
great changes which the climatic conditions of these regions, and with it
their plant growth, are known to have undergone oinoe the Muhammadan
period.
Acoording to Mr. Watters' tmnslation, which seome to give here s
more natural sense, the site must have abounded in thorny scrub, the pricks
of which in the flesh of the devout helped to intensify their pitiful feelings
for Buddha'a martyrdom. The northern elopes of Mount Banj above and
about the ruins are still plentifully oovered with thorny shrubs of all sorts.
But though I carried away vivid impressions of the pricks which their thorns
inflicted in the oourse of my sorambles over these slopes (it took days before all
their little spikes had been successfully removed from the clothes I wore
that day), no special stress oan be laid on this point ; for other jungle-covered
kills of this region and altitude probably are equally rich in thorns.
To the north of the spot of the ' Body-offering ' Hiuen Tsang mentions Pasition of A ~ L , ~ ,
a large Stupa ascribed to Asoka, richly deoorated in stone and surrounded by
many small Stupas and shrines or 'stone niches.' To the east of it mas a
monastery holding a hundred monks. A look at the aite plan (iii) will show
that the large ruined mound A, in which I reoopized the remains of a well-built
0hpa base, lies due northof the group of ruins identified with the spot oE the
Body-offering,' and that it is adjoined on the east by the ruins of a large build.
ing, C, which has all the appearance of having served for the aocommodation of a
monastio establishment. As already stated above, both ruins are olosely surrounded by cultivation, and the ground-level appeared to be covered with soil
washed down from the higher slope of the ridge. I do not know whether this
group of ruins, too, has been exploited for soulptures like the southern one ; but
it appears very probable, the only differenoe being that owing to oontinued cu\tivation the ground dug up mould soon be levelled again ~ n dall tmoe of the
c6
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debris effaced. It is therefore no matter for wonder that I failed to find hero
remains of small Stupas and shrines except in the ruined mound B, to the west
of A, whioh actually sllows a ' niche in stone,' and probably contains a good
deal more of structural remains. The abundanoe around the southern Stupa (3 of
small Stupa remains justifies the oonolusion that were i t not for the oultivation
carried on a t the northern group of ruins, the latter would show equally, or in
view of the ampler space available, more numerous remains of small structures
above ground. I may add that I attach all the more signidoance to the accord
of the relative position and character of the ruin C with Hiuen Tsang's description, rn the place occupied by it is the only one anywhere near the sacred
spot which affords adequate level space for a building intended to aooommodate a
large monastic establishment. It is probable that Hiuen Tsang's monastery is
the same whioh Song Yun mentions by the name of the ' Temple of the Collected Bones,' and in whioh he found three hundred resident monks.
Site of the Yakllfr
I much regret that the exceptional pressure under whioh my survey of
convanion.
this site had to be carried on, did not leave me time on the spot for m y enquiries about local Ziarats and legends. Thus I am unable to state whether the
pilgrimage of siok people to this northern Stupa which Hiuen Taang mentions,
and whioh the earlier pilgrim Fa-sheng (see below) describes a t length, has left
any traoe in surviving local worship. Nor was it pmible for me to visit the
ruins whioh, as previously mentioned, mere described to me as situated at an
elevated point of the spur to the east-north-east of Banj hamlet, acd thus to
ascertain whether and to what extent these remains correspond to the brief
acoount given by Hiuen Tsang of the Stupa of the ' Yaksha's conversion ' and
of the adjoining monastery. The position pointed out to me would agree well
with the bearing and situation of this minor site as indioated by the pilgrim.
bly photographs show terraced fields on that high shoulder of the spur, and on
my march to Mangalohai I had specially noticed the rich forest vegetation
which. clothes the northern slopes of this spur. Henoe we might well look there
for the plentiful vegetation and the ' basins of pellucid fresh water' whioh the
pilgrim refers to.
0th- Chin- notice#
The references made by other Chinese pilgrims to the site of Buddha's
at BO~Y-offering1
rite.
' Body-offering ' me too brief to help us materially in its identification ; yet
they require mention as showing the great importanoe which religious feeling
place
attached to it. Fa-hien (oiro. 400 A. D.) mentions the Stupa marking " the
YY
where the Bodhisattva threw down his body to feed a starving tigress among
the ' four great Stupas ' of the north-west of India, and enlarges on the zealous
worship paid to them by "the kings, ministers and peoples of the kingdoms
around."* H e places, however, this sacred spot apparently two marches to the
east of Takshasila or Taxila, which is entirely opposed to the testimony of all
other pilgrims, and manifestly only one of the numerous topographical errors
whioh the extant record of Fa-hien's travels exhibits.
Fa-sheng'r &rip.
Fa-sheng, a monk born a t Turfan in Turkestan who visited India (ciro.
tion,
424-453 A. D.), translated the Jataka text which told the story of the ' Bodyoffering,' into Chinese.? This translation, still extant in the Chinese Buddhist
Canon, plaoes the Stupa in Gandhara on a mountain to the north of
P'd-aha-men-po-to or Vaisravanapura, a looality nowhere else mentioned.
Pa-sheng in a note ascribes the construotion of the Stupa to the king of Gandhara,
who heard at this spot from Buddha himself the story of this former birth. H e
also describes from personal knowledge the continuous great flow of people
afiicted with bodily or mental ailments, who made pilgrimage to the site, and
in return for their offerings obtained restoration to health. Fa-sheng speaks of
habitations for five thousand monks, of a preaching hall and Viham, all to the
east of the Stupa, ' au pied de 1s montagne.' If the number of moiiks mentioned is anywhere near the truth, the shrine must have experienced an extraordinary fall in popularity within less than a century ; for the matter-of-fact
Bong Yun, A. D. 620, found there only 300 monks. But the poeition of the
monastery indicated by the enthusiastic translator agrees with Hiuen Tsang's
statement, and also, if our identification is right, with the actual ruins. Finally
Soe Tmrelr of Fa-his", transl. Legge, p. 82; comp. rearding 'the four pe&Stupas ', CH~TANSW~
8
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i t deserves to be noted that a Chinese pil,gim of the Sung period (420-4'7'7 A. D.),
quoted by Mr. Watters, plaoes the site of the ' Body-saorifice ' " in a 111ountain
to the m a t of Kashmir," whioh well agrees with our looation.
of legend of
How famous the story of Buddha's ' Body-sacrifice ' was, which pious belief vierraons
'Hady-odlering.'
located i n this distant corner of Gandhara, is sufficiently attested by our pilgrims and the numerous versions of the legend preserved in Buddhist literature.
For these reference may be made to Mr. Watters' notes on Hiuen Tsnng's
.
passage. Those versions make special mention of the tigress' oubs which the
Bodhisattva's sacrifice helped to save, and of similar details, but no useful indication is furnished by them as to the exact site mhere the legend was localized.
The mention made in one of them of '' Daliddi, a village not far from the rock
.dunda (otherwise called Eraka) " as the place mhere the Bodhisattva lived in
that former birth, affords no guidance. 1'hroug1~out,however, we see that the
locality of the ' Body-offering ' was believed to have lain in the mountains. I t
is, of course, possible that the legend had been localized also elsewhere by the
Buddhists of different parts of India. But the site most widely oelebrated, and
the only one visited by our Chinese guides, lay certainly near that second birthplace of Northern Buddhism, Gandhara. I hope, my observations above recorded and the analysis of the texts mad^ will suffice to demonstrate with great
probability that this long sought for site may now be fixed on Mount Ban j.

The antiquarian observations made on November 2nd, the last day of my
::;;R
trans-border tour, can be &corded more briefly. On the mornipg after I had
reached Khabal I visited the remains of the ruined fort of Ghnzi Shah, situated
oirc. three-fourths of a mile above this large and flourishing Utmanzai village,
and, like the latter itself, close to the right bank of the Indus. The ruins occupy
the top of a narrow rocky ridge stretching from north-north-egst to south-southwest, and rising cir(3.100 feet above the water level of the Indus s t the time of
my visit. Its eastern foot is washed by a small branch of the river which,
however, during the spring and summer floods is united with the rest of the
channels. The west faoe of the ridge is separated from the foot of the hills by
a level stretch of fields from ciro. 100 to 150 yards across, the elevation of its
top above these fields'being only 40 to 50 feet. The top of the ridge, eirc. 480
'feet long from north-north-east to south-south-west, and from about 100 to 140
feet broad, offers a good natural position for defence, and has probably been
occupied as such in times of need since early periods. Ancient oopper coinsare
said to be frequently picked up on the slopes after rains. The few specimens
I saw were small copper pieces of originally square shape much effaced, showing
on one side the head of a king to right within a fillet border and traces of rr,
Greek legend. They suggested barbarous imitations of the square copper
coin of Eukratides shown in Prof. P. Gardner's British Xuseum Catalogue,
P1. VI. 0..
Plenty OF rough walls of modern construction are to be found along the
edges of the top, and also in the centre of the plateau formed by the latter, but
remains of ancient masonry are traceable only near the northern end of the
ridge. There the west face shows circ. 30 feet of a massive stone wall, formed
feet high. These are set
by rough blocks, from 3 to 4 feet long and I$-2
without regular courses, small stones being used to fill the interstices. The
north e'nd of the ridge slopes down to a s m ~ lterrace,
I
which is on a level with
the fields westwards, but separated from them by a small ravine. This terraoe,
circ. 83 feet long from north to south and circ. 6 6 feet broad, still retains on its
northern face a portion of an ancient supporting wall, oirc. 33 feet long and 10
feet high, of the same type as just described. On the slope which joins the
terrace to the plateau recent diggings disclose in various p I a m remains of malls
built of small rough stones after the ' Gandhara fashion.'

f"

From Khabal we marched dawn by the right bank of the Jndns for circ. G a n b ~ .
5 miles to Kiara, and thenoe crossed the main spur deaoending from Banj, to
the large and populous village of Gandnp, almost dwpvinq to be called a town,
the chief place of the Salar Gaduns. I was anxious to v&it Asgram, an ancient
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site in ita vioinity, of the ruins of which information had reached me for some
time back. Gandap itself ocoupies s large fertile plateau which is situated to
the west of the spur just mentioned and slopes down towards the open broad
valley of the Polau Khwar oontaining the drainage from the eouth face of the
main Mahaban Range. I n the vioinity of Gandap apparently lies that portion
of the whole Mahaban region which affords most scope for cultivation, and
consequently the plentiful evidence of its early 0C~upationis not surprising.
Gandap itself is probably not an old place, but the site known as Jamra at a
short distance to the north of it undoubtedly marks the position of a town of
considerable antiquity. Being assured that Jamra presents no remains above
ground, I preferred to reserve the limited time available for Asgram. The
examination of the numerow old copper ooins shown as having been picked up
on the slope of Jamra sufficed to prove the antiquity of the site. They oomprised pieoes of Gondophares, Soter Megas, of Kadphises and other Indo-Scythian
rulers down to the Little Kushans and Hindu Shahis of Kabul. Earlier Greek
coins are probably also found, but soon sold to the coin-dealers of R a d p i n d i
and Peshawar.
The ruing of dsgram proved to be situated oiro. 2 miles in a direct line
to the south-west of Gandap on a low p l a h u enoircled by an amphithatre of
hills, except on the west and south-west where it opens towards the broad plain
of the main valley. The ruins, to which the name &,oram properly applies,
occupy the top of a small isolated ridge whioh s l o p down from a height of
circ. 70 feet above the surrounding level ground a t its east-north-east extremity
to one of ciro. 40 feet a t the west-south-west end. The ridge on its top measures
circ. 300 yards in length with a width varying from oiro. 66 to 40 yards. The
ruined buildin& owupying the top are divided by a small unoocupied depreseion in the middle of the ridge into two separate groups marked B a n d P in
Plan v. The latter, which is the larger, shows a series of ruined structure
up to 140 feet in.length, mith an avenge breadth of circ. 20 feet, ranged in the
direction of the axis of the ridge. These buildings, which stand partly on
walled-up krraoee, ahow walls between 3 4 feet thick rising to a maximum
height of circ. 6 feet above the ground. Cross wdls dividing these long
structures into rooms and halls oan be traoed in many places ; but they as well
as the longitudinal main walls are broken down in so many places that without
excavations i t would rarely be possible to determine the exaot position of the
entranoes and similar details. As I was obliged to leave the detailed plotting
of these ruins to Surveyor La1 Singh, no attempt could be made in this part of
the plan to indioate the architeotural disposition of the structures. They are
built throughout in solid masonry of the " Gandhara fashion " arranged in regular
courses. The slabs used in it show average dimensions of 1-1i feet by 4-6
inohes in height and 8-10 inches in thiokness. The ruined buildings of gronp
B, less numerous, show exactly the same construction. Among them is an
isolated hall mith an inside measurement of oiro. 46 feet square, and to the east
of i t a less clearly traceable elongated struoture rising on a terraoe ciro. 140 by
60 feet.
I could find no indioation of any enclosing walls or other defensive
works on or near the ridge, nor any ruin that could possibly suggest a Vihara,
Stupa or monastic building. Judging from the solidity of the wnstruotion, tho
large size of tho extant remains, and the oommanding position they occupy, it
appeared to me probable that these ruins mark the position of what might have
been the public buildings or the palace of a relatively large plaoe. The height
of the ridge above the surrounding small plain would scarcely have suffioed for
defence ; but it was more than suffioient to give prominence to any buildings
raised on it. There are now no remains visible above ,pound in the fields which
almost mmpletely encirole the ridge, but the very fact of this fertile p u n d
having probably for a long time been under oultivation would su5ce to
acoount for the complete disappearance of leks substantially built dwellings
which might onoe have surrounded the little acropolis on the ridge. Nor should
the probability of the original groundJeve1 of the plain having been oonsider
ably covered up by detritus washed down from the much disintegrated hill
dopes around be lost sight of. Anoient copper coins are said to be plentifully
fPuqd QQ ~tqda m w d Asgram @ftrerrafm, but urzfortu~atelyI could obtain ma0
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on the spot. Cultivation is carriecl on by people living for safety's sake at
Gandap, and it is quite possible that &me of the ooins shown to me at
,
the latter place really came from Asgram.
Coins undoubtedly found at Asgram mould have a special interest bemuse Ptolemyss Aai.
their evidence would be useful ns regards the approximate age of the ruins, and
thus also as regards tho identification first proposed by Colo~elDeane of &oram
with the dggramma of Ptolemy.* The Greek geographer (VII. i. 67) mentions
this place among the towns of Tndo-Soythia situated along the River Indus. Of
other towns in the same list only Emboiima is otherwise named, and the
position of this, too, as shown above,' is uncertain. The very small critioal
value attaching to the delusively exact longitudes and latitudes shown by
Ptolemy for looalitiea in India and elsewhere in the East is well known. Hence
the above identification must rest mainly on the similarity of the names, the
'tion of Asgram, and on the character of the ruins which it can show.
ese ruins certainly seem to me to indicate the existence a t this site of an
ancient lwal centre oorreaponding in importance to the present Gandap, and as
its distance from the lndus across the hills eastwards is only about 3 miles,
Colonel Deane's identification must now be considered as highly probable.
I n one of the little nullahs which run down towards As,am from the Roined r n o n a t q oi
stony hills to the south-west, and a t a walking distance of about half a mile, MO-i-w.
there neatlea a small group of ruins undoubtedly representing the remains of a
Buddhist monastery with its Stupas. I t is known as Momani-gavai, and
occupiea an artificially levelled oblong terrace at the point where the head of
the nullah widens out to a small amphitheatre (see fig. XI.). The rough wall
supporting this terraoe, from 5 to 10 feet high, can be traoed on the front
faoing north-west in a length of circ. 223 feet, and on the side faoes for oirc.
76 feet. I n the northern corner of the terrace rises a large oblong ruin
A measuring outside 85 by 62 feet, in which notwithstanding the advanced
deoay of the masonry it was easy to recognize the remains of a Buddhist
monastery. An open court measuring approximately 60 by 26 feet is enolosed
by an oblong mass of masonry dbbris, 16 feet in width on the average, which
undoubtedly covers the area originally occupied by the cells of the monks. At
the north and south corners the lines of the outer and inner walls of the
quadrangle can still be olearly distinguished with their masonry of the
Qandhara type built in regular courses. The removal of the dCbris, which now
rises in most places to a height of oiro. 16 feet above the level of the
terrace, would probably reveal the exaot measurements of the original
ground plan; but in the present oondition of the ruin it seemed
impossible to determine even whether the entrance lay to the south-east or
south-weat. Judging by the relative dimensioms as compared with those of
the Sale-dheri convent (see plan i.), this monastery might have oontained
accommodation for approximately 16 monks on the ground floor. But, judging
from the height of the debris, the existence of mperstruotures appears probable.
To the south-weat of this ruin, and on the same terrace, rise olose together Bnins of stnpu.
three circular mounds (indioated in the photograph by figures of men standing
on their tops) whioh oan only be the remains of Stupas. The largest of these
mounds, C, occupies the oentre ; the smaller mounds B and D are to the north,
east and south-east, respeotively, and so placed that the prolongations of the
diameters of the latter two Stupas would out eaoh other in the centre of 0.
The central mound shorn an approximate diameter of 50 feet a t the base and
height of circ. 25 feet ; a broad cutting has been made into this mound up to
its oentre and oarried down to a depth of oiro. 15 feet from the top. The
mounds B and D show at the base diameters of circ. 84 and 44 feet, with
approximate heighta of 12 and 27 feet, respectively. These mounds, though
muoh dilapidated, do not appear to have been dug into, at least in recent times.
The excavation made in C showed that this mound, and evidently the others also,
were solidly built of rough stones packed with smaller flat pieces but not set
in regular layers. OE carved stone remains no traoe could be found on tho
surfaoeof the mounds nor on that of the d6bris-strewn ground around it. KOr
was I able to ascertain as to whether the ruins had been exploited
for sculnturm.
f~-"".
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I did not succeed in cmmpleting my survey of the Asgram ruins until it
was getting dark, and it was long after nightfall that I recrossed the border
towards our camp pitched a t Topi. At the latter next morning I said farewell
to the Jirgas of the several tribal sections who had faithfully carried out to t h e
last the compact that alone had rendered my explorations possible. They were
now assembling to receive from Mr. Pipon's hands the liberal compensation
which Colonel Deane had generously sanctioned for them and their tribesmen
in the event of the safe conclusion of the tour. During the six days which the
tour had lasted since the start across the border to our arrival at Topi, it had
taken us over upwards of 90 miles, almost the whole of which lay over
rough mountainous ground and' was done on foot. I n addition to the
archzological results above recorded, over 200 square miles of previously
unsurveyed ground were carefully mapped by Surveyor La1 Singh. Having,
besides my own tasks, exercised constant supervision over the plane table work,
I can safely express the hope that the two miles to the inch map of the
Mahaban region now obtained will neither in adequacy of aetail nor i n
standard of accuracy be found to fall short of similar scale maps of other parts
of tho Afghan trans-frontier region which had been surveyed under conditions
implying equal strain. For Surveyor La1 Singh's devoted efforts'1 wish to record
here once more my hearty appreciation as well as-last but not least-my sincere
tribute to the excellent " tribal arrangements " by vhich Mr. Pipon had
assured to the end the successful completion of my programme.

During the six weeks' of my first inspection season in Baluchistan-in
November-December, 1904-1 endeavoured to survey whatever sites of archaxlogical interest were within reach on my tours of inspection. The latter
extended to every District and Agenoy of British Baluchistan with the exception of Zhob, and necessitated travels by road over distances aggregating to 626
miles during the 30 days spent outside the Quetta head-quarters. If thus the
time available for each individual site was very limited, I had a t least
opportunities for studying those main features of the local geographical and
ontological conditions, a knowledge of which is essential for all historical and
antiquarian research bearin5 on these regions. The observations recorded on
these tours will prove a usetul addition to the materials already collected by me
for a systematic study of the ancient goograpl~yof the border lands of India and
Iran. I n the present, Report I shall restrict myself to briefly recording
the results of the preliminary surveys which I was able to effect at a number of
ancient sites. Noue of these had been previously visited by a professed
archaeologist ; but notes regarding most of them had been collected through a
vrtriety ol channels by Mr. HUGHES
BULLER,
I. C. s., Superintendent, Baluchistan
Gazetteer, who in connection with his Gazetteer labours has devoted much
interest and attention to the antiquarian remains of the Province. By kindly
communicating to me the notes a~ailablein his office he enabled me to
ascertain beforehand the remains which might be visited on my routes; he
also greatly facilitated the practical arrangements for my tour south of Nushki
in Kalat territory. For Mr. Hughes Buller's ever ready help as well as for the
useful guidance which his Chief As~istant, Rai Sahib Jamint Rai, Extra
Assistant Commissioner, offered me by his local knowledge, I wish to express
here my grateful acknowledgments.
BiasrrThe plain of Pishin, mentioned already in the Avesta, is the oldest
historically attested oasis of Baluohistan. Hence I was specially interested in
visiting what is apparently the largest of the relatively few ancient mounds
traceable within its limits. The mound known as Riassa-Ohundai is situated
circ. 9 miles to the north-north-east of Piehin Tahsil, and about 1 wile to the
north-east of the ' Band ' of Khushdil Khan. It rises on a small plateau of
gravel which is ~kirtedby the Sirdar Karez and adjoined northward by the
fields of the small village of Chustian eloping down to the left bank of the Lora
River. The mound, circ. 120 yards long from north to south, with an average
breadth of circ. 60 yards at its foot, still shows a height of circ. 50 feet above
the level of the fields s ~ u t hof it, Extensive excavations carried out after the
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fashion of those a t Akra and for the same purpose have completely destroyed
the old slopes to the south and east. These diggings make it easy to ascertain
that the whole mound is composed of accumulated ' culture strata ' containing great quantities of broken pottery, rough building stones, ashes, bones and
similar d6bris embedded in soft earth, whioh evidently represents the remains of
mud walls. The pottery, generally coarse and undecorated, proved of remarkable hardness, and among it fragments of large jars were frequent. Some pieces
belonging to the mouths of such jars showed a simple scroll ornament. Small
fragments of a finer red pottery painted with sinlple lineal patterns in black
were also plentiful. . Of structural remains I could find no trace, nor could I
hear of coins of any sort being ever found on or around the mound. The north
and north-east foot of the latter is adjoined by a low plateau of similar origin,
rising only circ. 15 feet above the field level. This, too, is being now dug into
for manuring soil. This plateau may either mark the remains of a mound dug
down already at an earlier period or else a site of later or less continuous
occupation. Some small fragments of pottery glazed in yellow and light green
could be picked up on its surface.
At a distance of circ. 600 yards to the east of the mound and parallel to
it stretches a narrow steep ridge composed of conglomerate rising circ. 100 feet
above the fields. This ridge, which at its south end is connected with other but
lower ridges running at right angles to it, bears pottery fragments on its top and
slopes, thus showing that it, too, was occupied in earlier times. Another mound,
known as Manzaktri-Qi~ultdai,was visible circ. 1+ miles to the north-northeast across the bed of the Barshor branch of the Lora. It was described as
being of the same character and composition as Riassa-Ghundai. As to the
'
periods during which the latter accumulated I was unable to form any definite
opinion. I n the absence of coin finds, which in the whole of this region seem to
be of remarkable rarity, or of similar reliable evidenco no chronolo~icalclassification of the pottery seems at present possible. All that can be safely asserted is
that the accumulation of so high a inound presupposes occupation prolonged for
a considerable period. This itself is easily accounted for by the favourable
osition of the site, the adjoining ground offering special facilities for irrigation
%othfrom the Lora and from the drainage ares now closed by the Khushdil
Khan Band.
The visit which I paid to Nushlri enabled me not only to form some Ancient w ~
idea of the character of the desert which hence stretches towards Seistan, and
.
the comparison of which with the deserts of Turkestan offered for me special
points of interest, but to trace remains of unmistakable antiquity a t the newly
developed emporium of Nushki itself. On riding up the hillock on mhich the
Political Agect's bungalow stands, I noticed old pottery dkbris, and by subsequent
examination found evidence of this prominent position having been occupied
probably at an early period. The hillock is composed mai,nly of alluvial deposit,
and rises circ. 70 feet above the bed OF the Kaisar stream which washes its
southern foot. Ita top after having been artificially levelled some eight yeara
ago, now measures circ. 140 yards from north to south with an average width
of about 100 yards. Owing to its commanding height and isolated position the
hillock.must have always attracted notice as a place suited for defence, and
accordingly I was not surprised to find.remains of old walls a t several plaoes
on the south face which falls off precipitously towards the stream. The masonry
which erosion of the steep slopes had laid bare, consisted of regular courses of
flat slabs unhewn but set with .care. Similar work is not, and probably
never was, known to the Brahuis and Baluchis now sparsely inhabiting the
country.
On enquiry I ascertained that when the top of the hillock was beins Find of ancicnt jam.
levelled for the present bungalow, a number of round jars of n make and size
no longer known had been brought to light not very deep beneath the surface.
One of these jars proved to have been preserved in the fort containing the
Tahsil and to be a relic of distinct interest. I t measures 2 feet 6 inches in height
mitb a diameter of 2 feet 6 inches where widest, and is made of a hard red clay circ.
half an inch thick. From its mouth, mhich is circ. 1 fcot wide, down to the
line of greatest perimeter the jar is decorated with a succession of bands painted
in black colour and fairly well preserved. The band nearest to the mouth shorn

i
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a plain pattern of diagonal linea between two horizontal ones ; next follows one
with a bold spiral scroll ornament, while below this is a band showing fishes in
double row. Below these bands, each of which is oiro. 6 inches high, follows a
succession of plain black stripes down to the line of greatest perimeter. It is
very desirable that this interesting piece of ancient pottery be properly taken
care of, and I have recommended ita removal to the Quetta Museum now in
course of construction. A second vase of similar material, but perfectly plain
and circ. one foot in height, was the only other object from that find 1 could
trace at Nushki. My enquiries after old coins in the Bazar and among village
headmen were unsuccessful ; none appear ever to have beep found in this neighbourhood. As Nushki owing to its water supply can never in historical times
have been a locality entirely uninhabited, I oan recognize in this dearth of old
ooins of any desoription only evidence of the very primitive cultural conditions
which have prevailed in great portions of Baluchitan down to our own time.
As to the age of the pottery above described I cannot safely express an
opinion.
* Qnmbsz ' near
Nushki.

search
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on Khrrrrn route.

A t Nushki I had touched the line of route followed by Pottinger in 1810
on his celebrated journey through Baluchistan into Persia. As on reading it8
account long ago I had been struck by the description giren in it of some very
curious ancient structures which Pottinger had seen nt some distance south oE
Nushki and which he believed to be of Zoroastrian origin, I was anxious to
visit them. Looally nothing was known of such ruins, but a search for them
seemed all the more justified sinoe I succeeded in finding in the immediate
vicinity of Nushki, and exactly in the position indicated by Pottingw, the
remains of a 'Gumbsc' which Pottinger mentions in connection wlth the
tradition of an ancient town,* and which was equally unknown to the local
authorities. This ruin, called dlogut by the old Saiyid guide who took me tb it,
proved to befsituated a t a distance of circ. 3 miles to the south-west of the
modern fort of Nushki, and to consist of a narrow vault,ed passage circ. 12 yardg
long, half-buried under the drift sand of the surrounding desert. It is byilt of
sun-dried bricks and surmounted by a shapeless mass of decay od maaonry of the
same kind. The vault, being constructed on the principle of a true arch, indicated the Muhammadan origin of the structure, and the remains of some old tombs
to the south of it fully confirmed this conclusion. Old pottery debris strews a
patch of eroded clayey grourd near by. My guide did not know of the romantic
legend which Pott,inger had heard of the ruin, but connected it with an e q u d y
miraculous story OF the esoape OF some holy persons who took refuge in the ' Gumbaz.' I have little doubt that the latter is the remains of a Muhammadan tomb
possibly of the time of ' the Arabs ' t,o whom looal tradition in this dreary region
ascribes most tmces of ancient occupation. Of the large stones which not far
from this spot had been pointed out to Pottinger as marking the footprints of
Rustam'g steed, I could hear nothing. Have tbey been covered up since by
the moving dunes of the desert ?
The search for the more interesting ruins whiah pottinge; had seen on
third march south of Nushki, proved far more difficult. From certain
topographical indioations I concluded that on his may into Kharan he must
hare followed the route orossing the range of mountains south-west of Nushki
by the Tafui Pass. But the country being in Pottinger's days quite as devoid
of permanent habitations as it is now, and, of coulse, unsurveyed, his narrative
does not supply such local names or other indicia by which his line of route
or the site referred to could be fixed with preoision on the modern map.
Nevertheless the olose agreement of Pottinger's description with the ground
seen by me on the Tzlfui route as well as his mention of the Be1 stream (his
' Bale ') make me now feel oertain that he actually travelled by this route.
The information gathered from eome Brahuized Hindus coming from
Kharan, the only travellers we met en ~ o u l epointed
,
to the existence OF ruined
mounds near the route some miles to the north of Nauroz-Kalat. This was
confirmed by what was known to some nomadic Brahui shepherds me picked up
at our second encampment near a well in the dry bed of the Bel.
SLY T r o r c l i in Beloorhirtclr; 1816, p. 123.

'

Under the guidance of one of these shepherds I proceeded on the
morning of the third day to the ruined site spoken of. I t proved to be situated
by the left bank of the broad river bed which is formed by the junction of
the Be1 with the Baddo River, coming from the mountains to the north-east,
and known in its upper course aa Liji or Chiringi. The old site known, like
all ruins of this region, by the general term of ' Kona-shahr, so familiar to
me from Turkestan, lies about 1Q miles below the junction just referred to,
which is marked by the Ziarat of Sheikh Hussain (' Shah Hasan Ziamt ' of
North-Western Trans-Frontier Map No. 28). It occupies the angle formed
between the bed of the united Be1 and Baddo Riven and a small dry nullah
known as Toji whioh joins it from the north-east. The distance from Nushki,
which by the map as well as by a n approximately accurate road estimat,e was
shown to be about 66 miles, agreed remarkably well with Pottinger's indications ; but though there were the "several large mounds of earth and stone
scattered over the desert" to which his description refers, no trace could
be found of the " very extraordinary tombs " of a quadrangular shape, " eaoh
surrounded by a low wall of curious open freestone work," which he mentions at
a distance of circ. 400 yards from the western bank of the river.*
of
The remains actually seen by me at this ' Kona-sh&r ' of Toji were ' aabar-b=d'
Toji
briefly these. Before asoending the high bank to the east of the river bed I
noticed one of those ancient dams which are known in Kalat territory as
' Gabar-bands ', k. e. ' Bands' of the Gtabars or fire-worshippers, and which must
have served to form storage tanks at p.eriods when cultivation was carried on in
.
parts of the country now devoid of all permanent settlements. It consisted of
an embankment circ. 40 yards long and about 20 feet broad a t the base, built
at right angles to the bank of the dry river bed, and showing a core of massive
masonry of unhewn stones. Above ,this ' Band ' the gravelly ground was thickly
strewn for several hundreds of yards with rough stones once apparently used
in buildinga and with fragments of plain pottery, while small oblong mounds of
unhewn stones unmistakably marked graves. 'The latter may possibly be of
relatively modern date and belong to the nomadic Brahuis, who still visit these
parts during'the summer for grazing purposes. But the burial ground is no
longer used now.
Crossing the Toji Nullah to the south, close to its j unotion mi th the river Ancient monnh
bed, I found in the angle between the two a debris-strewn mound measuring Toji.
oirc. 100 yards from north to south and about as broad on its northern face.
The north-west aorner rises steeply ciro. 36 feet above the river bed. Here
some recent digging had exposed short lengths of two walls meeting at right
angles. The masonry of these walls, circ. 3 feet in thickness, showed maconry
of small unhewn slabs arranged in olrrefully adjusted courses and undoubtedly'
.
old. The wa.lls appeared to have enclosed a small square room and to continue
both to the south and east in the d6bris-covered ground. Rem~insoE walls of
similar construction, ciro. 4-5 feet in height, are traceable on the slopes where
they may have served to form terraoes. Plentiful old potsherds, among them
fragments decorated in simple brown patterns on red ground, covered the top of
the mound and its slopes. A second, but smaller, mound which occupies a
little plateau to the south, separated by a shallow ravine, shows similar pottery ,
and much d6bris of rough stone material, but no intact remains of walls.
Where the tmo mounds are nearest to each other, remains of an old ' Band ',
survive, built a c m the small ravine, with a thickness of circ. 8 feet.
That the ruins just described are of some antiquity may be oonsidered
as certain in view of the desert,ed oondition in which this tntct, like most of the
rest of m a r a n , has been for long centuries. The masonry of the mall^, too,
bears an ancient look, and cannot possibly have been the work of Brahuis in
their present atage of culture. But in the absence of dateable remains, and in
view of the extreme dearth of reliable historical information ooncerning these
parts of Baluchistan in earlier periods, it would be useless to attempt any estimat,e of age in regard to these mounds and a similar one which I passed some six
miles to the north-east in a portion of the wide bed of the Baddo k n o m as Toskan.
I
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Remains such as Pottinger describes might by their style and structural
charactar have supplied some clue to the peiiod of their origin, and thus of t h e
earlier occupation of their vicinity. But of such remains we could discover no
trace on either bank of the river, though the ground lay quite clear and open
before us sloping down towards Nauroz-Kalat some four miles to the south.
I n a region with so dry a climate and so sparsely inhabited it is difficult to
believe that substantial ruins with carved stone work could within a century
hav'e disappeared without leaving some trace. I am rather inclined to believe
in the possibiliity of some error in Pottinger's road estimate and of the ruins
being really situated some distanoe further south. Yet neither the Hindus who
had come from Kharan, and whose information about the Toji mounds had
proved quite exact, nor my actual guide h e w anything of ruined struotures
between Nauroz-Kalat and Kharan. Want of tin10 did not allow me to make a
personal search beyond Nauroz-Kalat, and consequently I must content my self
with tile hope that some future visitor, whose attention may be called by
these lines to Pottinger's interesting notioe, will succeed in tracking the ruins.
Whatever their character may have been-and Pottinger could trace nothing
whatever Muhammadan or Hindu i n their style, and had judicious doubts
also about their having served as Zoroastrian places of worship-they
would denote a far higher state of oivilization than these tracts have known
for centuries.
On my return journey throuyh Kalat and Mastung, I had occasion to
make some archaeologically interesting observations as to the steady rise of
the ground level within the latter oasis 'owing to uilt deposit from irrigation.
These observations were of special interest to me as affording a n apt illustration
of the process which I have had occasion to trace in detail daring my exp1ol.lttions a t ancient sites within oases in Chinese Turkestan.' Of details relating
to Mmtung it may suffice to mention that I found pieces of anoient pottery at
a considerable depth below the present level of Gelds, at places where cutting in
the ground made it eafiy to see that the soil of the latter consisted solely of fine
alluvium without any peroeptible stratification. I was also struck by the fact
that just as at Khotan old roads in those parts of Mastung whioh are known
to have been under cultivation for a very long time, lay considerably below
the level OF the fields they pass through. To complete the exact parallelism of
the facts observed in such widely separated areas, I may add that, owing t o
the presence of drift sand in the immediate vicinity of Mastung, the rise of
level in irrigated fields is probably aided here too by a s u b ~ r i a ldeposit of
fine sand or dust.
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The ruined fortifications of " Monastery Hill " near Loralai, which form
by far the most conspicuous of ancient structural remains I saw or heard of
i n Baluchistan, were first mentioned to me on my visit to Loralai by officers
of the 32nd Lancers. !hey crown the two westernmost ridges of a group
of low hills which rise from the level of the valley circ. 3 miles to the southsouth-west of Loralai Cantonment. These ridges are narrow on the top
aud rise with steep stone-covered slopes to a height oE circ. 200 feet abovo the
flat of the valley, which is now irrigated in extensive patches both to the north
and south. The ruins are those of two separate forts, one crowning the top of a
small narrow ridge to the west and the other stretching in a form resembling a
horseshoe along the crest of a larger ridge on the east. The sketch plan
on Plate i. (made without a proper plane table and by means of pace measursments only) shows the approximate position and outlines of the ruined malls.

Forts of Mon~ter).
Hill," Loralai.

-

-

,,
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The western fort, A, shown in photograph, fig. XII., as seen from the
south-east, still retains the foundations of its walls clearly a t the north end
and along the east face. Its length from north to south is circ. 180 feet with
a n average width of 40 feet. At thc south-east corner the main mall is
adjoined by a t o ~ e r - l i k estructure, C (seen in foreground of fig. XII.), built 011a
small terrace circ. 25 feet belom the top of the extant walls. This tower
Conlpare m). 8ard-buried ruins of Khotan (2nd edit.), pp. 243 sqg.
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or bastion has on the north and east sides a, semi-circular wall still standing to a
height of 12 to 16 feet, and showing a narrow window or loophole 8 inohee wide
and about 3 feet high. The wall has here a thickness of close on 7 feet, and is
constructed like the rest of the outer walls of both forts of roughly hewn blocks,
from 1+ to 3 feet in length and 8 to 10 inches in height, set in regular
oourses. The material of the walls throughout mas undoubtedly out out of the
rocky dopes of this or the neighbonring ridges, which show an easily cleaved
white stone resembling chalky shale, bedded in well-defined horiaontal
strata. Whether this tower was meant to shelter a tank or possibly a we1 is
not quite certain. The cutting-off of the rock face on its west side suggests
this. On the top of the ridge within the circumvallated area the foundations of
transverse walls, circ. 4 feet thiok, probably intended to form rooms, are t r a w b l e
in numerous places. The outer walh show here and in the easteru fort
an average thickness of 6 feet.
The eastern ridge orowned by fort A is separated from tho western one F'o~2;H$;~o*
by a small valley closed on the south by a connecting col which at its point
qf greatest dip lies circ. 80 feet below the top of the western ridge. Fol~oming
the orest line of the eastern ridge, fort B shows a central part, circ. 340 feeb
long, stretohinf from east to west, with an extension running due north from
the western en for circ. 290 feet, and another a t the opposite end directed to
the north-east and about equally long. This extension is particularly narrow;
but the average width of the interior is nowhere more than 40 feet, except in
the middle, where the bastions D and .E projecting on oppdsite faoes extend
the width to circ. 100 feet. The second of these bastions is rectangular and
relatively well preserved with walls rising to ciro. 16 feet; so also is the
semi-circular bastion O at the south-west corner. The northern extensisn
ends in a small outwork circ. 40 feet square, of which the walls rise still to
circ. 10-12 feet ; the north-eaatern one, which oocupies the highest part of the
ridge, rum out in a ravelin-like point. Interior walls, much decayed, meant
to divide small rooms, are traceable along part of the southgrn face and also
within the extensions. A deep pit-like depression within the bastion D may
tank or well.
possibly mark the position of a st-e
Of carved stone work. I d d find no traoe, nor any remains which
could possibly suggest a religious purpose such as the modern. conventional
designation " Monastery Hill " sqgests. The scantineas of potsherds on and
about the ridges was very striking, and seems to me to indicate an absence of
prolonged and continuous occupation. The few fragments of painted pottery
found showed simple ornamentation in red and black stripes. Seeing the
position and character of the ruins, I believe we may reoognize in them
ancient forte built like Adh-i-Samudh to afford places of refuge in times of
need for settlements in the plain below. I did not hear of any coins 0r &,her
antiques having ever been found on theso ridges.
The broad valley which extends from D ~ t k isouth-eastwards to Thal St~orgdailound,
and Chotiali, forms probably one of the largest cultivable areas within -.
Bduchistan. I had already at Quetta received information of various mounds
attesting early ocoupation near Duki, a large village and the head-quarters of
the Duki Tahsil ; but when enquiring about them, Mr. W. S. Davis, Politicul
Agent, Loralai, was good enough to call my attention to tho mound of
Shwgalai in the direction of Thal, which, being farlarger and not like the Duki
mounds partly occupied by modern dwellings, promised more observations of
interest. I reached i t after a ten miles' ride south-east from Duki and at a distance of oirc. 3 miles to the north-west of Thal Fort. The mound, known from a
neighbouring locality also as that of Dnbalkot, rises most conspicuously in the
middle of a large plain, no part of which nearer than circ. 2 miles is at present
under cultivation. Equally i~nposingby its height, circ. 80 feet above the
surrounding plain, and by its other dimensions, it is certainly the largest anaient mound known to me on the Frontier. The photograph reproduced in
fig. XII1. shows it as seon Prom the west. The a r e . covered by the mound a t
its base is probably fully 600 yards long from north-west to south-east, while its
maximum width, including. the broad spurs projecting to the south and northeast, can scaroely be muoh less.
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The highest portion OF the mound lies towards the north-west, and forms
on its top a fairly level plateau measuring ciro. 70 yards from north-west to
south-east with a maximum breadth of cim. 05 yarda. From this highest portion of the mound lower spurs descend with broad terraoe-like shouldera to the
north-east, south-east and south. These are separated from ench ot.her by two
deep-cut ravines running east and south-east, whioh owe their origin entirely to
the erosive section of rain. The ravines, whioh in most places bear the look of
fantastioally fissured gorges, permit an examination of the interior composition
of the mound down to a level of oirc. 60 feet from the top. The strata exposed
by their often vertical sides show plainly that the whole mound consists of wcumulated rubbish and clay such as must have been used in the oonstruotion of
walls and houses. Following the south-east ravine down to its bottom I traced
throughout strata containing ashes, bones and rubble. Pottery, which thiokly
strews the top of the mound as well as the surface of its lower spurs, diminishes
in quantity as one descends, but I found small pieces of hard red pottery in
undisturbed strata oirc, tl.0 and 00 feet below the present top. The bottom of
the ravine is throughout thickly covered with otte dkbris, but, of course,
nlost oE this i s likely to have been washed down rum t e top and out of higher

layers,

P T

Fragments of decorated pottery were found hy me only on the top nnd
on the surface of the north-west slope not far from tho top. They were few i n
number, and showed simple patterns painted in black and red stripes or else
crude17 embossed or incised sorolls and similar ornaments. Pot~herdswith a
light greenish-yellow glaze mere plentiful on the top, but none were picked u p .
from the lower strata. I conclude from this that the decorated pottery belongs
to a relatively recent epoch. A mound of such height oould have been formed
only by the rubbish deposits of a long suocession of periods of oocupation, and it,
appears to me very probable that the earliest of these are altogether pre-historic.
Large rough stones found on the top and on terraces of the mound may be the
remlzins of small rubble-built towers or walls of relatively recent date erected on .
this commanding position. But the mass of dwellings sucoessively built on the
mound was oonstructed, no doubt, of clay only, and the orurnbling away of thie
materkl has probably contributed more than any other oause to the rise in
level. Df UasonrT of any kind neither the slopas nor the sides of the ravines
disclosed a trace,
Extensive
.na.

dsbru

Aocordiag to Mr. Davis' information ra pot with about 200Muhammadan
silver coins was some years ago disoovered on the top, but none of them
could now be produced for examination. Judging from the desoription given
to me these pieces may have belonged to the Ghaznavf or Pathan dynasties.
These coins would have been very useful for the purpose of approximately
fixing the latest date up to which occupation of the mound oontinued. Otherwise finds of coins appear to be exceedingly rare, while those of beads are
common. It is notewortby as an indication of the large settlement which must
a t one time-not necessarjly very remote-have clustered around this great
mound that the plain at its foot for about half a mile in eaoh direction is strewn
with fragments of plain pottery and rubble. The view from the top is very
extensive, comprising the greatest part of Thal, to which are ~ountedat present
s o w 13-14 villages. Excarations for manuring soil appear so far to have
been ~ a r r i o don only to a limited extent a t the foot of the mound,
The old mounds oE Chhalga~hito which attention had first been oalled
by Mr. HUGHES
BULLER,
c.B., in 1903, in aoommunication to the DirectorGeneml of Archaeology, were examined by me a t the oonclusion of my
Baluchitan tour. They are situated close to the village of Chhalgarhi in
the barren plain of Kachh, which extends between Sibi and Jacobabad and over
the greatest pa14 of its area fully deserves the designation of a desert.
Chhalgrhi, which was reached after a ride oE ciro. 8 miles to the south-west
.sfBellpat Station, is a fairly l a i v ~village,
e
though only a very small portion
of t h e extensive area munted as vi8age lands is in favourable seasons oapable oE
irrigation, while the rest cannot be cu1tivat:d exc3pt after heavy rains which
oecur occasionally after the lapw ~f several y e p . At the time of my vitiit
water ,n'w scanty even [or drinking purposes!
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The mounds lie to the north-east of the village, and are sepamted from it
only by a ehallow dry nullah through whioh a t one time floods of the
torrent bed locally known as Shor-Nadi - used to make their way. The main
mound extends in the direction from south-west to north-east for circ. 176
yarda; its greatest breadth on the top is only about 20 yards, but there are
several small-terrace-like shoulders jutting out from its sides. To the west of
this mound and parallel to it, at a distanoe of about 120 yards, there stretches
a smaller mound, ciro. 95 yards long and only 10 to 1 2 feet high. The level
space between the two mounds, which seemed t o be but little raised above
the level of the neighbouring fields, is used as a burial ground by the people of
Chhalgarhi. Their mud-built tombs oocupy also part of the slopes of both
mounds. The north-east end of these abut on an old flood bed of the
Shor-Nadi, and in order to protect the burial ground an earth 'Band' has
been raised connecting those two ends.
Both mounds are thickly strewn with pottery dhbris, generally fragments Comporition of
moun6.
of very small size, among whioh little figurines in burnt clay also turn up
after rains. No structural remains are traceable anywhere on the surfaoe of
the mounds, but it is asserted that when a flood in the nullah last referred to had
\
out into the north-east end of the larger mound, remains of a wall built
with bricks of a large size as well as a skeleton of extraordinary stature
were laid bare. Tradition is very vague as to the time of this ocourrence, widely
different dates being mentioned by various grey-beards ; no remains of the
brioks could be shown to me nor the spot indicated with acouracy. The smaller
mound falls off steeply towards the same nullah, and a outting made here under
my direction showed that the mound throughout consists of layers of clay, such
as mould now be used for the construction of village dwellings, mixed with
potsherds, ashes and bones. I have every remon to assume that the composition
of both mounds is substantially the same as disclosed by this trial excavation.
The pottery fwyments, of which I examined a oonsiderable quantity, are Ancient vttq of
not distinguished for size (the largest piece only measured circ. 6 inches across) chhP'p'bs
or exoeptional hardness, but show more variety in decoration than observed
elsewhere in Baluchistan. The most characteristio of the deoomted pottery at
this site shows a greyish clay, the outer surfaca of whioh is given an artifioially roughened appearanoe by a network of incised wave lines running ohiefly from
the ~rlouthof jars downwards. Horizontal bands of small incised roundels are
also found in this class of pottery. Pottery of a light brown or grey colour
decorated in roughly painted patterns with dark brown stripes and scrolls is
also oommon. Red pottery with ornamental motives painted in black is rare ;
these ordinarily take the form of simple bands or check patterns. On one
small piece I noticed a decorative band showing .what might be meant for
fishes, while another exhibits the remains of a leaf ornament in black and
brown. One piece of red pottery was pierced by small holes, but without
any regular pat tern.
The fragments OF clay bangles are very numerous, varying in thiokness c l . ~ finoriner uld
from one quarter inoh to one inch. One large bangle of this thickness which a pku".
villager brought to me, measured 7 iuohes aoross and was manifestly not meant
for wear. The bangles usually show a light brown oolour with a simple fernlike ornament on the outside. Clay figurines seem to be found frequently, but
their variety is apparently not great ;their colour varies fmm light grey to terraootta. Small plaques representing veFy ooarsely modelled female figures, with
much exaggerated heads, and usually broken below the diminutive aaists, are
common. They measure ordinarily 1-14 inches from the waist to the wig-like
head-dress. Two much-injured figurines seem to shorn male beads surmounted
by high conical caps 99 of sheepskin. The largest figurine I saw represents a,
seated or kneeling woman, and measures 6 inches in height, being broken above
the knees. The modelling of the head is coarse here too, though less grotesque
than in the small plaques, Animals are represented by a few bulls and, curiously
enough, also pip.
According to the village headmen's statements some copper coins were
found a few years ago with legends which to them looked like Nagari, and
which some Brahmans pretended to read. No coins have since turned up, and
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finds are apparently alwsys rare. It is clear that the mound oontains the d6bris
accumulations af a pre-Muhammadan settlement, probably corresponding in
character to the present Chhalgarhi; but there is no evidence of any high
antiquity. As the soil immediately to the south of the main mound is pure
clay, without any traoe of pottery or similar dbbris, it may be safely assumed
that the height of the mounds represents approximately the original height of
the accumulations. I n the ibsence of regular irrigation no great rise in the
ground level can have ocourred, while on the other hand the old established
custom of burying on the slbpes of the mounds has evidently preserved the
latter from being lowered by diggings for manuring soil. T ~ k i n g into
m o u n t also the scarcity of rainfall in this region, it seems improbable that the
height of these mounds could have been very much greater when they were
first abandoned by dwellings, perhaps about the time of the final Nuhammadan
e
cgnquest.
7

I n heading of fig. IX.inetcad of REMAINS
OP VIEARA
read REMAINS
(R CO~WNT.
I n heading of fig. XI.inetead of VIHARA
AND STUPAS
OF ASGRAM read RUIXED
STUPAS
OF ASGILAY.
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